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I would first of all like to thank all
our retail partners for helping us to
deliver the innovative products that
meet the changing needs of campers
throughout the world. These positive
relationships help us in continuing
to be the market leader in family
camping.
Being pioneers in launching dynamic
designs and concepts, our awardwinning innovative ranges are often
imitated but never bettered and the
pace of development ensures others
will always be trying to catch up on
our progress.
By listening to feedback from you and
our loyal consumers, we are able to
maintain our reputation for delivering
outstanding solutions to market
demands. Our 2014 collections
reflect our commitment to meet the
expectations of campers for versatility,
ease of use and reliability when

they pursue their own unforgettable
moments and invest in Outwell®.
The use of quality materials,
components and our expertise in
reliable manufacturing solutions
combines with our sustained strategy
of introducing practical innovation to
meet consumer needs.
We continue to work hard at
developing new products that suit
changing trends, always aiming to
exceed consumers’ expectations, and
we value feedback from the market
highly as it helps us to maintain our
leading position in innovative family
camping.
Confidence in the future fuels the
desire of the whole Outwell team
to maintain our leading role in the
industry.
Finally, I would like to wish you
all a very successful 2014

Henrik arens
Managing
Director
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BE INSPIRED
BY INNOVATION
THROUGH CONSISTENT INNOVATION AND ATTENTION TO DETAIL,
OUTWELL HAS ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS THE MARKET LEADER IN TOP
QUALITY TENTS AND CAMPING EQUIPMENT ENJOYED BY CAMPERS
THROUGHOUT EUROPE
This year’s exciting new collections, updates and
design options guarantee that it’s even easier for
families to make the right choice with all our tents
enjoying the bonus of our Rain Safe entrance at the
front or side.
Outwell leads the way in practical, inspired tent
designs and innovative features, built on the
foundations of quality and reliability, to deliver a
wonderful shared experience outdoors. Inspiring
campers old and new, our 2014 designs mark another
major step forward in offering comfort, performance
and flexibility to help families make the most out of
outdoor living.
With thirteen outstanding tent collections, balanced
to meet the needs and desires of the wide range
of family campers, Outwell combines Scandinavian
design excellence with creative technology, functional
materials and practical features seasoned with a
contemporary flavour. Driven
by the pursuit of excellence
and backed by rigorous testing,
Outwell delivers comfort and ease
of use with flair and imagination.

Similar themes run throughout the tent collections
and equipment ranges, regardless of design,
materials, style and function. Simply put, they
are the inspiring principles on which Outwell was
established and continues to develop – consistent
quality, superb innovation, creative design and
practical functionality in delivering reliable
performance and comfort.
At Outwell, we will never compromise on quality,
performance, comfort and innovation in the
development of our tent collections and camping
equipment ranges. Top materials and the rigorous
test programme deliver reliable products that
complement a happy, healthy lifestyle.
For family campers, these principles mean that
the precious time spent outdoors can be enjoyed
together building unforgettable family moments.
Parents can relax on holiday with the confidence
that Outwell will help to
enhance their experiences,
guaranteeing days to cherish
and memories that will last a
lifetime for all the family.

OUTWELL LEADS THE WAY IN
PRACTICAL INSPIRED TENT DESIGNS
AND INNOVATIVE FEATURES

Outwell Tent Collections 2014
Ambiente Collection
The trend-setting Ambiente
Collection combines space,
innovation and design detail with
high quality, comfort and the unique
atmosphere of our unique Outtex
100% Ripstop Cotton fabric. The
collection comprises Yosemite Falls,
Yellowstone Falls and Niagara Falls –
offering options to sleep five-seven
people. Combining style and function
effortlessly, there’s no mistaking
the collection’s stand-out appeal for
discerning campers seeking the very
best in their camping experiences.
Classic Collection
This flagship collection features a
range of sizes and layouts in Outtex®
Airtech, all benefitting from fabulous
panoramic fronts. Wolf Lake 5 and 7
have Awning Conversion Kit options;
Bear Lake 4 and 6 plus Trout Lake
4 and 6 have Extension options and
we include a Windscreen for extra
privacy. There is something for all
family campers to consider in this
stunning collection honed over time
to deliver consistent performance,
comfort and reliability.
Smart Air Polycotton Collection
We led the market with the launch
of inflatable tube technology family
tents and developed the stunning
innovation of our very own OneGo Inflation Technology. One-Go
sums up the simplicity offered by
intelligent innovation combined with
top performing fabric. For 2014, this
focused collection has fully-featured

four tunnel-style designs, all with
Rain Safe Entry, in the signature Oil
Green colour of the Outtex® Airtech
fabric. Joining Concorde M and L
(with awning and extension options)
are the new Harrier L and XL tents.
NEW! Regency Collection
The new Regency tents offer classic
design and visual flair in a stunning
collection that makes full use of
polycotton’s performance whilst the
more modest size options extend
the accessibility to a wider audience.
Innovation is clearly apparent here

OUTWELL COMBINES
SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN
EXCELLENCE WITH CREATIVE
TECHNOLOGY, FUNCTIONAL
MATERIALS AND great
PRACTICAL FEATURES
with so many features integral to the
reliable performance of the tents.
The Newgate 3, Newgate 5, Newgate
6, Kensington 4 and Kensington 6
designs all feature robust, durable PE
floors, and tinted windows that tone
with the fabric colour.
Superior Collection
Characterised by function and
flexibility, co-creation is all about
working together to make a personal
choice for your family, meeting their
developing needs by adapting tents
as required. This collection features
the Hybrid Frame System which

allows the tents to be free-standing.
The collection comprises the Bahia
7, Bahia 5, Biscayne 6, Biscayne 5
and Biscayne Front Awning plus four
add-on pod options – Cuisine Pod,
Storage Pod and Side Pod with a
Sleeping Pod new for 2014.
Premium Collection
This reliable and well-tested
collection of high quality polyester
tents is the foundation of Outwell’s
heritage and offers a superb choice
for family campers. Our Premium
Collection represents the essential
qualities that inspire our designers
so it is not surprising that the everpopular Montana 6P tent is an award
winner as well as a top seller. This
core collection is further updated
by fine tuning to make the most of
design developments. New for 2014
is the Roof Protection System.
NEW! Smart Air Polyester
Collection
Our One-Go Inflation Technology is
partnered here with a different fabric
option to extend the opportunity
for campers to enjoy the speed
and convenience of smart pitching
through just one sturdy valve. Our
video clips are proof of just how
convenient inflation technology has
proved to be. The award-winning
Nevada design has been developed
to offer the Tomcat M and L models,
with extension options, whilst the
Hornet L and XL both benefit from a
generous front canopy; all tents sleep
five-six people.

outwell
– applying flair and
imagination to camping

camping
together
CO-CREATION IS KEY
– we work and
camp with you…

INNOVATIVE

FAMILY
CAMPING

Evolution Collection
Evolution came from the development
of our DeLuxe tents. Building on its
popular launch last year, these fully
featured, award-winning designs
benefit from high quality polyester
fabric used with Duratec poles to
help reduce overall weight to form
the basis of stable, reliable designs.
The collection is made up of a trio of
Nevada designs – the award-winning
MP plus LP and XLP, all with the
much-admired panorama front – with
the Hartford XLP that sleeps eight
people in three bedrooms with more
space in the living room. One model
each of an awning and extension fit
both the Nevada MP and XLP.
DeLuxe Collection
Choice and style are the watchwords
here in our largest collection,
completely updated across the
board with the new rounded profile
pole construction. The collection’s
signature colourways remain
unchanged with Outwell stripes
complementing the main theme of
Foliage Green. Montana 6 now sees
a side porch area incorporated in a
new construction and there’s now
a Montana 4 for smaller families.
The three room Glendale 5 is joined
by a four room Glendale 7 with
a Side Extension that fits both.
Birdland now has S, M and L options,
sleeping three-five people with Front
Extensions to match. The popular
Oklahoma shelter adds flexible living
options on site, particularly for eating
and socialising with other campers.
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NEW! Privilege Collection
Joining the Outwell family in 2014,
this collection is ideal for weekend
breaks and touring holidays. All of
these tents feature flysheets with
a reliable 3,000mm hydrostatic
head designed in the new Insignia
Blue colourway that adds a touch of
distinction to the practical design.
This collection is sure to appeal to
couples and families new to camping
who want reliable comfort and
performance with easy pitching and

ALL OUTWELL TENTS ENJOY THE
BONUS OF OUR INNOVATIVE
RAIN SAFE ENTRANCE
no fuss. Three models – Amarillo,
Whitecove and Rockwell – sleep
three-six people with extension
options available. There’s generous
living and bedroom space across all
models whilst the extensions add
extra practical comfort.
Touring Collection
Designed to be used with motor
homes, vans and MPVs, our driveaway awnings have established
themselves as firm favourites. They
offer loads of extra storage with
the added advantage of a bedroom
option for sleeping. The collection also
benefits from our practical approach
to innovation with the development of
the Link Access Zone System which
guarantees a close seal between
the vehicle and awning. 2014 sees

a new model added – Paradise Road
– to complement the larger current
designs – California Highway and
Country Road.
NEW! Smart Air Touring
The Smart Air concept is completed
with this range of inflatable frame
drive-away awnings for simple, fast
pitching extra space. The versatility
of the One-Go Inflation Technology
means that the extra space can be
added in just 60 seconds. As standalone designs, the models can be left
free-standing safe in the knowledge
that the pitching and contents are
secure. With two models – San Diego
Freeway and Hollywood Freeway –
this tightly focussed collection offers
great flexibility on tour with a twoperson inner tent available for the
latter as a bedroom option.
Smart Tunnal Concept
An outstanding success, this collection
of instant pitching tents continues
unchanged as changing such a
winning formula would be unwise!
For new campers, touring, fun space
for kids, storage and extra sleeping
options or just for the novelty value,
these designs have earned their
place in our history. Vision 200 and
the three Fusion models (200, 300
and 400) sleep two-four people in
instant shelter. Perfect for festivals,
overnight trips and touring, they also
make a great start to camping life
for youngsters tucked up in the back
garden. Smart colours complement
the ingenious, practical designs.

Outwell Equipment Collections 2014
Sleeping bags – ‘It’s all about
comfortable sleeping’ sums up our
dynamic approach to innovation
and comfort in all our sleep-related
collections and, for 2014, all our
sleeping bags are rectangular-shaped.
Top of the new ranges are the County
polyester bags with a specially
designed fill mix of duck down and
top performing Isofill® synthetic
fibres. Also new are the Cube range of
envelope-style bags and the Campion
range combining microfibre polyester
with Isofill insulation. Youngsters get
two specially developed new ranges –
the Convertible Junior with adjustable
length and three different stylish
bags in the Cave range. Our top
Camper range continues with three
rectangular bags offering superb Isofill
comfort. The popular classic Contour
and Cedar ranges continue with their
two layer Isofill insulation offering
warmth and comfort.
Duvet Sleep System – our
sumptuous award-winning innovative
system for top camping comfort
continues with a new bed/duvet that
incorporates a sturdy folding bed for
sleeping off the ground. Like exisitng
models, the complete bed system
simply unfolds from a single package.
Self-inflating – All models in this
range are new for 2014, reflecting
our drive to seek ever higher
standards of performance. In four
different categories to cover all
needs, convenience, comfort and
quality are key.

Airbeds – The current range of
flock airbeds with pillow and pump
continues with the return of the
well-known and comfortable single
and double Airbed boxes with their
durable box construction.
Kids – Completely updated in 2013,
the range is now extended with new
oval pillows for boys and for girls,
ideal for use in sleeping bags and on
long car journeys.

quality, innovative equipment
that provides the foundation
on which to create
unforgettable outdoor
family moments
Pack ’n’ Go – For 2014, there’s
a stunning mix of new models
and new colours that extend the
innovative concept. The collection is
now focused on bags with inspired,
practical versatility in packing,
transport and camp site storage as
core design factors.
Cool ‘n’ Go – From the groundbreaking ECOcool box with its energy
saving credentials to the large
insulated coolboxes, picnic sets,
new coolbags and lunch bags, there
is a wide choice for campers’ food
storage to suit all.
Furniture – Our folding furniture
range features a brand new striking
design option plus several new

models in tables (now using a special
construction in a highly weather
resistant material). New models also
feature in the Blacktop, Summer,
Outdoor Furniture and Kitchen
collections whilst the popular ranges
of cupboards, wardrobes and storage
baskets continues unchanged.
Burner Stoves - A totally new
range of Burner Stoves offers high
performance meal preparation
options whilst the range of handy
Grills is expanded with two new
Gas Grills and sees the addition of
a Grill Starter to speed up charcoal
preparation times.
Cooking – There’s an expansion
of the very successful Collaps
kitchenware with new colours and
items that includes a laundry basket,
plus new dimensions and colours
to the biodegradable Bamboo
range; Bella acrylic tableware is a
completely new range of Pitcher and
glasses set. The reliable Melamine
ranges remain unchanged.
Electrics and other accessories
– this collection embraces all the
other items that ensure comfort and
convenience on site. New for 2014 is
our range of mains electric hook-up
kit and sockets plus new torches and
Pack towels in new smart colours.
Heaters and lights continue with a
new magnetic light that is sure to be
a favourite with cooks on site. Other
well-known high quality Outwell
accessories continue unchanged.

real
richness
Spend quality time
enjoying life outdoors
with friends and family

play time
help your children
learn life skills
through play and
outdoor living

tent guide
Yosemite Falls Yellowstone
Falls

Niagara
Falls

Windscreen

Wolf Lake 7

SLEEPS

7 people

6 people

5 people

7 people

5 people

GROUNDSHEET

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

POLES

Alloy poles
#6063, 25 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Alloy poles
#6063, 25 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Alloy poles
#6063, 22 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Steel poles 19
mm, spring
linked

Alloy poles
#6063, 25 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Alloy poles
#6063, 22 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

WEIGHT

T: 37.3 kg
P: 40.8 kg

T: 29.8 kg
P: 34.9 kg

T: 24.3 kg
P: 27.2 kg

3.6 kg

T: 33.9 kg
P: 27.7 kg

T: 26.8 kg
P: 22.1 kg

TYPE

Five room
tunnel tent

Four room
tunnel tent

Four room
tunnel tent

Windscreen

Four room
tunnel tent

PAGE

24

25

26

27

32

Harrier XL

Harrier L

Concorde L

Bear Lake 6

Bear Lake 4

6 people

5 people

6 people

5 people

GROUNDSHEET

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Integrated
inflatable frame

Integrated
inflatable frame

Integrated
inflatable frame

Integrated
inflatable frame

Duratec
fibreglass
9.5/11.0 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Duratec
fibreglass
9.5/11.0 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Duratec
fibreglass 8.5
mm, 2 upright
steel poles

Duratec
fibreglass 8.5
mm, 2 upright
steel poles

WEIGHT

38.5 kg

35.6 kg

35.4 kg

TYPE

Four room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

PAGE

46

47

Bear Lake

Trout Lake 6

Trout Lake 4

Front Extension

Trout Lake

Windscreen

Front Extension

6 people

4 people

6 people

4 people

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Alloy poles
#6063, 22 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Alloy poles
#6063, 22 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Alloy poles
#6063, 22 mm

Alloy poles
#6063, 16/22
mm, 2 upright
steel poles

Alloy poles
#6063, 16/22
mm, 2 upright
steel poles

Alloy poles
#6063, 22 mm

11.6 kg (7)
9.4 kg (5)

T: 26.3 kg
P: 26.6 kg

T: 22.6 kg
P: 23.0 kg

10.0 kg (6)
9.3 kg (4)

T: 21.9 kg
P: 18.7 kg

T: 18.0 kg
P: 15.7 kg

11.5 kg (6)
9.8 kg (4)

3.6 kg

Three room
tunnel tent

Awning
Conversion Kit

Three room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Extension

Four room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Extension

Windscreen

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

Newgate 6

Newgate 5

Newgate 3

Concorde M Concorde M & L Concorde M & L

SLEEPS

POLES

Wolf Lake
Awning Conversion Kit

Front Awning

8

Wolf Lake 5

Detachable
Bathtub

Kensington 6 Kensington 4

Windscreen

Front Extension

Detachable
Bathtub

6 people

5 people

3 people

6 people

4 people

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Integrated
inflatable frame

Integrated
inflatable frame

Steel poles 22
mm, Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Steel poles 22
mm, Duratec
fibreglass
9.5/11.0 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Steel poles 22
mm, Duratec
fibreglass
9.5/11.0 mm

Steel poles 22
mm, Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/13.5 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Steel poles 22
mm, Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/13.5 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

29.0 kg

16.3 kg

11.2 kg

T: 28.3 kg
P: 21.6 kg

T: 24,0 kg
P: 19,7 kg

29.7 kg

T: 33.9 kg
P: 23.5 kg

T: 28.0 kg
P: 21.4 kg

3.9 kg

Three room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Awning

Extension

Four room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Teo room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Windscreen

48

49

50

51

56

57

58

59

60

61

Steel poles
19 mm

Steel poles 19
mm, spring
linked

BAHIA 7

BAHIA 5

BISCAYNE 6

BISCAYNE 5

SLEEPING POD

CUISINE POD

STORAGE POD

SIDE POD

2 PERSONS

BISCAYNE

WINDSCREEN

FRONT AWNING

SLEEPS

7 people

5 people

6 people

5 people

2 people

GROUNDSHEET

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

POLES

Steel poles
19/22 mm,
Duratec
fibreglass 8.5
mm, 2 upright
steel poles

Steel poles
19/22 mm,
Duratec
fibreglass 8.5
mm, 2 upright
steel poles

Steel poles
19/22 mm,
Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0 mm

Steel poles
19/22 mm,
Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0 mm

Steel poles
19 mm, Duratec
fibreglass
11 mm

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5 mm

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5 mm

WEIGHT

T: 38.1 kg
P: 24.1 kg

T: 29.7 kg
P: 17.9 kg

T: 25.4 kg
P: 16.8 kg

T: 27.7 kg
P: 17.1 kg

5.5 kg

2.2 kg

1.8 kg

2.1 kg

12.4 kg (6)
12.2 kg (5)

3.4 kg

TYPE

Four room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Pod

Pod

Pod

Pod

Awning

Windscreen
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66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

VERMONT XLP

VERMONT LP

VERMONT P

GEORGIA 7P

GEORGIA 5P

GEORGIA P

MONTANA 6P

MONTANA 5P

MONTANA P

MONTANA 6P

FRONT AWNING

FRONT EXTENSION

SIDE AWNING
SLEEPS

7 people

6 people

GROUNDSHEET

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

POLES

Steel poles
19/22 mm,
3 upright steel
poles

WEIGHT

Detachable
Bathtub

Steel poles
19/22 mm,
Duratec
fibreglass
11 mm

FRONT AWNING
7 people

5 people

Detachable
Bathtub

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Steel poles
19/22 mm,
3 upright steel
poles

Steel poles
19 mm

Steel poles
19/22 mm, Alloy
pole 13 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

T: 31.9 kg
P: 23.6 kg

T: 29.0 kg
P: 22.3 kg

17.3 kg

TYPE

Four room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent
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80

81

Detachable
Bathtub

6 people

5 people

Detachable
Bathtub

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Detachable
Bathtub

Steel poles
19/22 mm, Alloy
pole 13 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Steel poles
19 mm

Steel poles
19/22 mm, Alloy
pole 9.5 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Steel poles
19/22 mm, Alloy
pole 11 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Steel poles
19 mm

T: 28.2 kg
P: 18.6 kg

T: 26.6 kg
P: 17.7 kg

18.2 kg (7P)
16.4 kg (5P)

T: 25.0 kg
P: 16.8 kg

T: 21.2 kg
P: 12.5 kg

16.3 kg (6P)
14.8 kg (5P)

11.2 kg

Awning

Four room
tunnel tent

Four room
tunnel tent

Awning

Three room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Awning

Extension

82

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

Steel poles
19 mm

tent guide
Hornet XL

Hornet L

Tomcat LP

Tomcat MP

Tomcat MP & LP

Nevada XLP

Nevada LP

Nevada MP Nevada MP&XLP Nevada MP&XLP Hartford XLP Windscreen

Extension
6 people

5 people

6 people

5 people

6 people

6 people

5 people

GROUNDSHEET

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Detachable
Bathtub

Integrated
inflatable frame

Integrated
inflatable frame

Integrated
inflatable frame

Integrated
inflatable frame

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/12.7 mm

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0/12.7
mm

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0/12.7
mm

Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm

POLES

Integrated
inflatable frame

Front Extension
8 people
Sealed Ground
System

Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm

Duratec
fibreglass
9.5/11.0/12.7
mm

Steel poles
16 mm, spring
linked

WEIGHT

27.7 kg

26.3 kg

26.6 kg

21.9 kg

8.2 kg

25.5 kg

23.6 kg

20.2 kg

12.4 kg

6.7 kg

34.7 kg

3.4 kg

TYPE

Four room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Extension

Three room
tunnel tent

Four room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Awning

Extension

Four room
dome tent

Windscreen
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97

98

99

100

106

107

108

109

110

112

113

Montana 4

Montana 6

Montana

Glendale 7

Front Awning

Front Extension

Montana 6

10

Front Awning

SLEEPS

SLEEPS

6 people

4 people

GROUNDSHEET

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Detachable
Bathtub

POLES

Steel poles
19 mm, Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/9.5/11.0/12.7
mm

Steel poles
19 mm, Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0/12.7
mm

Steel poles
19 mm

WEIGHT

T: 16.7 kg
P: 9.1 kg

20.8 kg

TYPE

Three room
tunnel tent

PAGE
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Glendale 5

Glendale

Birdland L

Birdland M

Birdland S

Side Extension

Birdland

Oklahoma

Windscreen

Front Extension

7 people

5 people

5 people

4 people

3 people

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Steel poles
19 mm

Steel poles
19 mm, Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm

Steel poles
19 mm, Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm

Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm

Steel poles
19 mm, Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0/12.7
mm

Steel poles
19 mm, Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0/12.7
mm

Steel poles
19 mm, Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0/12.7
mm

Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm

Steel poles
19/22 mm

Steel poles
16 mm, spring
linked

14.1 kg

9.8 kg (6)
9.4 kg (4)

T: 21.5 kg
P: 10.2 kg

T: 18.3 kg
P: 8.9 kg

5.9 kg

17.4 kg

15.7 kg

13.6 kg

6.2 kg (L)
5.9 kg (M)
5.7 kg (S)

16.5 kg

3.4 kg

Three room
tunnel tent

Awning

Extension

Four room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Extension

Three room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Two room
tunnel tent

Extension

Shelter

Windscreen
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120

121

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

AMARILLO 6

AMARILLO 4

AMARILLO

WHITECOVE 6

WHITECOVE 5

FRONT EXTENSION

WHITECOVE 6

ROCKWELL 5

ROCKWELL 3

FRONT EXTENSION

ROCKWELL 5
WHITECOVE 5
FRONT EXTENSION

SLEEPS

6 people

4 people

6 people

5 people

5 people

3 people

GROUNDSHEET

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

POLES

Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm

Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm

Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm

Duratec
fibreglass
9.5/11.0/12.7
mm

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0/12.7
mm

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0/12.7
mm

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5/11.0/12.7
mm

WEIGHT

24.5 kg

21.4 kg

5.4 kg (6)
5.0 kg (4)

22.6 kg

19.2 kg

6.9 kg

14.6 kg

12.5 kg

6.4 kg

TYPE

Four room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Extension

Four room
tunnel tent

Three room
tunnel tent

Extension

Three room
tunnel tent

Two room
tunnel tent

Extension

PAGE

136

137

138

139

140

141

143

144

145

PARADISE ROAD

CALIFORNIA
HIGHWAY
5 people

2 people

2 people

GROUNDSHEET

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

Sealed Ground
System, Zip-out

POLES

Roof: Duratec
fibreglass
11 mm, Legs:
Steel poles
19 mm, Rain-safe
door: Duratec
fibreglass 8.5 mm,
16 mm inside roof
poles, 2 upright
steel poles

Roof: Duratec
fibreglass
11 mm, Legs:
Steel poles
19 mm, 19/16
mm inside roof
poles, 2 upright
steel poles

WEIGHT

18.0 kg

T: 20.1 kg
P: 19.7 kg

25.4 kg

26.4 kg

16.5 kg

20.1 kg

21.1 kg

7.0 kg

5.5 kg

4.5 kg

3.5 kg

TYPE

One room
tunnel tent

One room
tunnel tent

One room
tunnel tent

One room
tunnel tent

One room
tunnel tent

One room
tunnel tent

One room
tunnel tent

Two room
tunnel tent

Two room
tunnel tent

Two room
tunnel tent

One room
tunnel tent
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151

152

152

158

159

159

164

165

166

167

SLEEPS

COUNTRY ROAD COUNTRY ROAD
TALL

Roof: Duratec
Roof: Duratec
fibreglass 9.5/11.0 fibreglass 9.5/11.0
mm, Legs: Steel
mm, Legs: Steel
poles 19 mm,
poles 19 mm,
Rain-safe door:
Rain-safe door:
Duratec fibreglass Duratec fibreglass
9.5 mm, 19/16
9.5 mm, 19/16
mm inside roof
mm inside roof
poles
poles

Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm

HOLLYWOOD
FREEWAY TALL

FUSION 400

Duratec
fibreglass
11.0/12.7 mm

FUSION 300

FUSION 200

VISION 200

3 people

2 people

2 people

Fixed Ground
System

Fixed Ground
System

SAN DIEGO
FREEWAY

HOLLYWOOD
FREEWAY
2 people

2 people

4 people

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Sealed Ground
System

Fixed Ground
System

Integrated
inflatable frame

Integrated
inflatable frame

Integrated
inflatable frame

Duratec
fibreglass
8.5 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Duratec
fibreglass
9.0 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Duratec
fibreglass
9.0 mm,
2 upright steel
poles

Duratec
fibreglass
6.0/6.9 mm

Duratec
fibreglass
6.0/6.9 mm

Duratec
fibreglass 6 mm

Duratec
fibreglass 6 mm

TENT FEATURES
OUR INSPIRATION IS TO CREATE TENTS THAT OFFER FAMILIES THE
OPPORTUNITY TO BUILD SHARED MEMORIES OF HAPPY TIMES SPENT
OUTDOORS TOGETHER. TENTS THAT DELIVER COMFORT, SAFETY,
PERFORMANCE AND CONVENIENCE WHERE QUALITY IS A GIVEN
Choice, too, is a key consideration in the development of the
carefully designed collections that incorporate outstanding
innovation with dynamic technology and quality materials.

OUTWELL

LEADING THE MARKET

Driven by the desire to innovate, we have introduced a wide
range of practical features that have influenced the whole
tent market. A real tribute to our ground-breaking work! The
motivation behind the development of our unique features
is to add to the quality of the experience enjoyed by all the
family. Working closely with our customers, we can identify
problems and deliver unique solutions that work on site.
Now patented, the Outwell Wind Stabilizer
System does exactly what it claims to do
even in the face of fierce gales – we know
that because we test to extremes! Families
can sleep soundly knowing that their tent is
secure, stable and will never let them down.
The Outwell Easy Pegging System offers a
colour-coded solution to peg selection and
guarantees reliable pitching every time.
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Then there’s the Outwell One-Go Inflation Technology that
makes short work of pitching our Smart Air collections and
the freestanding Outwell Hybrid Frame System that offers
stability and the versatility of adding Pods for extra space and
functions. Key to comfort on site are the ventilation options
to beat condensation offered by the Outwell Integrated Vent
System whilst the Night Sky ceiling reduces inner tent light
levels to round off our goal of trouble-free experiences on site.
We put our name on these initiatives because we are truly
proud of our sustained drive to innovate. Among the many
‘firsts’ that have helped to transform family
camping are luminous guylines, carpets,
footprints, extensions, awnings, tinted windows
and options to customise tents with a variety of
zip-in pods.

FAMILIES SLEEP SOUNDLY
KNOWING THAT THEIR
TENT WILL NEVER LET
THEM DOWN. WE NEVER
REST IN OUR QUEST TO
DELIVER THE VERY BEST

As we never rest in our quest to deliver the
very best, all our tents now benefit from Rain
Safe Entry which offering extra protection from
the elements at doorways.

TENT FEATURES
WE NEVER COMPROMISE ON THE CONTINUED
DEVELOPMENT OF INSPIRED, PRACTICAL DESIGN
FEATURES BUILT ON INNOVATION FOR COMFORT
AND PERFORMANCE
EMBOSSED FLYSHEET AND INNERS
Gracing many of our top tents, the
polyester fabrics enjoy discreet
embossing with the Outwell logo to
add a touch of style and send a subtle
message that the owners pick only
the best for their family’s camping.

FLAT POLE SLEEVES
Flat pole sleeves in a number of our tent
collections achieve a sleek wind-shedding
profile for enhanced stability, and a smooth
sleeve for the smooth threading of poles to
ensure quick, easy pitching.

ROOF PROTECTOR
New for 2014, and an optional item for the Outwell Premium Collection,
a Roof Protector is a large fabric panel matching the size of the tent roof
to which it attaches across the pole sleeves. The pole sleeves ensure
that a gap exists between the tent roof and the correctly-tensioned
Protector, allowing the free flow of air, plus providing protection from
bird droppings, UV rays and dripping tree sap.

TINTED WINDOWS
Large tinted windows not only add to a tent’s style but
also have a special coating that reduces the penetration
of harmful UV radiation, cutting down the warming
effects of the sun’s rays, reducing glare and allowing
wide views while maintaining privacy.

RAIN SAFE ENTRY
Rain Safe Entry delivers extra protection – outside the tent! All our tents now benefit
from this practical feature that’s designed as a generous porch over doorways so
campers can avoid vertical and wind-driven downpours soaking them and the tent’s
interior when they enter or leave.

OUTWELL POLE JUNCTION SYSTEM
The Outwell Pole Junction System uses top
technology for reliable multi-socket joints.
Fixed to steel structural poles, they create
a secure anchor point for the interlinking
Duratec fibreglass poles that reinforce stability.

OUTWELL ONE-GO INFLATION TECHNOLOGY
Outwell One-go Inflation Technology is a truly inspired
development that enables campers to plug a super-efficient pump
into a single inlet valve and inflate the largest of tents in a minute.
There is no need to move the pump between individual air tubes
– just plug in, pump up and go! The simple-to-pitch and highly
effective frame links uprights via an apex tube that also acts as a
ridge pole for structural stability. Each individual upright assembly
can be isolated after inflation using valves to prevent the frame
from fully deflating in the case of accidental damage.

BEAUFORT SCALE
We use the internationally recognised Beaufort Scale to illustrate the
performance of our tents in the stormiest of conditions as it is the empirical
measure that relates wind speed to observed conditions at sea or on land. In
tests, tents in the Superior and Premium Collection withstood winds speeds of
up to Force 10 on the Beaufort Scale – this is a gale storm rating considered
sufficient to uproot a tree! Tents from the Evolution and DeLuxe Collections
withstood Force 9 winds with speeds of between 75-88km/h – that is 47-54 mph
or 20.8-24.4m/s – and sufficient to blow over small trees.

BEAUFORT RATINGS
12
11
10
10

OUTWELL WIND STABILIZER SYSTEM
Without doubt, the patented Outwell Wind Stabilizer
System has been the most significant development in
tent stability in recent years – from any manufacturer
– and has been proven under the most demanding
conditions at our in-house wind test facilities as well as
in the field. It creates a direct and secure attachment
point between the outer tent and tent pole and peg for
solid stability in gale-force, gusting winds.
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OUTWELL EASY PEGGING SYSTEM
Three types of peg with three different roles to fulfil
combined with simple colour-coding to place them all in the
right place for fast, effective pitching and lasting stability.
The right peg is always used – grey steel anchor pegs at
the tent’s four corners, luminous pegs to complement the
luminous guylines, and black plastic pegs for the general
pegging. A simple idea but hugely effective.

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Hurricane force

Wind speed over 73mph / 117km/h / 32.7m/s.

Violent storm

Wind speed 64-72mph / 103-117km/h / 28.5-32.6m/s.

Wind speed 55-63mph
/ 89-102km/h / 24.5-28.4m/s.
Storm, whole gale Wind speed 55-63mph
/ 89-102km/h
/ 24.5-28.4m/s.
Storm, whole gale

Strong Strong
galegale
Gale, fresh gale

Wind speed 47-54mph / 75-88km/h / 20.8-24.4m/s.

Wind speed 47-54mph / 75-88km/h / 20.8-24.4m/s.
Wind speed 39-46 / 62-74km/h / 17.2-20.7m/s.

High wind, moderate gale, Wind speed 31-38mph / 50-61km/h / 13.9-17.1m/s.
near gale
Strong breeze

Wind speed 25-30mph / 39-49km/h / 10.8-13.8m/s.

Fresh breeze

Wind speed 18-24mph / 29-38km/h / 8.0-10.7m/s.

Moderate breeze

Wind speed 13-17mph / 20-28km/h / 5.5-7.9m/s.

Gentle breeze

Wind speed 8-12mph / 12-19km/h / 3.4-5.4m/s.

Light breeze

Wind speed 4-7mph / 6-11km/h / 1.5-3.4m/s.

Light air

Wind speed 1-3mph / 1-5km/h / 0.3-1.5m/s.

Calm

Wind speed less than 1mph / 1km/h / 0.3m/s.

OUTWELL HYBRID FRAME SYSTEM
The Outwell Hybrid Frame System uses Duratec
fibreglass poles to connect tough steel structural
poles with each other. The resulting solid freestanding
structure has enabled us to develop enhanced
ventilation and customisable tents and shelters that
can be tailored to a camper’s needs using zip-in
modular pods.

OUTWELL INTEGRATED VENT SYSTEM
The Outwell Integrated Vent System offers effective ventilation
adjustment from inside the tent. The large vents can be
fully opened, sealed using a zip-up mesh panel for bug-free
protection, or closed fully with the zip-up mesh panel and
fabric panel. The System uses the Duratec fibreglass poles
that link the steel structural poles to keep open and reinforce
the leading edge of a deep weather-beating protective cowl.

OUTWELL EXTENDED FRAME SYSTEM
The Outwell Extended Frame System creates extra
headroom at either, or both, ends of a tent. The
innovative use of a special joint to connect a short
Duratec fibreglass pole to one of the steel supporting
poles not only improves space but also maintains
stability and simplifies ease of pitching with only a
minor extra weight.

OUTWELL WAVE-SHAPED
HANGING POINT SYSTEM
The neat design of the Outwell Waveshaped Hanging Point System spreads
the strain created when the inner is
suspended from the outer tent along
the whole of its seam rather than
concentrating it in a single area where
it can cause damage as is the norm.

OUTWELL FLOATING GUYLINE SYSTEM
The stunning good looks of Outwell tents are enhanced by the ingenious
optical illusion created with the Outwell Floating Guyline System. Two darkcoloured guylines connect the tent to a single luminous guy that is pegged out.
Only the luminous guyline can be seen from a distance and this appears to
float above the ground on its own accord. The system greatly reduces pitching
time, the risk of tripping by halving the number of highly-visible guylines at
ground level, and also simplifies tension adjustment.

OUTWELL SEALED GROUND SYSTEM
One of the earliest examples of Outwell’s
practical thinking, this works by making the
groundsheet an integral part of the tent and
so able to offer all-weather protection from
the ground upwards. A sealed-in groundsheet
is the best way to keep mud, cut grass, dirt
and water out of a tent – as well as draughts
and insects.

OUTWELL LINK ACCESS ZONE SYSTEM
The Outwell Link Access Zone System is used
when connecting a Touring drive-away awning
to a vehicle, as a valance to close the gap
between the vehicle and the ground, working
with the awning’s groundsheet to create clean,
draught-free access into the tent.

INSIDE POLE SLEEVES WITH EXTERNAL ENTRY
By using inside pole sleeves with external entry on a number of our
tents we have created a good-looking wind-beating streamlined profile
that aids overall stability. It also protects the poles and facilitates
pitching by allowing them to slip smoothly through the pole sleeves.
External entry helps locate the openings of the internal pole sleeves
and simplifies tension adjustment.

CARPETS AND FOOTPRINTS
Once regarded as optional accessories, many campers
now consider them as essential for comfort and protection.
Carpets provide extra insulation in the living area while
adding a touch of luxury underfoot and boosting the
interior ambience. A footprint lies between the tent floor
and the ground to keep the groundsheet clean and provides
an extra durable barrier against debris and dirt that may
cause damage. Further benefits include extra insulation
and useful waterproof protection that keeps mud off gear
waiting to be packed before the trip home.
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PANORAMA ROOM AND FRONT
The panorama room and panorama front allow us to make
the most of the sunny days we relish on site by functioning
as a home-based conservatory. While the panorama front
acts more like a sun porch to enhance living room space
and views out, the panorama room applies these benefits
to an entirely separate living space to create a sheltered
sun trap that opens up the tent to true outdoor living.

UNIVERSAL INNERS
Universal inners are used across a wide number of our tents
to provide flexible, versatile accommodation to meet changing
needs. One of the key features is the zipped entrance that
provides direct access between the inner tent’s two bedrooms
and a better level of privacy compared to drop-down curtains
when closed. Fully open, it creates a single room ideal for
families with young children. Finally, one side can be taken
down and rolled away to allow greater space for storage
outside the bedroom.

NIGHT SKY CEILING
The Night Sky Ceiling used in inner tents enhances
a comfortable night’s sleep by reducing internal light
levels – great for adults as well as infants! Perfect if you
want to snatch a nap during the day, get an early night,
enjoy a lie-in, or ensure early-rising children wake a
little later than normal.

SLEEP COMFORT
Although all of our tents are capable of sleeping more
campers based on the industry standard that allows 60cm
width per person for sleeping compartments, we realise
that this is often not enough. That is why we also quote
our own Sleep Comfort recommendation for the number of
people – adults and children – that can be accommodated in
optimum comfort and space for a great night’s sleep. Outwell
Sleep Comfort allows 70-80cm per person, which allows for
airbeds, mats, etc, as well as personal belongings.

TENT ICONS
ALL OUTWELL TENTS OFFER THE TRUSTED
BENEFITS OF MARKET LEADING INNOVATIVE
FEATURES, FABRICS AND TECHNOLOGY
Each of our unique initiatives is
built on our own experience backed
up with feedback from family
campers and developed in the
rigorous research and development
programme run by our designers and
technical experts.
This motivation to remain at the
cutting edge of camping innovation
and development is what we strive for
every day. Outwell has established an
agenda which sets the pace and leads
the market in principles, design detail
and choice.

FAMILIES CAN FOCUS ON
ENJOYING THEIR TIME
TOGETHER OUTDOORS
CONFIDENT THAT OUTWELL
WILL NEVER LET THEM DOWN
With so much on offer, we have had
to streamline the way we share the
benefits through a simple, clear
system of icons that have been
created for quick and easy access to
the full details of each model.

Materials, features, comfort levels,
Outwell systems, technology and
detailed design points can be
accessed easily by considering the
information panel. The clarity and
ease of access of the icons is a
reflection of our demanding design
philosophy and the attention to detail
that marks us as the ‘go-to’ brand for
innovative, inspired family camping.
As innovators, we have embraced all
media channels to share information
and generate the feedback that
stimulates our imagination. Our
website features lively videos leading
viewers through pitching tents whilst
also exploring the range of features
that set Outwell apart from and ahead
of the rest of the camping industry
– outwell.com
And the point of the innovation, fabric
development, practical features,
design detail and technology? Simple.
To deliver the very best options in
tents and camping equipment in
a wide range of choices to ensure
families can focus on enjoying their
time together outdoors confident that
Outwell will never let them down.

airtech

OUTTEX® 100% RIPSTOP COTTON
Specially commissioned superior
quality ripstop cotton for the
ultimate camping experience

TAPED SEAMS
Extra protection across all
seams, the tape ensures no
chance of any water ingress

OUTTEX® AIRTECH
Exclusive Outwell polycotton
for premium performance and
internal climatic control

OUTWELL GUYLINE RETAINER SYSTEM
Simple, but effective, this feature
allows all guylines to be kept tidy when
packing away or when not needed

OUTTEX® 6000
Specially commissioned flysheet
fabric, with our highest ever
hydrostatic head rating

OUTWELL WIND STABILIZER SYSTEM
The key innovation in maintaining
overall tent stability, whatever the
weather

OUTTEX® 5000
Exclusive Outwell flysheet
fabric with 5,000mm
hydrostatic head rating

OUTWELL WIND STABILIZER SYSTEM
The key innovation in maintaining overall
tent stability, whatever the weather.
Wind tested against the Beaufort scale to
strong gale Force 9

OUTTEX® 4000
Exclusive Outwell flysheet
fabric with 4,000mm
hydrostatic head rating

OUTWELL WIND STABILIZER SYSTEM
The key innovation in maintaining
overall tent stability, whatever the
weather. Wind tested against the
Beaufort scale to storm Force 10

OUTTEX® 3000
Exclusive Outwell flysheet
fabric with 3,000mm
hydrostatic head rating

OUTWELL EASY PEGGING SYSTEM
Three types of colour co-ordinated
pegs for the easiest possible pitching

FIRE RETARDANT
Material meets all the latest
regulations for tent materials

OUTWELL POWER STABILITY SYSTEM
The exclusive system of interconnecting steel poles to ensure the
sturdiest of overall tent structures

TENT ICONS
OUTWELL POLE JUNCTION SYSTEM
Unique joint that allows the connection of
one or two connecting Duratec fibreglass
poles to a steel structural pole

OUTWELL POWER STABILITY SYSTEM
The exclusive system of interconnecting steel poles to ensure the
sturdiest of overall tent structures

ONE-GO INFLATION TECHNOLOGY
Unique Outwell Air Frame System
with super fast inflation via a
single air inlet valve

OUTWELL FIXED GROUND SYSTEM
Where the groundsheet is a
fixed part of the overall tent, for
example on Smart Tunnals

TWINNED POLE MATERIALS
Steel and Duratec main poles balance
weight, strength and stability

DURATEC POLES
Using Outwell’s own fibreglassbased blend of materials for
strength and rigidity

THERMO ROOF
A unique Outwell design, fitting over
the vented roof of the tent, allowing
excessive heat to be controlled and
improving ventilation qualities

OUTWELL EXTENDED FRAME SYSTEM
For superior headroom, using fiberglass
poles attached to the main poles

INSIDE POLE SLEEVE WITH
EXTERNAL ENTRY
For streamlined looks, pole
protection, enhance stability
and wind-shedding properties

UNIVERSAL INNER TENT
Versatile bedroom providing a
large single room, or split to create
two rooms, or one half removed
for extra living space

FLAT POLE SLEEVES
Provides the tent with a sleek windshedding profile and an obstruction-free
sleeve for easy pole insertion

OUTWELL WAVE-SHAPED
HANGING POINT SYSTEM
Attractive way to hang inners
while reducing the stress placed
on their seams

LINK ACCESS ZONE SYSTEM
Valance and detachable groundsheet
supply clean, draught-free access
between a Touring drive-away awning
and a vehicle

OUTWELL SEALED GROUND SYSTEM
Our own, specially developed
method of sealing the groundsheet
to the flysheet

TINTED WINDOWS
Windows with a tinted coating
that protects against the sun’s
glare and provides privacy while
maintaining great views out

OUTWELL POLE JUNCTION SYSTEM
Unique joint that allows the connection of
inter-connecting Duratec fibreglass poles
to steel structural poles

DETACHABLE BATHTUB
GROUNDSHEET.
Hardwearing groundsheet
that can be left in or taken
out altogether

ZIP-UP CURTAIN
For full flexibility in choice between
total privacy and letting in some
daylight or enjoying the views, opens
and closes with zips

OUTWELL HYBRID FRAME SYSTEM
Exclusive system of steel poles interconnected by Duratec fibreglass poles to
create a stable, freestanding frame
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OUTWELL SEALED GROUNDSHEET
SYSTEM ZIP-OUT
Hardwearing groundsheet that can
be left in or taken out altogether.
The high edges of the bathtub shape
mud and dirt at bay

OUTWELL POWER STABILITY SYSTEM
The exclusive system of inter-connecting
steel poles to ensure the sturdiest of
overall tent structures

TENT ICONS
TOGGLE-UP CURTAIN
Uses suitably located toggle fittings
to allow flexibility of choice between
views out and night-time privacy

OUTWELL FLOATING GUYLINE SYSTEM
A single luminous guyline connects two
upper guylines to the peg. Halves the
risk of tripping, reduces pitching time
and makes tensioning easier

SCREENHOUSE
A zip-close mesh screen keeps
out bugs when the outer’s doors
are opened for ventilation

STORM GUYLINE
Strong heavy duty tape creates
a secure guyline to provide
extension stability in high winds

NIGHT SKY CEILING
Enhances sleep by reducing
light penetration in the
bedroom

REFLECTIVE GUY POINT
Luminous corner piece where the guyline
attaches to the tent, for strength as well
as extra night-time security

SKYLIGHT WINDOW
High-level PVC window panel,
for extra daylight as well as
watching the stars!

OUTWELL SLEEP COMFORT
Our own recommendation of how
many people can be comfortably
accommodated

DRY ZIP SYSTEM
Practical, effective panel over
the length of the whole zip, to
protect against rain etc

LOW LIGHT WINDOW
Low-level, non-opening
window panel, for checking
outside from a sleeping bag

TROLLEY CARRYBAG
Wheeled bag for full and easy
tent transportation

STRIPED INNERS
Latest chic trademark Outwell
stripes used to decorate the
front of the inner tent

CARRYBAG
Bag with straps for carrying
the packed tent short
distances, e.g. from car to
pitch

CABLE ENTRY POINT
Zipped section to allow a
mains lead to be safely run
into the tent

SMART TUNNAL CARRYBAG
Unique round, flat storage
and transportation bag for
easy-pitching tents

CLEAR
THINKING
EASY TO ACCESS
PRODUCTS HELP YOU
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE

TENT
COLLECTION
2014
P.53

Fully featured, the stunning new
Regency tents offer classic design
and colour flair with the performance
of polycotton.

P.115

Completely updated for 2014 with
new smart, quality designs, there is
a wide choice on offer in our largest
and best selling collection.
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P.63

Co-creation is about making a
personal choice from versatile tent
options based on function and
flexibility as required.

P.133

Privilege appeals to couples and
families new to camping who want
comfort and performance with easy,
no fuss pitching.

P.21

Combines space, innovation and
design detail with high quality,
comfort and the atmosphere of
Outtex 100% Ripstop Cotton.

P.77

Led by innovation, this well-tested
collection of high quality polyester
tents offer exciting choices for all
family campers.

P.147

Designed to be used with motor
homes, vans and MPVs, our driveaway awnings offer loads of extra
storage and living space.

P.29

Market leading tents at the heart of
Outwell values where performance
and comfort blend with inspired
design and innovation.

P.93

One-Go Inflation Technology
partners with polyester extending
the benefits of the speed and
convenience of smart pitching.

P.155

Inflatable frame drive-away awnings
for fast pitching extra space using
the versatility of our One-Go
Inflation Technology.

P.43

Interlinked tubes with innovative OneGo Inflation Technology make firm
frames supporting the top performing
excellence of polycotton fabric.

P.103

These fully featured, award winning
designs benefit from high quality
polyester fabric and lighter weight
Duratec poles.

P.161

For new campers, touring, fun space
for kids, storage and extra sleeping
options these quick erect designs are
the answer.

Delivering a taste of country house living on site, the trend-setting Ambiente Collection combines space,
innovation and design detail with high quality, luxury, comfort and the unique atmosphere of our own top
performing Outtex® 100% Ripstop Cotton fabric. This Mocca coloured, lightweight durable fabric helps
to keep the tent interior cool in the heat while insulating it at cooler times. The collection benefits from
a sleek profile achieved by using inside sleeves for the alloy poles with easy external access for pitching.
The collection features three models (Yosemite Falls, Yellowstone Falls and Niagara Falls offering options to
sleep from five to seven people) all with large tinted windows, zipped curtains, subtle colour design detail
and a durable zip-out floor. Combining style and function effortlessly, there’s no mistaking the collection’s
stand-out appeal as Ambiente tents add a touch of class for discerning campers seeking the very best in
their camping experiences without compromise.

THE
AMBIENTE
COLLECTION

AMBIENTE COLLECTION

CHECK OUT THE KEY DETAILS THAT ENSURE OUR AMBIENTE COLLECTION
DELIVERS MARKET LEADING PERFORMANCE

FEATURES
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THE ICONS
Outtex® 100%
Ripstop Cotton
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Alloy Frame

Internal pole
sleeve with
external entry

OSG System
Zip-Out

Universal Inner
Tent

Hanging point
system

Zip-up Curtain

Low Light
Window

Tinted Windows

Outwell Floating
Guyline System

Dry Zip

OEP System

Our lively videos help to make the most of the camping experience by
exploring the huge range of top performing innovative features in our
tent collections. Just scan the code and join us on the journey!

the
AMBIENTE
collection
features
01

Original Outwell colour design
with three striped panel

02

Internal pole sleeves

03

Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point
System

04

Ring & Pin system for easy set up

05

External pole entry

06

Zip-out groundsheet

07

Inner tent in Breathable 100% pongee
polyester, Mocca stripes

08

Outwell Dry Zip system avoids leakage

09

Tinted windows

10

Low light window

11

Zip-up curtains

12

Door to groundsheet zip

13

Drying rails

14

Outwell doormat to keep indoors clean

15

Outwell Floating Guyline System

02
outtex 100% ripstop cotton
Outwell led the way in the revival
of the use of polycotton in family
tents and this marks another step
forward. Pure, 100% cotton – cool
when it’s warm, warm when it’s
cool! Reinforced to ensure we can
obtain the maximum strength from
the lightest fabric.
®

09
tinted windows
Our special window coating
delivers cool UV protection from
the heat of the sun’s glare inside
the tent whilst also maintaining
privacy and views to the outside.

inside pole sleeves with
external entry
Easy to feed through the sleeves,
the smooth, streamlined profile
created by this smart feature sheds
wind and rain for superb weather
protection and stability enhanced
by the quality lightweight alloy
poles.

12
door to groundsheet zip
The tent doorway is connected
to the groundsheet by a zip to
complete full all-round protection
against draughts, water and bugs
entering the tent. It’s easy to unzip
and sweep out when cleaning.

03
outwell wave-shaped
hanging point system
A smart-looking innovation
that spreads the stress evenly
throughout the inner tent’s seam
and attachment points when it is
suspended from the flysheet.

13
drying rails
Tackling a perennial problem of
tent life, these handy rails offer
secure, convenient places to hang
towels, clothes and tea towels out
of the way whilst allowing them to
dry and air.

outwell easy pegging system
Three different types of peg
are colour-coded to ensure the
correct peg for the job can be
quickly selected and placed at the
right pegging point for maximum
effectiveness.

15
08
outwell floating guyline
system
The stunning good looks are
enhanced by the ingenious optical
illusion created by two darkcoloured guylines connecting the
tent to the single luminous guyline
that is pegged out; only the
luminous guyline can be seen from
a distance!

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170145 Carpet Living Room

170055 Footprint

170146 Carpet Front Room

Yosemite Falls
Described as ‘a palace in cotton’, it’s easy to see
why the Yosemite Falls is regarded as the ultimate
in stylish living outdoors. This five room tunnel tent
sleeps up to seven people in unrivalled comfort on
site under the unique performance and atmosphere
of the Outtex® 100% Ripstop Cotton fabric.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..
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FEATURES
110094
Five room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room, 1 front room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 100% Ripstop Cotton
Tarpaulin PVC coated 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Tent: 37 x 117 cm / Poles: 34 x 108 cm
Tent: 37.3 kg / Poles: 40.8 kg
Alloy poles #6063, 25 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• Large front room with zip-out door and zip-out
groundsheet offering great versatility depending on
the weather
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
for weather-beating comfort
• Drying rails for handy access to towels and clothes
• Walk-in wardrobe with clothes rail and mesh shelf
keeps clothes clean and smart
• Large tinted windows in living area and front room
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Additional side doors offer flexible entry and exit
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points cope with the
impact of bad weather and the reality of family tent life

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170147 Carpet Living Room

170054 Footprint

170148 Carpet Front Room

Yellowstone Falls
Style and function are the foundation of the
Yellowstone Falls tent. This four room tunnel
design has a Universal Tent inner offering welcome
flexibility to family campers. Ample sleeping and
living space, the multiple doorways, tinted windows
and zip-out front room groundsheet all ensure
ultimate comfort is maintained.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
110093
Four room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room, 1 front room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 100% Ripstop Cotton
Tarpaulin PVC coated 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Tent: 43 x 106 cm / Poles: 41 x 106 cm
Tent: 29.8 kg / Poles: 34.9 kg
Alloy poles #6063, 25 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• Large front room with zip-out door and zip-out
groundsheet offering great versatility depending on
the weather
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
for weather-beating comfort
• Drying rails for handy access to towels and clothes
• Walk-in wardrobe with clothes rail and mesh shelf
keeps clothes clean and smart
• Large tinted windows in living area and front room
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Additional side doors offer flexible entry and exit
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points cope with the
impact of bad weather and the reality of family tent life

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170149 Carpet Living Room

170053 Footprint

170150 Carpet Front Room

Niagara Falls
More modest in size but not in style and comfort,
the Niagara Falls sleeps up to five in two bedrooms
complemented by generous living space with a side
door and front room with large zip-out door. This
fully featured tent is ideal for smaller families or
couples seeking top quality and performance.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..
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FEATURES
110092
Four room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room, 1 front room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 100% Ripstop Cotton
Tarpaulin PVC coated 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Tent: 35 x 108 cm / Poles: 32 x 106 cm
Tent: 24.3 kg / Poles: 27.2 kg
Alloy poles #6063, 22 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• Large front room with zip-out door and zip-out
groundsheet offering great versatility depending on
the weather
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
for weather-beating comfort
• Drying rails for handy access to towels and clothes
• Large tinted windows in living area and front room
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Additional side door offers flexible entry and exit
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points cope with
the impact of bad weather and the reality of family
tent life

Windscreen
Cotton
With durable Outtex® 100% Ripstop Cotton fabric,
the Ambiente Windscreen is the perfect complement
to the tent designs. On site for extra privacy or for
a sunny day on the beach, the versatile shelter is
appreciated by all the family. Keeping an eye on
kids is easy via the full-length window panel.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Flysheet: ..............
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
110271
Windscreen
Outtex® 100% Ripstop Cotton
13 x 59 cm
3.6 kg
Steel poles 19 mm, spring linked
4

• Full-length tinted window to stay in touch with young
adventurers
• Oxford nylon pole sleeves for durability
• Ground spikes for extra stability
• Floating guyline system for securing firmly
• Easy to pitch

Yosemite Falls (page 24)

Yellowstone Falls (page 25)

Niagara Falls (page 26)

Windscreen Cotton (page 27)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Five room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room, 1 front room
Pack size: Tent: 37 x 117 cm / Poles: 34 x 108 cm
Weight: Tent: 37.3 kg / Poles: 40.8 kg

Four room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room, 1 front room
Pack size: Tent: 35 x 108 cm / Poles: 32 x 106 cm
Weight: Tent: 24.3 kg / Poles: 27.2 kg

•
•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room, 1 front room
Pack size: Tent: 43 x 106 cm / Poles: 41 x 106 cm
Weight: Tent: 29.8 kg / Poles: 34.9 kg

• Windscreen
• Pack size: 13 x 59 cm
• Weight: 3.6 kg

Overview

THE AMBIENTE
COLLECTION

These market leading tents represent the very foundation of Outwell brand values where performance
and comfort combine seamlessly with inspired design and innovation. Our exclusive Outtex® Airtech fabric
offers reliable protection featuring contemporary colours and layout options to maximise the benefits of
the whole family’s outdoor experience. This flagship collection features a range of sizes and options to
suit a variety of needs, all benefitting from fabulous panoramic fronts. Wolf Lake 7 and 5 have Awning
Conversion Kit options; Bear Lake 6 and 4 plus Trout Lake 6 and 4 both have dedicated Extension options
plus the co-ordinated Windscreen which adds extra privacy and protection on site. There is something for
all family campers to consider in this stunning collection that continues to deliver consistent performance,
outstanding comfort and inspired flexibility.

THE
CLASSIC
COLLECTION

CLASSIC COLLECTION

CHECK OUT THE KEY FEATURES THAT ENSURE OUR CLASSIC COLLECTION
DELIVERS MARKET LEADING PERFORMANCE.

FEATURES
05
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THE ICONS
airtech
Outtex® Airtech
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OWS System
Force 10

Alloy Frame

Flat Pole
Sleeves

OSG System
Zip-Out

Universal
Inner Tent

Hanging point
system

Tinted
Windows

Outwell Floating
Guyline System

Dry Zip

OEP System

Carrybag

the
CLASSIC
collection
features
01

Original Outwell colour design

02

Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point
System on inner tents

03

Inner tent in breathable 100% pongee
polyester, green-in-green stripes

04

Door to groundsheet zip

05

Flat pole sleeves

06

Outwell Floating Guyline System

07

Tinted windows

08

Ring & Pin System for easy set up

09

Colour coded poles for easy set up

10

Organiser pockets

11

Low light window

12

Outwell Dry Zip System avoids leakage

13

Storm guylines

14

Outwell doormat to keep indoors clean

02
outtex airtech
Our exclusive Outwell blend of
polyester and cotton achieves
premium waterproof, breathable
performance and self-regulating
internal climate control in an
exceptionally durable fabric.
®

outwell wave-shaped hanging
point system
A smart-looking innovation
that spreads the stress evenly
throughout the inner tent’s seam
and attachment points when it is
suspended from the flysheet.

04
door to groundsheet zip
The tent doorway is connected
to the groundsheet by a zip to
complete full all-round protection
against draughts, water and bugs
entering the tent. It’s easy to
sweep out and unzip for cleaning
and maintenance.

06
outwell easy pegging system
Three different types of peg
are colour-coded to ensure the
correct peg for the job can be
quickly selected and placed at the
right pegging point for maximum
effectiveness.

outwell floating
guyline system
The stunning good looks are
enhanced by the ingenious optical
illusion created by two darkcoloured guylines connecting the
tent to the single luminous guyline
that is pegged out; only the
luminous guyline can be seen from
a distance!

05
04
flat pole sleeves
The wind-shedding, streamlined
profile of the flat easy-slide sleeves
running over the roof line is
complemented by sturdy pole clips
to the sides for fast pitching and
reliable stability.

07
outwell wind
stabilizer system
Without doubt, the patented
Outwell Wind Stabilizer System
creates a direct and secure
attachment point between the
tent, tent pole and peg for solid
stability in gale-force gusting
winds.

tinted windows
Our special window coating delivers
cool UV protection from the heat
of the sun’s glare inside the tent
whilst also maintaining privacy and
views to the outside.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170151 Carpet

520252 Footprint

Wolf Lake 7
Wolf Lake 7 offers style, comfort and a huge area of
living space in a four room tunnel tent sleeping up
to seven in three bedrooms. Packed with features
for easy pitching and practical living, the open wide
front of the front porch can be turned into a full
awning with the optional conversion kit.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech
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FEATURES
110182
Four room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Tarpaulin PvC coated 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Tent: 35 x 108 cm / Poles: 28 x 105 cm
Tent: 33.9 kg / Poles: 27.7 kg
Alloy poles #6063, 25 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• Large extended porch with open front
• Colour-coordinated zip-out groundsheet
• front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
for weather-beating comfort
• Drying rails for handy access to towels and clothes
• Walk-in wardrobe with clothes rail and mesh shelf
keeps clothes clean and smart
• Large tinted windows with polycotton curtains
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Additional side doors offer flexible entry and exit
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting
into the tent
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170152 Carpet

520251 Footprint

Wolf Lake 5
Wolf Lake 5 is the comparative test winner in the
top Dutch camping title KCK Magazine and it’s no
surprise that this fully featured three room tunnel
tent design, sleeping up to five people, came out on
top. The open front of the front porch can be turned
into a full awning with the conversion kit.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110184
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Tarpaulin PvC coated 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Tent: 31 x 106 cm / Poles: 28 x 102 cm
Tent: 26.8 kg / Poles: 22.1 kg
Alloy poles #6063, 22 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• Large extended porch with open front
• Colour-coordinated zip-out groundsheet
• front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
for weather-beating comfort
• Drying rails for handy access to towels and clothes
• Walk-in wardrobe with clothes rail and mesh shelf
keeps clothes clean and smart
• Large tinted windows with polycotton curtains
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Additional side doors offer flexible entry and exit
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting into
the tent
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

Wolf Lake Awning
Conversion Kit
versatility is a big plus for family campers and
the Wolf Lake Awning Conversion Kit converts the
extended front porch into a fully featured enclosed
awning quickly and easily. it delivers flexible extra
shelter and privacy in the form of a large sun room
with a full groundsheet to underpin comfort.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. no.: ............... 110183 (for Wolf Lake 7)
110185 (for Wolf Lake 5)
Type of tent: ......... Awning Conversion Kit
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Floor: .................. Tarpaulin PvC coated 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: ............. 21 x 85 cm (Wolf Lake 7)
20 x 84 cm (Wolf Lake 5)
Weight: ................ 11.6 kg (Wolf Lake 7)
9.4 kg (Wolf Lake 5)
Pieces per carton: .. 1

• Adds a front porch panel and groundsheet to enclose
the living area for extra shelter and privacy
• Large tinted windows blocking sun glare, ensuring
privacy and allowing campers to stay in touch with
the outdoors
• Zips on to the tent for a secure, draught-free seal
• mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting into
the tent
• Easy and fast to attach and detach as required

Wolf Lake 7

Wolf Lake 5

airtech
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170153 Carpet

170117 Footprint

Bear Lake 6
Smart, stylish and full of Outwell innovation, the
Bear Lake 6 sleeps six in two bedroms with an airy
feel to the panorama front from its large tinted
windows. The zip-off front canopy offers extra
dimensions of shelter and storage for flexible family
tent living, particularly practical for cooking.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110186
Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Tarpaulin PvC coated 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Tent: 31 x 106 cm / Poles: 27 x 106 cm
Tent: 26.3 kg / Poles: 26.6 kg
Alloy poles #6063, 22 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• Large panorama front offers warmth, light and shelter,
bringing the outdoors indoors
• Zip-off front canopy
• Colour-coordinated zip-out groundsheet
• front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
for weather-beating comfort
• Drying rails for handy access to towels and clothes
• Large tinted windows with polycotton curtains
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Additional side doors offer flexible entry and exit
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Adjustable pegging points for secure pitching
• heavy duty Outwell zips ensure free running without
jamming

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170154 Carpet

170118 Footprint

Bear Lake 4
Smart and stylish, the Bear Lake 4 sleeps four in
two bedroms with an airy feel to the panorama
front from its large tinted windows. The zip-off front
canopy offers flexible family tent living, especially
handy for cooking. The Low-light window allows
weather checking whilst still tucked up in bed.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech
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FEATURES
110188
Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Tarpaulin PvC coated 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Tent: 31 x 105 cm / Poles: 26 x 102 cm
Tent: 22.6 kg / Poles: 23.0 kg
Alloy poles #6063, 22 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• Large panorama front offers warmth, light and
shelter, bringing the outdoors indoors
• Zip-off front canopy
• Colour-coordinated zip-out groundsheet
• front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
for weather-beating comfort
• Drying rails for handy access to towels and clothes
• Large tinted windows with polycotton curtains
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Additional side doors offer flexible entry and exit
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Adjustable pegging points for secure pitching
• heavy duty Outwell zips ensure free running without
jamming

Bear Lake
Front Extension
The large tinted panorama windows of the Bear
Lake front Extension add bright, airy, extra living
space that complements the main tent’s style
with flexible living space and shelter. Quickly and
securely attached by sturdy, reliable zips, the
Outwell floating Guyline System ensures sound
stability.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. no.: ............... 110187 (for Bear Lake 6)
110189 (for Bear Lake 4)
Type of tent: ......... Extension
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Pack size: ............. 20 x 104 cm (Bear Lake 6)
20 x 102 cm (Bear Lake 4)
Weight: ................ 10.0 kg (Bear Lake 6)
9.3 kg (Bear Lake 4)
Poles: .................. Alloy poles #6063, 22 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 1

• zips on to the tent for a secure fit
• Large tinted panorama windows blocking sun glare
and aiding privacy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points cope with the
impact of bad weather and the reality of family tent
life
• Adjustable pegging points for secure pitching
• Easy and fast to attach and detach as required
• mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting into
the tent

Bear Lake 6

Bear Lake 4

airtech

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170155 Carpet

170119 Footprint

Trout Lake 6
Full of trademark Outwell style, features and
innovation, the compact Trout Lake 6 tunnel design
sleeps six in three bedrooms. The panorama front
living area features a rain Safe side door, extra side
door and a large front door. Both side doors have a
mesh panel for maximising airflow on sunny days
without insect pests.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech
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FEATURES
110190
Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Tarpaulin PvC coated 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Tent: 31 x 108 cm / Poles: 27 x 105 cm
Tent: 21.9 kg / Poles: 18.7 kg
Alloy poles #6063, 16/22 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Large panorama front offers warmth, light and shelter,
bringing the outdoors indoors
• Enclosed rain Safe door and additional side door
flexible entry and exit
• mesh options in each side door for insect-free eating
and relaxing
• Colour-coordinated zip-out groundsheet
• front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
for weather-beating comfort
• Large tinted windows with polycotton curtains
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points cope with the
impact of bad weather and the reality of family tent life

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170156 Carpet

170120 Footprint

Trout Lake 4
Full of trademark Outwell style, features and
innovation, the compact Trout Lake 4 tunnel design
sleeps four in two bedrooms. The panorama front
living area features a rain Safe side door, extra side
door and a large front door. Both side doors have a
mesh panel for maximising airflow on sunny days
without insect pests.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110192
Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Tarpaulin PvC coated 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
Tent: 29 x 106 cm / Poles: 24 x 97 cm
Tent: 18.0 kg / Poles: 15.7 kg
Alloy poles #6063, 16/22 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Large panorama front offers warmth, light and shelter,
bringing the outdoors indoors
• Enclosed rain Safe door and additional side door
flexible entry and exit
• mesh options in each side door for insect-free eating
and relaxing
• Colour-coordinated zip-out groundsheet
• front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
for weather-beating comfort
• Large tinted windows with polycotton curtains
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points cope with the
impact of bad weather and the reality of family tent life

Trout Lake
Front Extension
The large tinted panorama windows of the Trout
Lake front Extension add a bright and airy extra
dimension that complements the main tent’s style
with flexible living space and shelter. it quickly and
securely attaches using sturdy, reliable zips and
the Outwell floating Guyline System ensures sound
stability while reducing the risk of tripping.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. no.: ............... 110191 (for Trout Lake 6)
110193 (for Trout Lake 4)
Type of tent: ......... Extension
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Pack size: ............. 20 x 104 cm (Trout Lake 6)
22 x 97 cm (Trout Lake 4)
Weight: ................ 11.5 kg (Trout Lake 6)
9.8 kg (Trout Lake 4)
Poles: .................. Alloy poles #6063, 22 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 1

• zips on to the tent for a secure fit
• Large tinted panorama windows blocking sun glare
and aiding privacy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points cope with
the impact of bad weather and the reality of family
tent life
• Adjustable pegging points for secure pitching
• mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting
into the tent
• Easy and fast to attach and detach as required

Trout Lake 6

Trout Lake 4

airtech
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Windscreen
Polycotton
The durable fabric and steel poles of the Classic
Windscreen mean that shelter is assured against
even the fiercest winds. ideal for closing off the tent
entrance and meal table against prying eyes and
draughts, the Windscreen is just as much at home
on the beach, on picnics and for sunbathing.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Flysheet: ..............
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110270
Windscreen
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
13 x 59 cm
3.6 kg
Steel poles 19 mm, spring linked
4

• Full length tinted window for keeping an eye on site
life
• Oxford nylon pole sleeves for durability
• Ground spikes on the poles for extra stability
• Easy and quick to pitch

Wolf Lake 7 (page 32)

•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 35 x 108 cm /
Poles: 28 x 105 cm
• Weight: Tent: 33.9 kg / Poles: 27.7 kg

Bear Lake 6 (page 35)
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 31 x 106 cm /
Poles: 27 x 106 cm
• Weight: Tent: 26.3 kg / Poles: 26.6 kg

Trout Lake 6 (page 38)

•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 31 x 108 cm /
Poles: 27 x 105 cm
• Weight: Tent: 21.9 kg / Poles: 18.7 kg

Windscreen Polycotton (page 41)
• Windscreen
• Pack size: 13 x 59 cm
• Weight: 3.6 kg
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Wolf Lake 5 (page 33)
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 31 x 106 cm /
Poles: 28 x 102 cm
• Weight: Tent: 26.8 kg / Poles: 22.1 kg

Bear Lake 4 (page 36)
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 31 x 105 cm /
Poles: 26 x 102 cm
• Weight: Tent: 22.6 kg / Poles: 23.0 kg

Trout Lake 4 (page 39)
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 29 x 106 cm /
Poles: 24 x 97 cm
• Weight: Tent: 18.0 kg / Poles: 15.7 kg

Wolf Lake 7
Awning Conversion Kit (page 34)

Wolf Lake 5
Awning Conversion Kit (page 34)

Bear Lake 6
Front Extension (page 37)

Bear Lake 4
Front Extension (page 37)

Trout Lake 6
Front Extension (page 40)

Trout Lake 4
Front Extension (page 40)

• Awning Conversion Kit
• Pack size: 21 x 85 cm
• Weight: 11.6 kg

• Extension
• Pack size: 20 x 104 cm
• Weight: 10.0 kg

• Extension
• Pack size: 20 x 104 cm
• Weight: 11.5 kg

• Awning Conversion Kit
• Pack size: 20 x 84 cm
• Weight: 9.4 kg

• Extension
• Pack size: 20 x 102 cm
• Weight: 9.3 kg

• Extension
• Pack size: 22 x 97 cm
• Weight: 9.8 kg

Overview

THE CLASSIC
COLLECTION

We led the market with the launch of interlinked inflatable tube technology for the air frames of family
tents and developed the stunning innovation of our very own Outwell One-Go Inflation Technology. There’s
hardly any time spent pitching these tents! Just one minute is all it takes for the family’s home from home
to take shape with everybody lending a hand on the high volume, two-way pump with pressure gauge if
they choose. The single valve of Outwell’s outstanding One-Go Inflation Technology is the smart solution
to pumping up a tube ‘frame’ supporting the polycotton fabric that complements the technical excellence.
One-Go sums up the simplicity offered by intelligent innovation and demanding development based on our
unique insight into campers’ wishes. For 2014, this focused collection has four fully-featured tunnel-style
designs, all with Rain Safe Entry, in the signature Oil Green colour of the Outtex® Airtech fabric. Joining
Concorde L and M (both with awning and extension options) are the new Harrier XL and L tents.

THE
SMART AIR TC
COLLECTION

SMART AIR TC COLLECTION

CHECK OUT THE KEY FEATURES THAT ENSURE OUR SMART AIR TC COLLECTION DELIVERS
MARKET LEADING PERFORMANCE

FEATURES

02

09
06

03

04

07

05
08
01
10

THE ICONS
airtech
Outtex® Airtech
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OGR System

One-go Inflation
Technology

OSG System

Universal
Inner Tent

Hanging point
system

Striped
Inner

Tinted
Windows

Reflective
Guy Point

Outwell Floating
Guyline System

Dry Zip

OEP System

Our lively videos help to make the most of the camping experience by
exploring the huge range of top performing innovative features in our
tent collections. Just scan the code and join us on the journey!

the
smart air tc
collection
features

01

Original Outwell colour design

02

Isolation valves

03

Inflatable tubes for quick set up

04

Outwell Floating Guyline System

05

Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point
System on inner tents

06

Inner tent in breathable 100% pongee
polyester, green-in-green stripes

07

Tinted windows

08

Outwell Sealed Ground System

09

Organiser pockets

10

Outwell doormat to keep indoors clean

02
one-go inflation technology
Outwell One-go Inflation
Technology enables campers to
plug a super-efficient pump into
a single inlet valve and inflate the
frame of interlinked tubes in less
than a minute with no need to
move the pump between individual
air tubes.

04
outwell floating
guyline system
The stunning good looks are
enhanced by the ingenious optical
illusion created by two darkcoloured guylines connecting the
tent to the single luminous guyline
that is pegged out; only the
luminous guyline can be seen from
a distance!

isolation valves
Each individual tube can be isolated
after inflation using quarter-turn
valves to quickly prevent the frame
from fully deflating in the case of
accidental damage.

05
outwell wave-shaped
hanging point system
A smart-looking innovation
that spreads the stress evenly
throughout the inner tent’s seam
and attachment points when it is
suspended from the flysheet.

two-way pump with
pressure gauge
One-Go Inflation Technology uses
an efficient two-way air pump that
enables the tube frame to be filled
using a minimum of effort with a
pressure gauge to advise when the
right level of air has been reached.

07
tinted windows
Our special window coating
delivers cool UV protection from
the heat of the sun’s glare inside
the tent whilst also maintaining
privacy and views to the outside.

outwell easy pegging system
Three different types of peg
are colour-coded to ensure the
correct peg for the job can be
quickly selected and placed at the
right pegging point for maximum
effectiveness.

08
outwell sealed
ground system
By making the groundsheet an
integral part of the tent, allweather protection from the
ground upwards is ensured as
a sealed-in groundsheet is the
best way to keep out mud, dirt
and water of a tent – as well as
draughts and insects.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170207 Carpet

170232 Footprint

Harrier XL
The Harrier XL is a four room tunnel tent, sleeping
six in three bedrooms, that makes full use of Smart
Air One-Go Inflation Technology. Packed with
features and design detail, the generous canopy
and side panels protect the entrance, offering useful
storage space for camp kitchen and damp clothes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Tubes: .................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech
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FEATURES
110283
Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Oxford 100% polyester, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
45 x 108 cm
38.5 kg
Integrated inflatable frame for best
performance 0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Duratec fibreglass 9.5/11.0 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Two-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast,
efficient inflation
• Four connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• Large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Striped inner tents add a touch of interior design flair
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170208 Carpet

170233 Footprint

Harrier L
The Harrier L is a three room tunnel tent, sleeping
five in two bedrooms, that makes full use of Smart
Air One-Go Inflation Technology. Packed with
features and design detail, the generous canopy
and side panels protect the entrance, offering useful
storage space for camp kitchen and damp clothes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Tubes: .................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110284
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Oxford 100% polyester, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
43 x 106 cm
35.6 kg
Integrated inflatable frame for best
performance 0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Duratec fibreglass 9.5/11.0 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Two-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast,
efficient inflation
• Four connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• Large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Striped inner tents add a touch of interior design flair
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170158 Carpet

170122 Footprint

Concorde L
The fully featured Concorde L offers fast pitching,
generous space for six in two bedrooms with a
spacious living area all supported by tough, flexible
air-filled tubes pumped up easily with Outwell OneGo Inflation Technology. There is even more space
available with the Awning and Extension options.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Tubes: .................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech
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FEATURES
110168
Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Oxford 100% polyester, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
40 x 104 cm
35.4 kg
Integrated inflatable frame for best
performance 0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Two-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast,
efficient inflation
• Four connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and
wind-driven downpours
• Large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Striped inner tents add a touch of interior design flair
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170159 Carpet

170123 Footprint

Concorde M
The fully featured Concorde M offers fast pitching,
generous space for five in two bedrooms with a
spacious living area all supported by tough, flexible
air-filled tubes pumped up easily with Outwell OneGo Inflation Technology. There is even more space
available with the Awning and Extension options.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Tubes: .................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110169
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Oxford 100% polyester, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% pongee polyester
39 x 102 cm
29.0 kg
Integrated inflatable frame for best
performance 0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Two-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast,
efficient inflation
• Three connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and
wind-driven downpours
• Large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Organiser pockets ensure items don’t get mislaid
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Striped inner tents add a touch of interior design flair
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

Concorde M & L
Front Awning
The Concorde M & L Front Awning adds extra space
when needed with flexible ease of use as the key
consideration. Matching the style and detail of the
main tent, the awning adds to versatile use with the
fully enclosed shelter benefitting from the inflatable
tubes zipped in place for a tight seal.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Tubes: .................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech
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FEATURES
110256
Awning
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
Oxford 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
31 x 80 cm
16.3 kg
Integrated inflatable frame for best performance
0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
1

• Two connected inflatable tubes
• Zips on to the tent for a secure, draught-free seal
• Mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting
into the tent
• Large tinted panorama windows blocking sun glare
and ensuring privacy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for secure pitching
• Pre-attached guylines for fast pitching
• Easy and fast to pitch and pack away as required

Concorde M & L
Front Extension
Matching the style and detail of the main tent,
the Concorde M & L Front Extension adds flexible
open-fronted shelter when needed for even greater
versatility and space, benefitting from the inflatable
tubes zipped in place for a tight seal.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. no.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Flysheet: ..............
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Tubes: .................

• Two connected inflatable tubes
• Zips on to the tent for a secure, draught-free seal
• Triangular panels in the front for better support and
stability
• Large tinted panorama windows blocking sun glare
and ensuring privacy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for secure pitching
• Pre-attached guylines for fast pitching
• Easy and fast to pitch and pack away as required

110255
Extension
Outtex® Airtech (65% cotton / 35% polyester)
28 x 82 cm
11.2 kg
Integrated inflatable frame for best performance
0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Pieces per carton: .. 2

airtech

Harrier XL (page 46)

Harrier L (page 47)

Concorde L (page 48)

Concorde M (page 49)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 45 x 108 cm
Weight: 38.5 kg

Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 40 x 104 cm
Weight: 35.4 kg

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 43 x 106 cm
Weight: 35.6 kg

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 39 x 102 cm
Weight: 29.0 kg

Overview

Concorde M & L
Front Awning (page 50)
• Awning
• Pack size: 31 x 80 cm
• Weight: 16.3 kg

52

Concorde M & L
Front Extension (page 51)
• Extension
• Pack size: 28 x 82 cm
• Weight: 11.2 kg

THE SMART AIR
TC COLLECTION

Outwell never rests on its laurels and the new Regency tents offer REGENCY design and visual flair from
the modern Travertine colour with the comfort and performance of polycotton. The result is a stunning
collection that makes full use of polycotton’s performance pluses to maximise the camping experience
whilst the more modest size options extend the accessibility of polycotton to a wider audience. Outwell’s
drive for innovation is apparent here with so many features integral to the reliable performance of the
tents – Outwell Easy Pegging System, patented Outwell Wind Stabilizer System, Outwell Wave hanging
system, Outwell Floating Guyline System and the Outwell Pole Junction System. The Newgate 6, Newgate
5, Newgate 3, Kensington 6 and Kensington 4 designs all feature robust, durable PE floors, and tinted
windows that tone with the fabric colour.

THE
REGENCY
COLLECTION

REGENCY COLLECTION

CHECK OUT THE KEY FEATURES THAT ENSURE OUR REGENCY COLLECTION
DELIVERS MARKET LEADING PERFORMANCE

FEATURES
07

02
03

12

08

04

09

11
08

13
10

05

01

14
06

THE ICONS
airtech
Outtex® Airtech
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OGR System

Alloy Frame

OPS System
- Rounded

OPJ System,
single

OSG System
Zip-Out

Universal
Inner Tent

Hanging point
system

Tinted
Windows

Outwell Floating
Guyline System

Dry Zip

OEP System

the
REGENCY
collection
features
01

Original Outwell colour design

02

External pole sleeves

03

Outwell Wind Stabilizer System

04

Outwell Pole Junction System

05

Ring & Pin System for easy set up

06

Door to groundsheet zip

07

Colour coded poles for easy set up

08

Outwell Floating Guyline System

09

Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point
System on inner tents

10

Outwell Dry Zip System avoids leakage

11

Tinted windows

12

Outwell Extended Frame System

13

Detachable bathtub groundsheet for
porch area

14

Outwell doormat to keep indoors clean

03
outtex airtech
Our outstanding Outwell blend
of polyester and cotton achieves
premium waterproof, breathable
performance and self-regulating
internal climate control in an
exceptionally durable fabric.
®

outwell wind
stabilizer system
Without doubt, the patented
Outwell Wind Stabilizer System
creates a direct and secure
attachment point between the tent,
tent pole and peg for solid stability
in gale-force, gusting winds.

08
outwell easy pegging system
Three different types of peg
are colour-coded to ensure the
correct peg for the job can be
quickly selected and placed at the
right pegging point for maximum
effectiveness.

outwell floating
guyline system
The stunning good looks are
enhanced by the ingenious optical
illusion created by two darkcoloured guylines connecting the
tent to the single luminous guyline
that is pegged out; only the
luminous guyline can be seen from
a distance!

04
outwell pole junction system
The Outwell Pole Junction System
uses top technology for reliable
multi-socket joints. Fixed to steel
structural poles, they create
a secure anchor point for the
interlinking Duratec fibreglass
poles that reinforce stability and
create extra headroom via the
extended frame system.

09
outwell wave-shaped
hanging point system
A smart-looking innovation
that spreads the stress evenly
throughout the inner tent’s seam
and attachment points when it is
suspended from the flysheet.

01
06
door to groundsheet zip
The tent doorway is connected
to the groundsheet by a zip to
complete full all-round protection
against draughts, water and bugs
entering the tent. It’s easy to unzip
and sweep out when cleaning.

11
tinted windows
Our special window coating delivers
cool UV protection from the heat
of the sun’s glare inside the tent
whilst also maintaining views
to the outside and privacy with
polycotton curtains.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170211 Carpet

170236 Footprint

Newgate 6
Newgate 6 is a four room tunnel tent, sleeping six in
three bedrooms, that makes full use of polycotton’s
durability and weather beating performance. Packed
with features and design detail, the generous
canopy and side panels protect the entrance,
offering storage space for a kitchen and a place to
dry damp clothes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech
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FEATURES
110287
Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 35 x 112 cm / Poles: 21 x 105 cm
Tent: 28.3 kg / Poles: 21.6 kg
Steel poles 22 mm, Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Full mesh in inner tent doors for insect-free
ventilation
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
to seal out wind, rain and unwelcome visitors
• Colour coordinated zip-out groundsheet for optional
use and easy cleaning
• Additional side door for flexible access
• lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170212 Carpet

170237 Footprint

Newgate 5
Newgate 5 is a three room tunnel tent, sleeping five
in two bedrooms, that makes full use of polycotton’s
durability and weather beating performance. Packed
with features and design detail, the generous
canopy and side panels protect the entrance,
offering storage space for a kitchen and a place to
dry damp clothes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110288
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 34 x 105 cm / Poles: 21 x 92 cm
Tent: 24.0 kg / Poles: 19.7 kg
Steel poles 22 mm, Duratec fibreglass 9.5/11.0 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Full mesh in inner tent doors for insect-free ventilation
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together to
seal out wind, rain and unwelcome visitors
• Colour coordinated zip-out groundsheet for optional
use and easy cleaning
• Additional side door for flexible access
• lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170213 Carpet

170238 Footprint

Newgate 3
Newgate 3 is a two room tunnel tent for couples
that make full use of polycotton’s durability and
weather beating performance. Packed with features
and design detail, the generous canopy and side
panels protect the entrance, offering storage space
for a kitchen and damp clothes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech
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FEATURES
110289
Two room tunnel tent
3 people
1 bedroom, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
breathable 100% polyester
33 x 100 cm
29.7 kg
Steel poles 22 mm, Duratec fibreglass 9.5/11.0 mm
1

• large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
to seal out wind, rain and unwelcome visitors
• Colour coordinated zip-out groundsheet for optional
use and easy cleaning
• lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• mesh pockets in the inner tent keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170209 Carpet

170234 Footprint

Kensington 6
Kensington 6 is a three room tunnel tent,
sleeping six in two bedrooms, that makes full use
of polycotton’s durability and weather beating
performance. Packed with outstanding features
and design detail, the generous porch features a
detachable groundsheet for flexibility and versatile
front wall opening.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110285
Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 37 x 109 cm / Poles: 28 x 103 cm
Tent: 33.9 kg / Poles: 23.5 kg
Steel poles 22 mm, Duratec fibreglass 11.0/13.5 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• large porch with detachable bathtub groundsheet for
flexibility and easy cleaning
• Front wall can be opened completely, or half, or less
depending on mood and weather
• large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together to
seal out wind, rain and unwelcome visitors
• Colour coordinated zip-out groundsheet for optional
use and easy cleaning
• Additional side door for flexible access
• Full mesh in inner tent doors for insect-free ventilation
• lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170210 Carpet

170235 Footprint

Kensington 4
Kensington 4 is a three room tunnel tent, sleeping
four in two bedrooms, that makes full use of
polycotton’s durability and weather beating
performance. Packed with outstanding features
and design detail, the generous porch features a
detachable groundsheet for flexibility and versatile
front wall opening.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech
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FEATURES
110286
Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 34 x 104 cm / Poles: 24 x 88 cm
Tent: 28.0 kg / Poles: 21.4 kg
Steel poles 22 mm, Duratec fibreglass 11.0/13.5 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• large porch with detachable bathtub groundsheet for
flexibility and easy cleaning
• Front wall can be opened completely, or half, or less
depending on mood and weather
• large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
to seal out wind, rain and unwelcome visitors
• Colour coordinated zip-out groundsheet for optional
use and easy cleaning
• Additional side door for flexible access
• Full mesh in inner tent doors for insect-free
ventilation
• lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy

Windscreen
Polycotton
The durable fabric and steel poles of the Regency
Windscreen Travertine mean that shelter is assured
against even the fiercest winds. Ideal for closing
off the tent entrance and meal table against prying
eyes and draughts, the Windscreen is as much at
home on the beach, on picnics and for sunbathing.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Flysheet: ..............
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110290
Windscreen
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
14 x 61 cm
3.9 kg
Steel poles 19 mm
4

• Full length tinted window for keeping in touch in
shelter from the wind
• Durable Oxford nylon pole sleeves
• Ground spikes for extra stability
• Easy to pitch

Newgate 6 (page 56)

Newgate 5 (page 57)

Kensington 6 (page 59)

Kensington 4 (page 60)

•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 35 x 112 cm /
Poles: 21 x 105 cm
• Weight: Tent: 28.3 kg / Poles: 21.6 kg

•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 37 x 109 cm /
Poles: 28 x 103 cm
• Weight: Tent: 33.9 kg / Poles: 23.5 kg

•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 34 x 105 cm /
Poles: 21 x 92 cm
• Weight: Tent: 24.0 kg / Poles: 19.7 kg

Newgate 3 (page 58)
•
•
•
•
•

Two room tunnel tent
3 people
1 bedroom, 1 living room
Pack size: 33 x 100 cm
Weight: 29.7 kg

•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 34 x 104 cm /
Poles: 24 x 88 cm
• Weight: Tent: 28.0 kg / Poles: 21.4 kg

Overview

Windscreen
Polycotton (page 61)

• Windscreen
• Pack size: 14 x 61 cm
• Weight: 3.9 kg

62

THE REGENCY
COLLECTION

Outwell never rests on its laurels and the new Regency tents offer REGENCY design and visual flair from
the modern Travertine colour with the comfort and performance of polycotton. The result is a stunning
collection that makes full use of polycotton’s performance pluses to maximise the camping experience
whilst the more modest size options extend the accessibility of polycotton to a wider audience. Outwell’s
drive for innovation is apparent here with so many features integral to the reliable performance of the
tents – Outwell Easy Pegging System, patented Outwell Wind Stabilizer System, Outwell Wave hanging
system, Outwell Floating Guyline System and the Outwell Pole Junction System. The Newgate 6, Newgate
5, Newgate 3, Kensington 6 and Kensington 4 designs all feature robust, durable PE floors, and tinted
windows that tone with the fabric colour.

THE
REGENCY
COLLECTION

REGENCY COLLECTION

CHECK OUT THE KEY FEATURES THAT ENSURE OUR REGENCY COLLECTION
DELIVERS MARKET LEADING PERFORMANCE

FEATURES
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THE ICONS
airtech
Outtex® Airtech

54

OGR System

Alloy Frame

OPS System
- Rounded

OPJ System,
single

OSG System
Zip-Out

Universal
Inner Tent

Hanging point
system

Tinted
Windows

Outwell Floating
Guyline System

Dry Zip

OEP System

the
REGENCY
collection
features
01

Original Outwell colour design

02

External pole sleeves

03

Outwell Wind Stabilizer System

04

Outwell Pole Junction System

05

Ring & Pin System for easy set up

06

Door to groundsheet zip

07

Colour coded poles for easy set up

08

Outwell Floating Guyline System

09

Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point
System on inner tents

10

Outwell Dry Zip System avoids leakage

11

Tinted windows

12

Outwell Extended Frame System

13

Detachable bathtub groundsheet for
porch area

14

Outwell doormat to keep indoors clean

03
outtex airtech
Our outstanding Outwell blend
of polyester and cotton achieves
premium waterproof, breathable
performance and self-regulating
internal climate control in an
exceptionally durable fabric.
®

outwell wind
stabilizer system
Without doubt, the patented
Outwell Wind Stabilizer System
creates a direct and secure
attachment point between the tent,
tent pole and peg for solid stability
in gale-force, gusting winds.

08
outwell easy pegging system
Three different types of peg
are colour-coded to ensure the
correct peg for the job can be
quickly selected and placed at the
right pegging point for maximum
effectiveness.

outwell floating
guyline system
The stunning good looks are
enhanced by the ingenious optical
illusion created by two darkcoloured guylines connecting the
tent to the single luminous guyline
that is pegged out; only the
luminous guyline can be seen from
a distance!

04
outwell pole junction system
The Outwell Pole Junction System
uses top technology for reliable
multi-socket joints. Fixed to steel
structural poles, they create
a secure anchor point for the
interlinking Duratec fibreglass
poles that reinforce stability and
create extra headroom via the
extended frame system.

09
outwell wave-shaped
hanging point system
A smart-looking innovation
that spreads the stress evenly
throughout the inner tent’s seam
and attachment points when it is
suspended from the flysheet.

01
06
door to groundsheet zip
The tent doorway is connected
to the groundsheet by a zip to
complete full all-round protection
against draughts, water and bugs
entering the tent. It’s easy to unzip
and sweep out when cleaning.

11
tinted windows
Our special window coating delivers
cool UV protection from the heat
of the sun’s glare inside the tent
whilst also maintaining views
to the outside and privacy with
polycotton curtains.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170211 Carpet

170236 Footprint

Newgate 6
Newgate 6 is a four room tunnel tent, sleeping six in
three bedrooms, that makes full use of polycotton’s
durability and weather beating performance. Packed
with features and design detail, the generous
canopy and side panels protect the entrance,
offering storage space for a kitchen and a place to
dry damp clothes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

56

FEATURES
110287
Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 35 x 112 cm / Poles: 21 x 105 cm
Tent: 28.3 kg / Poles: 21.6 kg
Steel poles 22 mm, Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Full mesh in inner tent doors for insect-free
ventilation
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
to seal out wind, rain and unwelcome visitors
• Colour coordinated zip-out groundsheet for optional
use and easy cleaning
• Additional side door for flexible access
• lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170212 Carpet

170237 Footprint

Newgate 5
Newgate 5 is a three room tunnel tent, sleeping five
in two bedrooms, that makes full use of polycotton’s
durability and weather beating performance. Packed
with features and design detail, the generous
canopy and side panels protect the entrance,
offering storage space for a kitchen and a place to
dry damp clothes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110288
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 34 x 105 cm / Poles: 21 x 92 cm
Tent: 24.0 kg / Poles: 19.7 kg
Steel poles 22 mm, Duratec fibreglass 9.5/11.0 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Full mesh in inner tent doors for insect-free ventilation
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together to
seal out wind, rain and unwelcome visitors
• Colour coordinated zip-out groundsheet for optional
use and easy cleaning
• Additional side door for flexible access
• lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170213 Carpet

170238 Footprint

Newgate 3
Newgate 3 is a two room tunnel tent for couples
that make full use of polycotton’s durability and
weather beating performance. Packed with features
and design detail, the generous canopy and side
panels protect the entrance, offering storage space
for a kitchen and damp clothes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech
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FEATURES
110289
Two room tunnel tent
3 people
1 bedroom, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
breathable 100% polyester
33 x 100 cm
29.7 kg
Steel poles 22 mm, Duratec fibreglass 9.5/11.0 mm
1

• large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
to seal out wind, rain and unwelcome visitors
• Colour coordinated zip-out groundsheet for optional
use and easy cleaning
• lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• mesh pockets in the inner tent keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170209 Carpet

170234 Footprint

Kensington 6
Kensington 6 is a three room tunnel tent,
sleeping six in two bedrooms, that makes full use
of polycotton’s durability and weather beating
performance. Packed with outstanding features
and design detail, the generous porch features a
detachable groundsheet for flexibility and versatile
front wall opening.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110285
Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 37 x 109 cm / Poles: 28 x 103 cm
Tent: 33.9 kg / Poles: 23.5 kg
Steel poles 22 mm, Duratec fibreglass 11.0/13.5 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• large porch with detachable bathtub groundsheet for
flexibility and easy cleaning
• Front wall can be opened completely, or half, or less
depending on mood and weather
• large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together to
seal out wind, rain and unwelcome visitors
• Colour coordinated zip-out groundsheet for optional
use and easy cleaning
• Additional side door for flexible access
• Full mesh in inner tent doors for insect-free ventilation
• lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170210 Carpet

170235 Footprint

Kensington 4
Kensington 4 is a three room tunnel tent, sleeping
four in two bedrooms, that makes full use of
polycotton’s durability and weather beating
performance. Packed with outstanding features
and design detail, the generous porch features a
detachable groundsheet for flexibility and versatile
front wall opening.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech
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FEATURES
110286
Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
Double-coated 100% polyethylene, 10,000 mm
hydrostatic head
breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 34 x 104 cm / Poles: 24 x 88 cm
Tent: 28.0 kg / Poles: 21.4 kg
Steel poles 22 mm, Duratec fibreglass 11.0/13.5 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• large porch with detachable bathtub groundsheet for
flexibility and easy cleaning
• Front wall can be opened completely, or half, or less
depending on mood and weather
• large tinted windows, with polycotton curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Front door and groundsheet can be zipped together
to seal out wind, rain and unwelcome visitors
• Colour coordinated zip-out groundsheet for optional
use and easy cleaning
• Additional side door for flexible access
• Full mesh in inner tent doors for insect-free
ventilation
• lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy

Windscreen
Polycotton
The durable fabric and steel poles of the Regency
Windscreen Travertine mean that shelter is assured
against even the fiercest winds. Ideal for closing
off the tent entrance and meal table against prying
eyes and draughts, the Windscreen is as much at
home on the beach, on picnics and for sunbathing.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Flysheet: ..............
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

airtech

FEATURES
110290
Windscreen
Outtex® Airtech (35% cotton / 65% polyester)
14 x 61 cm
3.9 kg
Steel poles 19 mm
4

• Full length tinted window for keeping in touch in
shelter from the wind
• Durable Oxford nylon pole sleeves
• Ground spikes for extra stability
• Easy to pitch

Newgate 6 (page 56)

Newgate 5 (page 57)

Kensington 6 (page 59)

Kensington 4 (page 60)

•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 35 x 112 cm /
Poles: 21 x 105 cm
• Weight: Tent: 28.3 kg / Poles: 21.6 kg

•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 37 x 109 cm /
Poles: 28 x 103 cm
• Weight: Tent: 33.9 kg / Poles: 23.5 kg

•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 34 x 105 cm /
Poles: 21 x 92 cm
• Weight: Tent: 24.0 kg / Poles: 19.7 kg

Newgate 3 (page 58)
•
•
•
•
•

Two room tunnel tent
3 people
1 bedroom, 1 living room
Pack size: 33 x 100 cm
Weight: 29.7 kg

•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 34 x 104 cm /
Poles: 24 x 88 cm
• Weight: Tent: 28.0 kg / Poles: 21.4 kg

Overview

Windscreen
Polycotton (page 61)

• Windscreen
• Pack size: 14 x 61 cm
• Weight: 3.9 kg

62

THE REGENCY
COLLECTION

Our top collection of polyester tents, with a hydrostatic head of 6,000mm, is inspired by imagination and
innovation to deliver functionality with style. Co-creation is all about working together to make a personal
choice for the family characterised by function and flexibility; that’s the point of these versatile polyester
tents. Family campers can take advantage of Outwell design and attention to detail to make the most of
their developing needs by adapting their tents as required. Unique to this collection is the Hybrid Frame
System which allows the tents to be free-standing and make the most of the presentation of the logoembossed flysheets with their reliable 6,000mm hydrostatic head. There are now four zip-in pod options
– Cuisine Pod, Storage Pod, Side Pod and a Sleeping Pod that’s new for 2014. The appeal of the modular
principle of this stunning collection is reinforced by the practical application of innovative creativity from
the high-low ventilation options offered by the Integrated Vent System, through the patented Outwell Wind
Stabilizer System, Outwell Easy Pegging and Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging system to the Night Sky Ceiling,
Panorama front and Trolley Bag for storage and transport. The collection comprises the Bahia 7, Bahia 5,
Biscayne 6, Biscayne 5, Biscayne Front Awning, Cuisine Pod, Storage Pod, Side Pod, the new Sleeping Pod
and Windscreen.

THE
SUPERIOR
COLLECTION

SUPERIOR COLLECTION

CHECK OUT THE KEY FEATURES THAT ENSURE OUR SUPERIOR COLLECTION
DELIVERS MARKET LEADING PERFORMANCE

FEATURES

02
08

04

05
09
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06

11

03
01
12

THE ICONS
Outtex® 6000

64

OWS System
Force 10

10

Hybrid Frame

OPJ System,
double

OSG System

Universal
Inner Tent

Hanging point
system

Zip-up
Curtain

OIV System

Night Sky
Ceiling

OEP System

Trolley
Carrybag

Our lively videos help to make the most of the camping experience by
exploring the huge range of top performing innovative features in our
tent collections. Just scan the code and join us on the journey!

the
superior
collection
features
01

Original Outwell colour design

02

Outwell Hybrid Frame System

03

Outwell Wind Stabilizer System

04

Outwell Pole Junction System

05

Embossed Flysheet

06

Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point
System on Inner with embossed front

07

Tinted windows with zip-up curtains

08

Outwell Integrated Vent System

09

Organiser pockets

10

Adjustable pegging points

11

Pre-attached luminous guylines

12

Outwell doormat to keep indoors clean

02

03

OUTWELL HYBRID FRAME SYSTEM
The Outwell Hybrid Frame System
uses Duratec fibreglass poles
to connect the steel structural
poles to each other to create a
freestanding structure, enabling
enhanced ventilation in tents that
can be tailored to a camper’s
needs using zip-in modular pods.

outwell wind stabilizer
system
Without doubt, the patented Outwell
Wind Stabilizer System creates a
direct and secure attachment point
between the tent, tent pole and
peg for solid stability in gale-force,
gusting winds.

06

07

outwell wave-shaped hanging
point system
A smart-looking innovation
that spreads the stress evenly
throughout the inner tent’s seam
and attachment points when it is
suspended from the flysheet.

TINTED WINDOWS
Our special window coating delivers
cool UV protection from the heat
of the sun’s glare inside the tent
whilst also maintaining views
to the outside and privacy with
polycotton curtains.

04
outwell pole junction system
The Outwell Pole Junction System
uses top technology for reliable
multi-socket joints. Fixed to steel
structural poles, they create
a secure anchor point for the
interlinking Duratec fibreglass
poles that reinforce stability.

outtex® 6000
Our specially commissioned
Outtex® 6000 polyester fabric
has a market-leading 6,000mm
hydrostatic head and fully complies
with official fire retardancy
legislation (CPAI-84).

08
OUTWELL INTEGRATED
VENT SYSTEM
The Outwell Integrated Vent
System offers effective ventilation
adjustment from inside the tent.
The large vents can be opened,
sealed using a zip-up mesh panel
for bug-free protection, or closed
fully with the zip-up mesh panel
and fabric panel.

night sky ceiling
The Night Sky Ceiling used in inner
tents enhances a comfortable
night’s sleep by reducing internal
light levels – great for adults as
well as infants! Perfect if you want
to snatch a nap during the day, get
an early night, enjoy a lie-in, or
ensure early-rising children wake a
little later than normal.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170164 Carpet

170124 Footprint

Bahia 7
Bahia 7 was voted Highly Commended in the
Camping Magazine Editor’s Choice Awards 2013 in
the Best Family Tent category. Sleeping up to seven
in three bedrooms, the Bahia 7 is the largest tent in
the Superior Collection and uses the Outwell Hybrid
Frame System and a range of optional pods. Fully
featured with Outwell innovation, the front room of
the large living area can be opened up to make the
most of being outdoors.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

66

FEATURES
110194
Four room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 35 x 82 cm / Poles: 26 x 70 cm
Tent: 38.1 kg / Poles: 24.1 kg
Steel poles 19/22 mm, Duratec fibreglass
8.5 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• The free standing frame enables flexible use of
dedicated pods
• A range of pods can be added to suit changing needs
• Panorama front offers warmth, light and shelter,
bringing the outdoors indoors
• Screen house front can open fully to form a canopy
• Large tinted panorama windows, with zip up curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• good ventilation secured by windows’ top vent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Detachable groundsheet in front
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Pre-attached inner tents for pitching convenience,
embossed for style
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Repair kit included to deal with accidental damage

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170165 Carpet

170125 Footprint

Bahia 5
Sleeping up to five in two bedrooms, the Bahia 5
enjoys the stability and versatility of the larger
Bahia 7, using the Outwell Hybrid Frame System and
optional pods. Fully featured with Outwell trademark
innovation, the front room of the large living area
can be opened up to make the most of living
outdoors.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
110195
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 42 x 80 cm / Poles: 25 x 78 cm
Tent: 29.7 kg / Poles: 17.9 kg
Steel poles 19/22 mm, Duratec fibreglass
8.5 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• The free standing frame enables flexible use of
dedicated pods
• A range of pods can be added to suit changing needs
• Panorama front offers warmth, light and shelter,
bringing the outdoors indoors
• Screen house front can open fully to form a canopy
• Large tinted panorama windows, with zip up curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• good ventilation secured by windows’ top vent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Detachable groundsheet in front
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Pre-attached inner tents for pitching convenience,
embossed for style
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Repair kit included to deal with accidental damage

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170166 Carpet

170126 Footprint

Biscayne 6
With two bedrooms, sleeping six, the smart
Biscayne 6 makes full use of the Outwell Hybrid
Frame System to offer customisation of the large
living area with a range of optional pods. From
features like the Night Sky Ceilings to the Outwell
Integrated Vent System, innovation and versatility
are at the tent’s core.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..
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FEATURES
110196
Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 42 x 80 cm / Poles: 23 x 76 cm
Tent: 25.4 kg / Poles: 16.8 kg
Steel poles 19/22 mm, Duratec fibreglass
8.5/11.0 mm
1

• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• The free standing frame enables flexible use of
dedicated pods
• A range of pods can be added to suit changing needs
• Large tinted panorama windows, with zip up curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• good ventilation secured by windows’ top vent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Pre-attached inner tents for pitching convenience,
embossed for style
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170167 Carpet

170127 Footprint

Biscayne 5
With two bedrooms, sleeping five, the stylish
Biscayne 5 makes full use of the Outwell Hybrid
Frame System to offer customisation of the large
living area with a range of optional pods. From
features like the Night Sky Ceilings to the Outwell
Integrated Vent System, innovation and versatility
are at the tent’s core.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
110198
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 41 x 82 cm / Poles: 21 x 72 cm
Tent: 27.7 kg / Poles: 17.1 kg
Steel poles 19/22 mm, Duratec fibreglass
8.5/11.0 mm
1

• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• The free standing frame enables flexible use of
dedicated pods
• A range of pods can be added to suit changing needs
• Large tinted panorama windows, with zip up curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• good ventilation secured by windows’ top vent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Pre-attached inner tents for pitching convenience,
embossed for style
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

Sleeping Pod
2 persons
Any family’s changing size and needs can be
accommodated easily in the Superior Collection by
the addition of the Sleeping Pod option for extra
bed space when needed. With a Night Sky Ceiling to
reduce light levels inside adults can nap and babies
sleep in peace.

Biscayne 6

Bahia 7

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 110291
Type of tent: ......... Pod
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: ............. 15 x 71 cm
Weight: ................ 5.5 kg
Poles: .................. Steel poles 19 mm,
Duratec fibreglass 11 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 4

•
•
•
•
•

Easy to attach, secure zip connection
Stand-up height means there’s no need to bend
Sewn-in groundsheet to block draughts and insects
Pre-attached detachable inner for convenience
Low light window allows weather checks without
leaving bed

Hybrid frame allows pod
connection to any side door.
Diagrams show possible
positioning marked in red.
Bahia 7
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Bahia 5

Biscayne 6

Biscayne 5

Cuisine Pod
Cuisine Pod is designed to add kitchen space to
leave the living area free for socialising and eating.
With ample headroom, a sewn-in groundsheet and
mesh storage pockets, it’s the practical option for
family campers cooking meals on site. The top mesh
panel with flap ensures good ventilation.

Biscayne 6

Bahia 7

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 110200
Type of tent: ......... Pod
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: ............. 15 x 64 cm
Weight: ................ 2.2 kg
Poles: .................. Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 4

•
•
•
•

Easy to attach, secure zip connection
Stand-up height means there’s no need to bend
Mesh pockets for storing small items
Good ventilation offered by a top vent

Hybrid frame allows pod
connection to any side door.
Diagrams show possible
positioning marked in red.
Bahia 7

Bahia 5

Biscayne 6

Biscayne 5

Storage Pod
Just like at home, no matter how big the tent, there
never seems to be enough storage space! That’s
when the Storage Pod comes into its own, offering
a versatile extra room useful as a wardrobe, for
outdoor gear or whatever you choose. It comes with
a sewn-in groundsheet and clothes rail.

SPECIFICATIONS

Bahia 7

Biscayne 6

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Art. No.: ............... 110201
Type of tent: ......... Pod
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: ............. 13 x 62 cm
Weight: ................ 1.8 kg
Poles: .................. Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 4

Easy to attach, secure zip connection
Clothes rail for hanging and drying
Stand-up height means there’s no need to bend
Sewn-in groundsheet offers complete protection

Hybrid frame allows pod
connection to any side door.
Diagrams show possible
positioning marked in red.
Bahia 7
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Bahia 5

Biscayne 6

Biscayne 5

Side Pod
The zip-in Side Pod offers a fully enclosed entrance
to a tent’s side door that ensures protection in
even the worst weather and makes a great place
for wet clothes and shoes. It features a detachable
groundsheet for easy cleaning or removing to form
a wet area outside the main tent’s living area.

SPECIFICATIONS

Bahia 7

Biscayne 6

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 110202
Type of tent: ......... Pod
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: ............. 14 x 53 cm
Weight: ................ 2.1 kg
Pieces per carton: .. 4

• Easy to attach, secure zip connection
• Stand-up height means there’s no need to bend
• Detachable bathtub groundsheet offers protection and
convenience for cleaning

Hybrid frame allows pod
connection to any side door.
Diagrams show possible
positioning marked in red.
Bahia 7

Bahia 5

Biscayne 6

Biscayne 5

Biscayne
Front Awning
Adding extra, occasional living space to the front
of the tents, the Biscayne Front Awning matches
the main tent’s profile, colourways and style,
clipping quickly and securely to its frame to create
a seamless extension. With its large windows and
wide door, it makes a superb, practical addition.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 110197 (for Biscayne 6)
110199 (for Biscayne 5)
Type of tent: ......... Awning
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: ............. 24 x 71 cm (Biscayne 6)
24 x 67 cm (Biscayne 5)
Weight: ................ 12.4 kg (Biscayne 6)
12.2 kg (Biscayne 5)
Poles: .................. Steel poles 19/22 mm, Duratec fibreglass 11 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 1

• Awning front can be fully closed or completely open to
suit mood and weather
• Clip-on awning for secure attachment
• Large panorama front offers warmth, light and shelter,
bringing the outdoors indoors
• Mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting into
the tent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Easy to pitch

Biscayne 6

Biscayne 5
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Windscreen
The durable fabric and steel poles of the Superior
Windscreen Estate Blue mean that shelter is assured
against even the fiercest winds. Ideal for closing
off the tent entrance and meal table against prying
eyes and draughts, the Windscreen is as much at
home on the beach, on picnics and for sunbathing.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Flysheet: ..............
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
110268
Windscreen
Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
12 x 54 cm
3.4 kg
Steel poles 16 mm, spring linked
6

•
•
•
•

Easy to pitch
Durable Oxford nylon pole sleeves
ground spikes for extra stability
Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

Bahia 7 (page 66)

Bahia 5 (page 67)

Biscayne 6 (page 68)

Biscayne 5 (page 69)

Sleeping Pod 2 persons (page 70)

Cuisine Pod (page 71)

Storage Pod (page 72)

Side Pod (page 73)

Biscayne 6
Front Awning (page 74)

Biscayne 5
Front Awning (page 74)

•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 35 x 82 cm /
Poles: 26 x 70 cm
• Weight: Tent: 38.1 kg / Poles: 24.1 kg

•
•
•
•

Pod
2 people
Pack size: 15 x 71 cm
Weight: 5.5 kg

• Awning
• Pack size: 24 x 71 cm
• Weight: 12.4 kg

Windscreen (page 75)
• Windscreen
• Pack size: 12 x 54 cm
• Weight: 3.4 kg
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•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 42 x 80 cm /
Poles: 25 x 78 cm
• Weight: Tent: 29.7 kg / Poles: 17.9 kg

• Pod
• Pack size: 15 x 64 cm
• Weight: 2.2 kg

• Awning
• Pack size: 24 x 67 cm
• Weight: 12.2 kg

•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 42 x 80 cm /
Poles: 23 x 76 cm
• Weight: Tent: 25.4 kg / Poles: 16.8 kg

• Pod
• Pack size: 13 x 62 cm
• Weight: 1.8 kg

•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 41 x 82 cm /
Poles: 21 x 72 cm
• Weight: Tent: 27.7 kg / Poles: 17.1 kg

• Pod
• Pack size: 14 x 53 cm
• Weight: 2.1 kg

The very foundation of the heritage of Outwell, this reliable and well-tested collection of high quality
polyester tents offers a superb choice for family campers. Our Premium Collection represents the essential
qualities that inspire our designers so it is not surprising that the ever-popular Montana 6P tent is an
award winner as well as a top seller. Learning from feedback and striving for perfection means this core
collection is further updated by fine tuning to make the most of developments. New for 2014 is the Roof
Protection System designed to offer tent cooling/heating options as well as keeping them all in pristine
condition by protecting them from bird droppings, tree sap and UV rays. Premium tents include Vermont
XLP and LP plus awning, Georgia 7P and 5P plus awning, Montana 6P and 5P plus awning (there is also an
extension for 6P).

the
PREMIUM
collection

PREMIUM collection

check out the key features that ensure our Premium Collection
delivers market leading performance

FEATURES
06

05

03
11
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07
13

02
08
09
01
14

04
12

the icons
Outtex® 5000
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Fire Retardant

OWS System
Force 10

OPS System

OSG System

Universal
Inner Tent

Hanging point
system

Zip-up
Curtain

Tinted Windows

Night Sky
Ceiling

Cable Entry
Point

OEP System

the
PREMIUM
collection
features
01

Original Outwell colour design with
luminous piping

02

Outwell Wind Stabilizer System

03

Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point
System

04

Ring & Pin System for easy set up

05

Colour coded poles for easy set up

06

External pole sleeves

07

Zip-up curtains in the tinted panorama
windows

08

Panorama front

09

Outwell Sealed Ground System

10

Pre-attached inner tents with embossed
front

11

Organiser pockets

12

Adjustable pegging points

13

Pre-attached luminous guylines

14

Outwell doormat to keep indoors clean

02
outtex 5000
Our exclusive Outwell flysheet
fabric has a 5,000mm hydrostatic
head for full waterproofing
protection and complies fully with
fire retardancy legislation.
®

03

08

outwell wind
stabilizer system
Without doubt, the patented
Outwell Wind Stabilizer System
creates a direct and secure
attachment point between tent,
tent pole and peg for solid stability
in gale-force, gusting winds.

outwell wave-shaped
hanging point system
A smart-looking innovation
that spreads the stress evenly
throughout the inner tent’s seam
and attachment points when it is
suspended from the flysheet.

panorama room/panorama
front
The panorama room and panorama
front allow us to make the most of
the sunny days we relish on site
by functioning as a home-based
conservatory whether as a sun
porch or a separate living space to
create a sheltered sun trap.

night sky ceiling
The Night Sky Ceiling used in inner
tents enhances a comfortable
night’s sleep or daytime nap by
reducing internal light levels –
great for adults as well as infants!

low door step to inners
No chance of tripping over into the
inner tents or out into the living
area in comedy style as the zips
run close to the groundsheet for
minimal obstruction.

Outwell power
stability system
There is no compromise in the
design and manufacture of these
tough poles built to shrug off the
punishment meted out by the
weather and boisterous families.

10
embossed front on inners
The polyester fabrics enjoy
discreet embossing with the
Outwell logo to add a touch of
style and send a subtle message
that the owners pick only the best
for their family’s camping.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170168 Carpet

170069 Footprint

110292 Roof Protector

Vermont XLP
Vermont XLP is a huge tent that sleeps seven in
three bedrooms with plenty of floor space and
extra headroom for taller campers. Packed with
Outwell innovation and design detail, there’s even
a walk-in wardrobe. The panorama room has
flexible opening options and offers ample bright
and airy space for meals and socialising.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��
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FEATURES
110205
Four room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 5000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 23 x 76 cm
Tent: 31.9 kg / Poles: 23.6 kg
Steel poles 19/22 mm, 3 upright steel poles
1

• Full width opening and canopy option for the large
panorama front
• Detachable bathtub groundsheet for panorama room
for flexibility and easy cleaning
• Walk-in wardrobe with clothes rail for easy access and
storage
• Drying rails for towels and damp clothes
• Additional side doors for flexible entry and exit
• Large tinted panorama windows, with zip-up curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Embossed inners with double piping to hide the
zipper for functional style
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170169 Carpet

170068 Footprint

110293 Roof Protector

Vermont LP
Vermont LP sleeps six in two bedrooms (four plus
two so great for a large young family) with ample
living space for all. Packed with Outwell innovation
and design detail, there’s even a walk-in wardrobe.
The panorama room offers plenty of light-filled
space with flexible opening options.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��

FEATURES
110206
Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 5000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 21 x 78 cm
Tent: 29.0 kg / Poles: 22.3 kg
Steel poles 19/22 mm, 3 upright steel poles
1

• Full width opening and canopy option for the large
panorama front
• Detachable bathtub groundsheet for panorama room
for flexibility and easy cleaning
• Walk-in wardrobe with clothes rail for easy access and
storage
• Drying rails for towels and damp clothes
• Additional side doors for flexible entry and exit
• Large tinted panorama windows, with zip-up curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Embossed inners with double piping to hide the zipper
for functional style
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection

Vermont P
Side Awning
Perfectly complementing the style, appearance and
profile of the main tent, the Vermont P Side Awning
clips on simply and securely offering plenty of extra
space for meals, play or storing equipment. Quickly
pitched, the panorama front can be fully closed or
completely open for versatile tent living.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: 	�������������� 110207
Type of tent: 	��������� Awning
Flysheet: 	�������������� Outtex® 5000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: 	������������������ Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: 	������������� 28 x 68 cm
Weight: 	���������������� 17.3 kg
Poles: 	������������������ Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: 	�� 1

• Awning front can be fully closed or completely open
to suit weather and mood
• Large panorama front with tinted windows for privacy
plus maximum light with a sunroom feel
• Quickly and securely clipped to the main tent
• Mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting
into the tent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Easy to pitch

82

innovative

family
camping

Montana 6P

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170170 Carpet

170128 Footprint

110294 Roof Protector

Georgia 7P
Georgia 7P is a superb tent for growing families who
enjoy sharing and value privacy. Sleeping seven
in three bedrooms, two of the rooms are separate
from the main one and ideal for older kids. Packed
with innovative features, the tent has ample bright
and airy living space for practical accommodation
with plenty of entry and exit options.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��
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FEATURES
110208
Four room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 5000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 23 x 74 cm
Tent: 28.2 kg / Poles: 18.6 kg
Steel poles 19/22 mm, Alloy pole 13 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Panorama room for maximum light with a
conservatory feel
• Separate two-person bedrooms for extra privacy
• Spacious living area
• Additional side and rear door for flexible entry and
exit
• Embossed inners with double piping to hide the
zipper for functional style
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170171 Carpet

170129 Footprint

110297 Roof Protector

Georgia 5P
Georgia 5P is a superb tent for growing families
who enjoy sharing and value privacy. Sleeping five
in three bedrooms, two of the rooms are separate
from the main one and ideal for older kids. Packed
with innovative features, the tent has ample bright
and airy living space for practical accommodation
with plenty of entry and exit options.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��

FEATURES
110210
Four room tunnel tent
5 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 5000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm / Poles: 19 x 76 cm
Tent: 26.6 kg / Poles: 17.7 kg
Steel poles 19/22 mm, Alloy pole 13 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Panorama room for maximum light with a
conservatory feel
• Separate one-person bedrooms for extra privacy
• Spacious living area
• Additional side and rear door for flexible entry and
exit
• Embossed inners with double piping to hide the zipper
for functional style
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

Georgia P
Front Awning
Perfectly complementing the style, appearance and
profile of the main tents, the Georgia P Awning
simply, quickly and securely clips on to offer plenty
of extra practical space for meals, play or storing
equipment. It features tinted windows for privacy.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: 	�������������� 110209 (for Georgia 7P)
110211 (for Georgia 5P)
Type of tent: 	��������� Awning
Flysheet: 	�������������� Outtex® 5000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: 	������������������ Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: 	������������� 30 x 67 cm (Georgia 7P)
		
29 x 67 cm (Georgia 5P)
Weight: 	���������������� 18.2 kg (Georgia 7P)
		
16.4 kg (Georgia 5P)
Poles: 	������������������ Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: 	�� 1

• Large panorama front with tinted windows for privacy
plus maximum light with a sunroom feel
• Quickly and securely clipped to the main tent
• Mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting
into the tent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

Georgia 7P

Georgia 5P
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170172 Carpet

170070 Footprint

110296 Roof Protector

Montana 6P
The award-winning Montana 6P has become a
camping icon. Stylish good looks combined with
inspired innovation for practical tent comfort offer a
home from home for six in the two bedrooms of this
classic tunnel tent. Packed with Outwell trademark
design detail, it’s perfect for families to build happy
memories of life outdoors.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��

FEATURES
110212
Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 5000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 77 x 36 x 38 cm / Poles: 20 x 76 cm
Tent: 25.0 kg / Poles: 16.8 kg
Steel poles 19/22 mm, Alloy pole 9.5 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Large panorama front for maximum light with a
sunroom feel
• Side porch entrance for shelter and convenience
• Detachable bathtub groundsheet for the porch for
flexibility and easy cleaning
• Large tinted panorama windows, with zip-up curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Embossed inners with double piping to hide the zipper
for functional style
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170173 Carpet

170130 Footprint

110295 Roof Protector

Montana 5P
Building on the success of the award-winning
design, Montana 5P is a compact yet generously
proportioned design. Stylish good looks combined
with inspired innovation for practical tent comfort
offer a home from home for five in the two
bedrooms perfect for families to build happy
memories of life outdoors.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��
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FEATURES
110214
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 5000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 77 x 36 x 38 cm / Poles: 20 x 76 cm
Tent: 21.2 kg / Poles: 12.5 kg
Steel poles 19/22 mm, Alloy pole 11 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Large panorama front for maximum light with a
sunroom feel
• Side porch entrance for shelter and convenience
• Detachable bathtub groundsheet for the porch for
flexibility and easy cleaning
• Large tinted panorama windows, with zip-up curtains,
blocking sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing
campers to stay in touch with the outdoors
• Embossed inners with double piping to hide the zipper
for functional style
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

Montana P
Front Awning
Complementing the style, appearance and profile
of the main tents, the Montana P Awning clips
on quickly, simply and securely to offer plenty of
practical extra space for meals, play or storing
equipment. It features tinted windows for privacy.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: 	�������������� 110213 (for Montana 6P)
110215 (for Montana 5P
Type of tent: 	��������� Awning
Flysheet: 	�������������� Outtex® 5000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: 	������������������ Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: 	������������� 26 x 70 cm (Montana 6P)
		
26 x 65 cm (Montana 5P)
Weight: 	���������������� 16.3 kg (Montana 6P)
		
14.8 kg (Montana 5P)
Poles: 	������������������ Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: 	�� 1

• Large panorama front with tinted windows for privacy
plus maximum light with a sunroom feel
• Quickly and securely clipped to the main tent
• Mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting into
the tent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

Montana 6P

Montana 5P

Montana 6P
Front Extension
With its huge tinted windows, the Montana 6P
Extension adds flexible, practical living, cooking and
storage space, perfectly complementing the profile
and style of the main tent. Simply and securely
clipped in place, it’s a smart, stable option for
families to make the most of life on site.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: 	�������������� 110160
Type of tent: 	��������� Extension
Flysheet: 	�������������� Outtex® 5000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Pack size: 	������������� 21 x 67 cm
Weight: 	���������������� 11.2 kg
Poles: 	������������������ Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: 	�� 2

• Large tinted panorama windows for privacy plus
maximum light with a sunroom feel
• Quickly and securely clipped to the main tent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Easy to pitch
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Roof Protector
The optional Roof Protector is available for: Vermont XLP
and LP, Georgia 7P and 5P, Montana 6P and 5P. It provides
protection from damaging elements like UV-radiation, bird
lime and tree sap while countering the effects of extreme
temperatures. The large panels are attached across the
pole sleeves leaving a gap between roof and the
Protector allowing air to flow. One side of the
Protector is silver coated, the other is black.

FEATURES
• Protecting the tent roof from bird limes, tree sap,
UV rays, rain etc.
• Protecting the tents from heat by shading the roof
and allowing air to flow below the Protector
• Silver side out reflects the sun for a cooler tent
• Black side out keeps the tent warm when the weather
cools down
• Allows a longer sleep in the morning making the tent
darker

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	�������������� 110292 (for Vermont XLP)
		
110293 (for Vermont LP)
		
110294 (for Georgia 7P)
		
110297 (for Georgia 5P)
		
110296 (for Montana 6P)
		
110295 (for Montana 5P)
Type of tent: 	��������� Roof Protector
Flysheet: 	�������������� Outtex® 10000 Silver Coated
(75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Pack size: 	������������� 14 x 46 cm (Vermont XLP)
13 x 38 cm (Vermont LP)
		
15 x 41 cm (Georgia 7P)
		
13 x 41 cm (Georgia 5P)
		
11 x 38 cm (Montana 6P)
		
10 x 38 cm (Montana 5P)
Weight: 	���������������� 2.0 kg (Vermont XLP)
		1.8 kg (Vermont LP)
		1.8 kg (Georgia 7P)
		1.6 kg (Georgia 5P)
		1.3 kg (Montana 6P)
		1.0 kg (Montana 5P)
Pieces per carton: 	�� 4

Vermont XLP

Vermont LP

Georgia 7P

Georgia 5P

Montana 6P

Montana 5P

Vermont XLP (page 80)
•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm /
Poles: 23 x 76 cm
• Weight: Tent: 31.9 kg / Poles: 23.6 kg

Georgia 7P (page 84)
•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm /
Poles: 23 x 74 cm
• Weight: Tent: 28.2 kg / Poles: 18.6 kg

Montana 6P (page 87)
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 77 x 36 x 38 cm /
Poles: 20 x 76 cm
• Weight: Tent: 25.0 kg / Poles: 16.8 kg

Roof Protector
Vermont P (page 91)

• Roof Protector
• Pack size: 1
 3 x 41 cm (Vermont XLP)
13 x 38 cm (Vermont LP)
• Weight: 1.6 kg (Vermont XLP)
1.8 kg (Vermont LP)
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Vermont LP (page 81)
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm /
Poles: 21 x 78 cm
• Weight: Tent: 29.0 kg / Poles: 22.3 kg

Georgia 5P (page 85)
•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
5 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 78 x 40 x 42 cm /
Poles: 19 x 76 cm
• Weight: Tent: 26.6 kg / Poles: 17.7 kg

Montana 5P (page 88)
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 77 x 36 x 38 cm /
Poles: 20 x 76 cm
• Weight: Tent: 21.2 kg / Poles: 12.5 kg

Roof Protector
Georgia P (page 91)

• Roof Protector
• Pack size: 1
 5 x 41 cm (Georgia 7P)
13 x 41 cm (Georgia 5P)
• Weight: 1.8 kg (Georgia 7P)
1.6 kg (Georgia 5P)

Vermont P
Side Awning (page 82)
• Awning
• Pack size: 28 x 68 cm
• Weight: 17.3 kg

Georgia 7P
Front Awning (page 86)

Georgia 5P
Front Awning (page 86)

Montana 5P
Front Awning (page 89)

Montana 6P
Front Awning (page 89)

• Awning
• Pack size: 30 x 67 cm
• Weight: 18.2 kg

• Awning
• Pack size: 26 x 65 cm
• Weight: 14.8 kg

Roof Protector
Montana P (page 91)

• Roof Protector
• Pack size: 1
 1 x 38 cm (Montana 6P)
10 x 38 cm (Montana 5P)
• Weight: 1.3 kg (Montana 6P)
1.0 kg (Montana 5P)

• Awning
• Pack size: 29 x 67 cm
• Weight: 16.4 kg

• Awning
• Pack size: 26 x 70 cm
• Weight: 16.3 kg

Montana 6P
Front Extension (page 90)
• Extension
• Pack size: 21 x 67 cm
• Weight: 11.2 kg

Overview

THE PREMIUM
COLLECTION

Our One-Go Inflation Technology is partnered here with polyester to extend the opportunity for campers to
enjoy the speed and convenience of smart pitching through just one sturdy valve in high quality designs.
Whilst campers find it hard to believe how simple, reliable and effective One-Go Inflation Technology is
on site, our video clips are proof of just how convenient inflation technology has proved to be. The high
quality embossed flysheet polyester fabric with a 6000mm hydrostatic head is complemented by two-tone
diamond ripstop tube sleeves and inners with embossed fronts; luminous piping reinforces the Outwell
character. The award-winning Nevada design has been developed to offer the new Tomcat L and M models,
with Extension options, whilst the new Hornet XL and L both benefit from a generous front canopy; all
tents sleep 5-6 people. Not forgetting, of course, the now standard inclusion of Rain Safe entry. Top tents
plus top technology equals top appeal!

the
smart air
polyester
collection

smart air polyester collection

check out the key features that ensure our Smart Air
polyester Collection continues to deliver market
leading performance

FEATURES
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09
08
07

05
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04

03
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the icons
Outtex® 6000
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Fire Retardant

OGR System

One-go Inflation
Technology

OSG System

Universal
Inner Tent

Hanging point
system

Zip-up
Curtain

Tinted Windows

Cable Entry
Point

Outwell Floating
Guyline System

OEP System

the
smart air
polyester
collection
features
01

Original Outwell colour design

02

Isolation valves

03

Inflatable tubes for quick set up

04

Outwell Sealed ground system in living
area Outwell Sealed Ground System

05

Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point
System on inner tents

06

Inner tent in 100% polyester with
embossed front

07

Zip-up curtains

08

Tinted windows

09

Organiser pockets

10

Adjustable pegging points

11

Pre-attached luminous guylines

12

Outwell doormat to keep indoors clean

Our lively videos help to make the most of the camping experience by
exploring the huge range of top performing innovative features in our
tent collections. Just scan the code and join us on the journey!

04
outwell sealed
ground system
By making the groundsheet an
integral part of the tent, allweather protection from the
ground upwards is ensured as
sealed-in groundsheet is the
best way to keep out mud, dirt
and water of a tent – as well as
draughts and insects.

RAIN SAFE ENTRY
Rain Safe Entry delivers extra
protection – outside the tent! All
our tents now benefit from this
practical feature, designed as a
generous porch over doorways,
campers and the tent’s interior,
to avoid a soaking from vertical
and wind-driven downpours whilst
entering and leaving.

07

08

ZIP-UP CURTAINS
Smart, effective and easy to use,
the twin zips create an effective
curtain closure for privacy that
can be adjusted easily to suit
circumstances and rolled away
neatly when not required.

outwell easy pegging system
Three different types of peg
are colour-coded to ensure the
correct peg for the job can be
quickly selected and placed at the
right pegging point for maximum
effectiveness.

tinted windows
Our special window coating
delivers cool UV protection from
the heat of the sun’s glare inside
the tent whilst also maintaining
privacy and views to the outside.

NIGHT SKY CEILING
The Night Sky Ceiling used in inner
tents enhances a comfortable
night’s sleep by reducing internal
light levels – great for adults as
well as infants! Perfect if you want
to snatch a nap during the day, get
an early night, enjoy a lie-in, or
ensure early-rising children wake a
little later than normal.

one-go inflation technology
Outwell One-go Inflation
Technology enables campers to
plug a super-efficient pump into
a single inlet valve and inflate the
frame of interlinked tubes in less
than a minute with no need to
move the pump between individual
air tubes.

OUTTEX® 6000 EMBOSSED
FLYSHEET
Specially commissioned by us, this
flysheet fabric has our highest ever
hydrostatic head waterproof rating
and enjoys subtle embossing with
our graphic logo.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170214 Carpet

170239 Footprint

Hornet XL
The Hornet XL tunnel tent sleeps six in three
bedrooms to give a very flexible choice for families
using Smart Air One-Go Inflation Technology.
Packed with features and design detail, the
generous canopy and side panels protect the
entrance with useful storage space for camp kitchen
and damp clothes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Tubes: 	�����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��
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FEATURES
110298
Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
In one
Outtex® 6000 (150D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Oxford 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
50 x 114 cm
27.7 kg
Integrated inflatable frame for best performance
0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11.0 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Two-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast,
efficient inflation
• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• Four connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Additional side door for flexible access
• Large tinted windows, with zip-up curtains, blocking
sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing campers to
stay in touch with the outdoors
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Embossed inner tents add a touch of interior design
flair
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170215 Carpet

170240 Footprint

Hornet L
The Hornet L tunnel tent sleeps five in two
bedrooms to give a very flexible choice for families
using Smart Air One-Go Inflation Technology.
Packed with features and design detail, the
generous canopy and side panels protect the
entrance with useful storage space for camp kitchen
and damp clothes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Tubes: 	�����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��

FEATURES
110299
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
In one
Outtex® 6000 (150D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Oxford 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
40 x 114 cm
26.3 kg
Integrated inflatable frame for best performance
0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11.0 mm,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Two-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast,
efficient inflation
• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• Four connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Additional side door for flexible access
• Large tinted windows, with zip-up curtains, blocking
sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing campers to
stay in touch with the outdoors
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Embossed inner tents add a touch of interior design flair
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170216 Carpet

170241 Footprint

Tomcat LP
The fully featured Tomcat LP offers fast pitching
with generous space for six in two bedrooms and
a spacious living area all supported by the tough,
flexible air-filled tubes pumped up easily with
Outwell One-Go Inflation Technology. Add more
space with the Front Extension option.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Tubes: 	�����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��
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FEATURES
110300
Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
In one
Outtex® 6000 (150D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Oxford 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
45 x 125 cm
26.6 kg
Integrated inflatable frame for best performance
0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• Two-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast,
efficient inflation
• Four connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and
wind-driven downpours
• Large tinted windows, with zip-up curtains, blocking
sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing campers to
stay in touch with the outdoors
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Embossed inner tents add a touch of interior design flair
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170217 Carpet

170242 Footprint

Tomcat MP
The fully featured Tomcat MP offers fast pitching,
generous space for five in two bedrooms and a
spacious living area all supported by the tough,
flexible air-filled tubes pumped up easily with
Outwell One-Go Inflation Technology. Add more
space with the Front Extension option.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Tubes: 	�����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��

FEATURES
110301
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
In one
Outtex® 6000 (150D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Oxford 100% polyester,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
40 x 111 cm
21.9 kg
Integrated inflatable frame for best performance
0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• Two-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast,
efficient inflation
• Three connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and
wind-driven downpours
• Large tinted windows, with zip-up curtains, blocking
sun glare, ensuring privacy and allowing campers to
stay in touch with the outdoors
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely
• Embossed inner tents add a touch of interior design flair
• Outwell doormat included to help in leaving dirt and
debris outside

Tomcat MP & LP
Extension
Matching the style and detail of the main tents,
Tomcat M and L Extension options with large
panorama windows add flexible, open-fronted
shelter when needed, benefitting from the inflatable
tube structure zipped in place for an effective seal.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: 	�������������� 110302
Type of tent: 	��������� Extension
Flysheet: 	�������������� Outtex® 6000 (150D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Pack size: 	������������� 36 x 72 cm
Weight: 	���������������� 8.2 kg
Tubes: 	����������������� Integrated inflatable frame for best
performance 0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Pieces per carton: 	�� 2

• Two inflatable tubes
• Large panorama windows allowing campers to stay in
touch with the outdoors
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for secure pitching
• Pre-attached guylines for fast pitching
• Easy and fast to pitch and pack away as required
• Zips on to the tent for a secure, draught-free seal
• Triangular panels in the front for better support and
stability

Tomcat MP

Tomcat LP

100

innovative

family
camping

Tomcat MP

Hornet XL (page 96)

Hornet L (page 97)

Tomcat LP (page 98)

Tomcat MP (page 99)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 50 x 114 cm
Weight: 27.7 kg

Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 45 x 125 cm
Weight: 26.6 kg

Tomcat MP & LP
Extension (page 100)

• Extension
• Pack size: 36 x 72 cm
• Weight: 8.2 kg
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 40 x 114 cm
Weight: 26.3 kg

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 40 x 111 cm
Weight: 21.9 kg

Overview

THE SMART AIR
POLYESTER
COLLECTION

Evolution came into being from the development of our DeLuxe tents and features our exclusive Outtex®
4000 fabric. Building on its popular launch last year, these fully featured, award winning designs benefit
from high quality polyester fabric used with Duratec poles to help reduce overall weight to form the basis
of stable, reliable designs, all benefitting from flat pole sleeves to reduce wind resistance. Stability is
reinforced by the Outwell Easy Pegging and patented Outwell Wind Stabilizer Systems; the latter can
withstand the rigours of Force 9 gales! The collection is made up of a trio of Nevada designs – the awardwinning MP plus LP and XLP, all with the much-admired panorama front – with the Hartford XLP that
sleeps eight people in three bedrooms with more space in the living room. One model each of an awning
and extension fit both the Nevada XLP and MP.

THE
EVOLUTION
COLLECTION

EVOLUTION COLLECTION

CHECK OUT THE KEY FEATURES THAT ENSURE OUR EVOLUTION COLLECTION
DELIVERS MARKET LEADING PERFORMANCE

FEATURES

05
06

02

04

03

10
09
08

12

01
13

THE ICONS
Outtex® 4000
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OGR System

07

11

OWS System
Force 9

Duratec
Fibreglass

Flat Pole
Sleeves

OSG System

Universal
Inner Tent

Hanging point
system

Toggle-up
Curtains

Night Sky
Ceiling

OEP System

Carrybag

the
EVOLUTION
collection
features
01

Original Outwell colour design

02

Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point
System

03

Inner tent in 100% polyester with
embossed front

04

Outwell Wind Stabilizer System

05

Flat pole sleeves (half sleeve/half clip)

06

Colour coded poles for easy set up

07

Outwell Sealed Ground System in
living area

08

Panorama room or front

09

Toggle-up curtains

10

Organiser pockets

11

Adjustable pegging points

12

Pre-attached luminous guylines

02
OUTTEX 4000
Our own exclusive Outwell durable
polyester flysheet fabric with
a 4,000mm hydrostatic head
waterproof rating that guarantees
reliable protection from the
elements.
®

05
FLAT POLE SLEEVES
The wind-shedding, streamlined
profile of the flat easy-slide sleeves
running over the roof line is
complemented by sturdy pole clips
to the sides for fast pitching and
reliable stability.

OUTWELL WAVE-SHAPED
HANGING POINT SYSTEM
A smart-looking innovation
that spreads the stress evenly
throughout the inner tent’s seam
and attachment points when it is
suspended from the flysheet.

08
PANORAMA ROOM/
PANORAMA FRONT
The panorama room and panorama
front allow us to make the most of
the sunny days we relish on site
by functioning as a home-based
conservatory whether as a sun porch
or a separate living space to create a
sheltered sun trap.

03
EMBOSSED FRONT ON INNERS
The polyester fabrics enjoy discreet
embossing with the Outwell logo
to add a touch of style and send
a subtle message that the owners
pick only the best equipment for
their family’s camping.

04
OUTWELL WIND
STABILIZER SYSTEM
Without doubt, the patented
Outwell Wind Stabilizer System
creates a direct and secure
attachment point between tent,
pole and peg for solid stability in
gale-force, gusting winds.

09
TOGGLE-UP CURTAINS
Effective for privacy and easily
rolled up for light and views, held
closed or half open securely in
place by easy to operate toggle
and loop fastening.

LOW DOOR STEP TO INNERS
No chance of tripping over into the
inner tents or out into the living
area in comedy style as the zips
run close to the groundsheet for
minimal obstruction.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170177 Carpet

170133 Footprint

Nevada XLP
Nevada XLP sleeps six in two bedrooms and
has a large living area with huge windows; Rain
Safe doorway and Night Sky ceilings making it
a practical, fully featured winner. The signature
Outwell systems of Easy Pegging and Wind
Stabilizer make short work of stable pitching –
flysheet first or all in one.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..
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FEATURES
110219
Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
40 x 92 cm
25.5 kg
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/12.7 mm
1

• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and
wind-driven downpours
• Large panorama front offers warmth, light and
shelter, bringing the outdoors indoors
• Large panorama windows with toggle-up curtains
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Pre-attached inner tents for pitching convenience,
embossed for style
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170178 Carpet

170134 Footprint

Nevada LP
Nevada LP sleeps six in three bedrooms and
has a large living area with huge windows; Rain
Safe doorway and Night Sky ceilings making it
a practical, fully featured winner. The signature
Outwell systems of Easy Pegging and Wind
Stabilizer make short work of stable pitching –
flysheet first or all in one.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
110220
Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
39 x 87 cm
23.6 kg
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and
wind-driven downpours
• Vis-à-vis style inner tents facing each other and useful
for reassuring youngsters
• Large panorama windows with toggle-up curtains
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Pre-attached inner tents for pitching convenience,
embossed for style
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170179 Carpet

170135 Footprint

Nevada MP
Voted Highly Commended in Camping Magazine
Editor’s Choice Awards 2013 in the Best Touring
Tent category, Nevada MP sleeps five in two
bedrooms and has a living area with huge windows;
Rain Safe doorway and Night Sky ceilings making
it a practical, fully featured winner. The signature
Outwell systems of Easy Pegging and Wind
Stabilizer make short work of stable pitching –
flysheet first or all in one.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..
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FEATURES
110221
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
32 x 89 cm
20.2 kg
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and
wind-driven downpours
• Large panorama front offers warmth, light and
shelter, bringing the outdoors indoors
• Large panorama windows with toggle-up curtains
• Mesh in all doors for insect-free ventilation
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Pre-attached inner tents for pitching convenience,
embossed for style
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

Nevada MP & XLP
Front Awning
Adding a huge amount of fully sheltered space, the
large panorama windows of the Nevada MP & XLP
Awning allow light to fill the interior keeping bad
weather at bay. It clips quickly and securely to the
main tent’s frame and transforms longer family
holidays by offering so much flexible living room.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 110222
Type of tent: ......... Awning
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: ............. 27 x 78 cm
Weight: ................ 12.4 kg
Poles: .................. Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 1

• Clip-on awning for fast, secure attachment
• Large panorama windows with toggle-up curtains
• Mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting into
the tent
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Easy to pitch

Nevada XLP

Nevada MP

Nevada MP & XLP
Front Extension
Adding extra open shelter to the tent fronts, the
large panorama windows of the Nevada MP & XLP
Extension allow light to fill the interior keeping bad
weather at bay. It clips quickly and securely to the
main tent’s frame transforming family holidays by
offering flexible living, cooking and storage options.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 110223
Type of tent: ......... Extension
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Pack size: ............. 26 x 77 cm
Weight: ................ 6.7 kg
Poles: .................. Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 2

•
•
•
•
•
Nevada XLP

Nevada MP
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Clip-on extension for fast, secure attachment
Large panorama windows with toggle-up curtains
Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
Reinforcement patch on all stress points
Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Easy to pitch

INNOVATIVE

FAMILY
CAMPING

Hartford XLP

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170176 Carpet

170062 Footprint

Hartford XLP
Packed with Outwell innovations, the hugely popular
and long-established Hartford XLP sleeps eight
in three bedroom pods with Night Sky Ceilings,
radiating from the central domed living area. The
fourth side enjoys a large panorama room that
offers plenty of living space for young families
and loads of light from the large windows.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..
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FEATURES
110218
Four room dome tent
8 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
42 x 85 cm
34.7 kg
Duratec fibreglass 9.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large panorama front offers warmth, light and
shelter, bringing the outdoors indoors
• Detachable bathtub groundsheet in front area for
protection, flexibility and easy cleaning
• Stow-away O-shaped and embossed inner tent doors
for style and convenience
• Rear door with direct entrance to inner
• Large panorama windows with toggle-up curtains
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

Windscreen
Treetop Green
The durable fabric and steel poles of the Evolution
Windscreen Treetop Green mean that shelter
is assured against even the fiercest winds. The
Windscreen is as much at home on the beach, on
picnics and for sunbathing as it is on the campsite
closing off the tent entrance and meal table against
prying eyes and draughts.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Flysheet: ..............
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
110269
Windscreen
Outtex® 3000 (75D 100% polyeser taffeta)
12 x 54 cm
3.4 kg
Steel poles 16 mm, spring linked
6

•
•
•
•

Easy to pitch
Durable Oxford nylon pole sleeves
Ground spikes for extra stability
Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

Nevada XLP (page 106)

Nevada LP (page 107)

Nevada MP (page 108)

Nevada MP & XLP
Front Awning (page 109)

Nevada MP & XLP
Front Extension (page 110)

Hartford XLP (page 112)

•
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 40 x 92 cm
Weight: 25.5 kg

• Awning
• Pack size: 27 x 78 cm
• Weight: 12.4 kg

•
•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 39 x 87 cm
Weight: 23.6 kg

• Extension
• Pack size: 26 x 77 cm
• Weight: 6.7 kg

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 32 x 89 cm
Weight: 20.2 kg

Four room dome tent
8 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 42 x 85 cm
Weight: 34.7 kg

Overview

Windscreen
Treetop Green (page 113)
• Windscreen
• Pack size: 12 x 54 cm
• Weight: 3.4 kg
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THE EVOLUTION
COLLECTION

Choice and style are the watchwords here in this our largest collection which has been completely updated
across the board with many new designs. Clearly Outwell, this best selling collection of top performing
tents has been upgraded and now features Rain Safe front entry throughout and rounded construction
for the 19mm steel poles. The collection’s signature colourways remain unchanged with Outwell stripes
complementing the main theme of Foliage Green which blends superbly with the roofs in Granite Grey
and the Neutral Grey inners. Montana 6 now sees a side porch area incorporated in a new construction
and there’s now a Montana 4 for smaller families. The three room Glendale 5 is joined by a four room
Glendale 7 with a Side Extension that fits both. Birdland now has L, M and S options, sleeping three to five
people, with Front Extensions to match. The popular Oklahoma shelter adds flexible living options on site,
particularly for eating and socialising – or enjoying a flavour of camping at home in the garden!

THE
DELUXE
COLLECTION

DELUXE COLLECTION

CHECK OUT THE KEY FEATURES THAT ENSURE OUR DELUXE COLLECTION
DELIVERS MARKET LEADING PERFORMANCE

FEATURES

07

06

03

02
09

04

08
12

11
01
10

05

THE ICONS
Outtex® 4000
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OGR System

OWS System
Force 9

Duratec
Fibreglass

Twinned
Poles

OEF System

Sealed Ground
System

Hanging point
system

Toggle-up
Curtains

Cable Entry
Point

Reflective Guy
Point

OEP System

the
DELUXE
collection
features
01

Original Outwell colour design

02

Outwell Wind Stabilizer System

03

Outwell Extended Frame System

04

Outwell Wave-shaped Hanging Point
System

05

Ring & Pin System for easy set up

06

Colour coded poles for easy set up

07

External pole sleeves

08

Outwell Sealed Ground System

09

Organiser pockets

10

Reinforcement patch on all stress
points

11

Adjustable pegging points

12

Pre-attached luminous guylines

02

04

OUTWELL WIND
STABILIZER SYSTEM
Without doubt, the patented Outwell
Wind Stabilizer System creates a
direct and secure attachment point
between tent, pole and peg for solid
stability in gale-force, gusting winds.

OUTWELL WAVE-SHAPED
HANGING POINT SYSTEM
A smart-looking innovation
that spreads the stress evenly
throughout the inner tent’s seam
and attachment points when it is
suspended from the flysheet.

RAIN SAFE ENTRY
This thoughtful, practical feature is
designed as a generous porch over
doorways, campers and the tent’s
interior, to avoid a soaking from
vertical and wind-driven downpours
whilst entering and leaving.

OUTWELL EASY PEGGING SYSTEM
Three types of peg with three
different roles to fulfil combined
with simple colour-coding to
ensure that they are all placed in
the right place for fast, effective
pitching and lasting stability.

OUTTEX® 4000
Our own exclusive Outwell durable
polyester flysheet fabric with
a 4,000mm hydrostatic head
waterproof rating that guarantees
reliable protection the elements.

TOGGLE-UP CURTAINS
Effective for privacy and easily
rolled up for light and views,
held securely in place by easy to
operate toggle and loop fastening.

CARRYBAG IN STYLISH DESIGN
Packed away in their smart
custom-sized bags, it’s easy to
pack, store and carry these tents
with a minimum of fuss.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170183 Carpet

170140 Footprint

Montana 6
Sleeping six in two bedrooms, the award winning
Montana 6 design has two side doors (one with a
fully enclosed side porch area) plus a Rain Safe
front door canopy to make it even more familyfriendly. Smart, practical and fully featured, it has a
large, airy living area with huge, curtained windows.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..
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FEATURES
110303
Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 35 x 80 cm / Poles: 16 x 72 cm
Tent: 16.7 kg / Poles: 9.1 kg
Steel poles 19 mm,
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/9.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large Rain Safe front door offers protection from
vertical and wind-driven downpours
• Large windows with toggle-up curtains
• Side porch area for wet clothes’ storage with
detachable bathtub groundsheet for protection and
convenience for cleaning
• Spacious living area
• Pre-attached inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170218 Carpet

170243 Footprint

Montana 4
Ideal for smaller families and couples, the fast
pitching Montana 4 is set to become a firm
favourite. Sleeping four in two bedrooms, the
spacious living area benefits from a Rain Safe
canopy on the front door, a fully enclosed side porch
and Outwell’s inspired practical features.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
110304
Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
32 x 77 cm
20.8 kg
Steel poles 19 mm,
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large Rain Safe front door offers protection from
vertical and wind-driven downpours
• Large windows with toggle-up curtains
• Wide side porch area for wet clothes’ storage with
detachable bathtub groundsheet for protection and
convenience for cleaning
• Spacious living area
• Pre-attached inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

Montana 6
Front Awning
Quickly, easily pitched and securely attached to
the main tent, the Montana 6 Awning adds extra
flexible living and storage space that can be fully
enclosed or opened in response to changing weather
conditions. With its large panorama windows, it
makes a great sun room for relaxing on site.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 110305
Type of tent: ......... Awning
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: ............. 27 x 70 cm
Weight: ................ 14.1 kg
Poles: .................. Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 1

•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•

Clip-on awning for fast, secure attachment
Awning front can be fully closed
Large panorama windows with toggle-up curtains
Mud valance avoids winds and drafts from getting
into the tent
Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
Reinforcement patch on all stress points
Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
Easy to pitch

Montana
Front Extension
Adding extra shelter to the tent fronts, the large
panorama windows of the Montana Front Extensions
allow light to fill the interior keeping bad weather
at bay. It clips securely to the main tent’s frame
transforming family holidays by offering flexible
living, cooking and storage options.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 110306 (for Montana 6)
110307 (for Montana 4)
Type of tent: ......... Extension
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Pack size: ............. 18 x 76 cm (Montana 6)
17 x 75 cm (Montana 4)
Weight: ................ 9.8 kg (Montana 6)
9.4 kg (Montana 4)
Poles: .................. Steel poles 19 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 2

•
•
•
•
•

Montana 6

Montana 4

Clip-on extension for fast, secure attachment
Large panorama windows
Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
Reinforcement patch on all stress points
Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Easy to pitch

INNOVATIVE

FAMILY
CAMPING
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Montana 6

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170219 Carpet

170244 Footprint

Glendale 7
The Glendale 7 sleeps seven in three bedrooms with
plenty of airy living space in the sleek tunnel design.
Fully featured for practical family living, the front
wall can be fully or partially opened for sheltered
meal preparation and the detachable porch
groundsheet quickly removed for easy cleaning.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
110308
Four room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 36 x 78 cm / Poles: 17 x 66 cm
Tent: 21.5 kg / Poles: 10.2 kg
Steel poles 19 mm, Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large porch with detachable bathtub groundsheet for
flexibility and easy cleaning
• Front wall can be opened completely, or half, or less
depending on mood and weather
• Pre-attached inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170184 Carpet

170010 Footprint

Glendale 5
The Glendale 5 sleeps five in two bedrooms with
plenty of airy living space in the sleek tunnel design.
Fully featured for practical family living, the front
wall can be fully or partially opened for sheltered
meal preparation and the detachable porch
groundsheet quickly removed for easy cleaning.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..
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FEATURES
110309
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
Tent: 36 x 77 cm / Poles: 17 x 65 cm
Tent: 18.3 kg / Poles: 8.9 kg
Steel poles 19 mm, Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large porch with detachable bathtub groundsheet for
flexibility and easy cleaning
• Front wall can be opened completely, or half, or less
depending on mood and weather
• Pre-attached inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

Glendale
Side Extension
Quickly pitched and securely attached to the main
tent, the Glendale Side Extension adds flexible extra
storage space for bikes, toys and dirty clothes.
For practical tent living, the space also offers meal
preparation and cooking options whilst keeping an
eye on children through the large windows.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 110310
Type of tent: ......... Extension
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Pack size: ............. 16 x 65 cm
Weight: ................ 5.9 kg
Poles: .................. Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 2

•
•
•
•
•

Clip-on extension for fast, secure attachment
Large panorama windows
Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
Reinforcement patch on all stress points
Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Easy to pitch

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170220 Carpet

170245 Footprint

Birdland L
The fast pitching, fully featured, compact Birdland L
design sleeps five in two bedrooms with Rain Safe
front entry through the wide front door. It features
large living area windows to keep the inside bright
and airy while keeping campers in touch with life on
site. It’s bound to be a family favourite and a great
choice for long weekend breaks.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..
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FEATURES
110311
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
29 x 78 cm
17.4 kg
Steel poles 19 mm,
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large Rain Safe front entry offers protection from
vertical and wind-driven downpours
• Large windows with toggle-up curtains
• Pre-attached inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170221 Carpet

170246 Footprint

Birdland M
The fast pitching, fully featured Birdland M design
sleeps four in two bedrooms with Rain Safe front
entry through the wide front door. It features large
living area windows to keep the inside bright and
airy while keeping campers in touch with life on site.
It’s bound to be a favourite with smaller families
and a great choice for long weekend breaks.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
110312
Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
29 x 76 cm
15.7 kg
Steel poles 19 mm,
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large Rain Safe front entry offers protection from
vertical and wind-driven downpours
• Large windows with toggle-up curtains
• Pre-attached inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170222 Carpet

170247 Footprint

Birdland S
The fast pitching, fully featured, compact Birdland
S sleeps three in one bedroom with Rain Safe front
entry through the wide front door. It features large
living area windows to keep the inside bright and
airy while keeping campers in touch with life on
site. It’s bound to be a favourite for young familes
or couples wanting a spacious small tent that’s ideal
for weekend breaks and touring.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Inner tent: ...........
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..
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FEATURES
110313
Two room tunnel tent
3 people
1 bedroom, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
26 x 76 cm
13.6 kg
Steel poles 19 mm,
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large Rain Safe front entry offers protection from
vertical and wind-driven downpours
• Large windows with toggle-up curtains
• Pre-attached inner tent makes pitching easy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

Birdland
Front Extension
Adding extra shelter to the tent fronts, the large
panorama windows of the Birdland Extension allow
light to fill the interior keeping bad weather at bay.
The Extension clips securely to the main tent’s
frame transforming family holidays by offering
flexible living, cooking and storage options.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 110314 (for Birdland L)
110315 (for Birdland M)
110316 (for Birdland S)
Type of tent: ......... Extension
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Pack size: ............. 17 x 67 cm (Birdland L)
17 x 66 cm (Birdland M)
15 x 71 cm (Birdland S)
Weight: ................ 6.2 kg (Birdland L)
5.9 kg (Birdland M)
5.7 kg (Birdland S)
Poles: .................. Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 2

•
•
•
•
•

Birdland L

Birdland M

Clip-on extension for fast, secure attachment
Large panorama windows
Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
Reinforcement patch on all stress points
Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Easy to pitch

Birdland S

Oklahoma
Sage Green
Adding flexible living space on site or in the garden,
the Oklahoma offers shelter from the elements for
cooking, eating and socialising, especially when
camping with friends on neighbouring pitches.
Quickly and securely pitched, it’s ideal for barbecues
as well as an excellent outdoor play room.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 290360
Type of tent: ......... Shelter
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: ............. 30 x 70 cm
Weight: ................ 16.5 kg
Poles: .................. Steel poles 19/22 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 1

• Detachable groundsheet for optional use and easy
cleaning
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Easy to pitch
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Windscreen
Sage Green
The durable fabric and steel poles of the DeLuxe
Windscreen Sage Green mean that shelter is
assured against even the fiercest winds. The
Windscreen is as much at home on the beach, on
picnics and for sunbathing as it is on the campsite
closing off the tent entrance and meal table against
prying eyes and draughts.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Flysheet: ..............
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................
Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
560134
Windscreen
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
12 x 54 cm
3.4 kg
Steel poles 16 mm, spring linked
6

•
•
•
•

Easy to pitch
Durable Oxford nylon pole sleeves
Ground spikes for extra stability
Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

Montana 6 (page 118)
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
6 people
2 bedrooms, 1 livning room
Pack size: Tent: 35 x 80 cm /
Poles: 16 x 72 cm
• Weight: Tent: 16.7 kg / Poles: 9.1 kg

Montana 4
Front Extension (page 121)

• Extension
• Pack size: 17 x 75 cm
• Weight: 9.4 kg

Birdland L (page 126)
•
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 livingroom
Pack size: 29 x 78 cm
Weight: 17.4 kg

Oklahoma
Sage Green (page 130)
• Shelter
• Pack size: 30 x 70 cm
• Weight: 16.5 kg
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Montana 4 (page 119)
•
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 32 x 77 cm
Weight: 20.8 kg

Glendale 7 (page 123)

•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
7 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 36 x 78 cm /
Poles: 17 x 66 cm
• Weight: Tent: 21.5 kg / Poles: 10.2 kg

Birdland M (page 127)
•
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 livingroom
Pack size: 29 x 76 cm
Weight: 15.7 kg

Windscreen
Sage Green (page 131)
• Windscreen
• Pack size: 12 x 54 cm
• Weight: 3.4 kg

Montana 6
Front Awning (page 120)

Montana 6
Front Extension (page 121)

Glendale 5 (page 124)

Glendale
Side Extension (page 125)

• Awning
• Pack size: 27 x 70 cm
• Weight: 14.1 kg

•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 livingroom
Pack size: Tent: 36 x 77 cm /
Poles: 17 x 65 cm
• Weight: Tent: 18.3 kg / Poles: 8.9 kg

Birdland S (page 128)
•
•
•
•
•

Two room tunnel tent
3 people
1 bedroom, 1 living room
Pack size: 26 x 76 cm
Weight: 13.6 kg

• Extension
• Pack size: 18 x 76 cm
• Weight: 9.8 kg

• Extension
• Pack size: 16 x 65 cm
• Weight: 5.9 kg

Birdland
Front Extension (page 129)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extension
Pack size: 17 x 67 cm (Birdland 5)
Pack size: 17 x 66 cm (Birdland 4)
Pack size: 15 x 71 cm (Birdland 3)
Weight: 6.2 kg (Birdland 5)
Weight: 5.9 kg (Birdland 4)
Weight: 5.7 kg (Birdland 3)

Overview

THE DELUXE
COLLECTION

Joining the Outwell family in 2014, this unique collection is ideal for weekend breaks and touring holidays.
All of these tents feature flysheets with a reliable 3,000mm hydrostatic head, designed in the new Insignia
Blue colourway that adds a touch of distinction to the practical designs, plus flat fronts and Rain Safe front
entry. Quick and easy to pitch – using Duratec as well as steel poles helps to cut down on weight – the
patented Outwell Wind Stabilizer System ensures stability. This collection is sure to appeal to couples
and families new to camping who want reliable comfort and practical performance with easy pitching and
no fuss. Three models – Amarillo, Whitecove and Rockwell – sleep three to six people, with extension
options available. There’s generous living and bedroom space across all models whilst the extensions add
a significant extra dimension to practical comfort on site.

the
PRIVILEGE
collection

PRIVILEGE collection

check out the key features that ensure our Privilege Collection
delivers market leading performance

FEATURES

03
02
08
10
06

04
05

07

01
09

the icons
Outtex® 3000
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Fire Retardant

OGR System

OWS System
Force 9

Duratec
Fibreglass

OSG System

Hanging Point

Toggle-up
Curtains

Cable Entry
Point

Carrybag

the
PRIVILEGE
collection
features

01

Original Outwell colour design

02

Outwell Wind Stabilizer System

03

Colour coded poles for easy
set-up

04

Toggle-up curtains

05

Outwell sealed ground system in
living area

06

Duratec poles

07

Door to groundsheet zip

08

Organizer pockets

09

Adjustable pegging points

10

Preattached luminous guylines

02
OUTTEX 3000
Our own exclusive Outwell
durable polyester outer fabric
with a 3,000mm hydrostatic head
waterproof rating that guarantees
reliable protection from the rain.
®

05
FULL SEALED GROUNDSHEET
Keeping water, draughts
and insects out, the sealed
groundsheet is tough and durable,
affording excellent protection and
a safe night’s sleep for all.

OUTWELL WIND
STABILIZER SYSTEM
Without doubt, the patented
Outwell Wind Stabilizer System
creates a direct and secure
attachment point between tent,
pole and peg for solid stability in
gale-force, gusting winds.

06
DURATEC POLES
Duratec poles offer optimum
balance between strength and
flexibility to achieve versatile
design performance whilst
minimizing the tent’s weight.

04
TOGGLE-UP CURTAINS
Effective for privacy and easily
rolled up for light and views, held
closed or half open securely in
place by easy to operate toggle
and loop fastening.

07
DOOR TO GROUNDSHEET ZIP
The tent doorway is connected
to the groundsheet by a zip to
complete full all-round protection
against draughts, water and bugs
entering the tent. It’s easy to
unzip to sweep out the tent.

CARRYBAG IN STYLISH DESIGN
Packed away in their smart
custom-sized bags, it’s easy to
pack, store and carry these tents
with a minimum of fuss.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170223 Carpet

170248 Footprint

Amarillo 6
Sleeping six in three bedrooms, the Amarillo 6
is ideal for large families and groups of friends
seeking fast pitching shelter with plenty of space.
Packed with Outwell innovation and design detail,
this tunnel tent’s living area benefits from a zip-off
canopy for extra shelter over the front door.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��
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FEATURES
110317
Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 3000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
34 x 76 cm
24.5 kg
Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Zip-off canopy for flexible shelter from rain and sun
• Additional side doors for flexible entry and exit
• Large windows, with toggle-up curtains, ensuring
privacy and allowing campers to stay in touch with
the outdoors
• Pre-attached inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170224 Carpet

170249 Footprint

Amarillo 4
Sleeping four in two bedrooms, the Amarillo 4 is
ideal for families and friends seeking fast pitching
shelter with plenty of space. Fully featured with
Outwell innovation and design detail, this tunnel
tent’s living area benefits from a zip-off canopy for
extra shelter over the front door.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��

FEATURES
110318
Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 3000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
33 x 71 cm
21.4 kg
Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Zip-off canopy for flexible shelter from rain and sun
• Additional side doors for flexible entry and exit
• Large windows, with toggle-up curtains, ensuring
privacy and allowing campers to stay in touch with
the outdoors
• Pre-attached inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

Amarillo
Front Extension
Adding extra shelter to the tent fronts, the large
panorama windows of the Amarillo Front Extension
allow light to fill the interior keeping bad weather
at bay. The extension clips securely to the main
tent’s frame transforming family holidays by offering
flexible living, cooking and storage options.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: 	�������������� 110319 (for Amarillo 6)
110320 (for Amarillo 4)
Type of tent: 	��������� Extension
Flysheet: 	�������������� Outtex® 3000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Pack size: 	������������� 16 x 68 cm (Amarillo 6)
		16 x 64 cm (Amarillo 4)
Weight: 	���������������� 5.4 kg (Amarillo 6)
		5.0 kg (Amarillo 4)
Poles: 	������������������ Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: 	�� 2

• Clip-on extension for flexible shelter from rain and
sun
• Large panorama windows allowing campers to stay in
touch with the outdoors
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching

Amarillo 6

Amarillo 4
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170225 Carpet

170250 Footprint

Whitecove 6
Sleeping six in three bedrooms, the Whitecove 6 is
ideal for large families and groups of friends seeking
fast pitching shelter with plenty of space. Packed
with Outwell innovation and design detail, this
tunnel tent benefits from a large front canopy and
side panels for shelter over the front door.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��

FEATURES
110321
Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 3000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
35 x 76 cm
22.6 kg
Duratec fibreglass 9.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun
• Additional side door for flexible entry and exit
• Large windows, with toggle-up curtains, ensuring
privacy and allowing campers to stay in touch with
the outdoors
• Pre-attached inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170226 Carpet

170251 Footprint

Whitecove 5
Sleeping five in two bedrooms, the Whitecove 5 is
ideal for large families and groups of friends seeking
fast pitching shelter with plenty of space. Packed
with Outwell innovation and design detail, this
tunnel tent benefits from a large front canopy and
side panels for shelter over the front door.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��
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FEATURES
110322
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 3000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
36 x 71 cm
19.2 kg
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun
• Large windows, with toggle-up curtains, ensuring
privacy and allowing campers to stay in touch with
the outdoors
• Pre-attached inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

Whitecove 6
Front Extension
Adding extra shelter to the tent fronts, the large
panorama windows of the Whitecove 6 Front
Extensions allow light to fill the interior keeping bad
weather at bay. The extension clips securely to the
main tent’s frame transforming family holidays by
offering flexible living, cooking and storage options.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: 	�������������� 110325
Type of tent: 	��������� Extension
Flysheet: 	�������������� Outtex® 3000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Pack size: 	������������� 20 x 59 cm
Weight: 	���������������� 6.9 kg
Poles: 	������������������ Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: 	�� 2

• Clip-on extension for flexible shelter from rain and sun
• Large panorama windows allowing campers to stay in
touch with the outdoors
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Easy to pitch

innovative

family
camping
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Cazal Fire Pit

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170227 Carpet

170252 Footprint

Rockwell 5
Sleeping five in two bedrooms, the Rockwell 5 is
ideal for families and groups of friends seeking
fast pitching shelter with plenty of space for long
weekends outdoors. Packed with Outwell innovation
and design detail, this tunnel tent benefits from Rain
Safe entry for shelter over the front door.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��

FEATURES
110323
Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 3000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
30 x 74 cm
14.6 kg
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large Rain Safe front entry for shelter from rain and
sun
• Large windows, with toggle-up curtains, ensuring
privacy and allowing campers to stay in touch with
the outdoors
• Pre-attached inner tents make pitching easy
• Organiser pockets help to keep tent contents handy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170228 Carpet

170253 Footprint

Rockwell 3
A great choice for couples, the Rockwell 3 is also
ideal for small families and friends seeking fast
pitching shelter with plenty of space for long
weekends outdoors as it can sleep three in its
single bedroom. Packed with Outwell innovation and
design detail, this tunnel tent benefits from Rain
Safe entry for shelter over the front door.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Sleeps: 	����������������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Inner tent: 	�����������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��
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FEATURES
110324
Two room tunnel tent
3 people
1 bedroom, 1 living room
Flysheet first or as one
Outtex® 3000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Breathable 100% polyester
27 x 66 cm
12.5 kg
Duratec fibreglass 8.5/11.0/12.7 mm
1

• Large Rain Safe front entry for shelter from rain and
sun
• Large windows, with toggle-up curtains, ensuring
privacy and allowing campers to stay in touch with
the outdoors
• Pre-attached and adjustable inner tent make pitching
easy
• Lamp holder and light cable tidies are inspired
solutions to secure tent lighting
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Mesh pockets in the inner tents keep small items safe
and handy
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

Rockwell 5 & Whitecove 5
Front Extension
Adding plenty of extra shelter to the tent front, the
large panorama windows of the Front Extension
allow light to fill the interior keeping bad weather
at bay. It clips on securely to the main tent’s frame
transforming camping holidays by offering flexible
living, cooking and storage options.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: 	�������������� 110326
Type of tent: 	��������� Extension
Flysheet: 	�������������� Outtex® 3000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Pack size: 	������������� 17 x 61 cm
Weight: 	���������������� 6.4 kg
Poles: 	������������������ Duratec fibreglass 11.0/12.7 mm
Pieces per carton: 	�� 2

• Clip-on extension for flexible shelter from rain and
sun
• Large panorama windows allowing campers to stay in
touch with the outdoors
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points for pitching flexibility
• Pre-attached luminous guylines for convenience and
fast pitching
• Easy to pitch

Amarillo 6 (page 136)
•
•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 34 x 76 cm
Weight: 24.5 kg

Whitecove 6 (page 139)
•
•
•
•
•

Four room tunnel tent
6 people
3 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 35 x 76 cm
Weight: 22.6 kg

Amarillo 4 (page 137)

•
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
4 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 33 x 71 cm
Weight: 21.4 kg

Whitecove 5 (page 140)

•
•
•
•
•

Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 36 x 71 cm
Weight: 19.2 kg

Amarillo 6
Front Extension (page 138)
• Extension
• Pack size: 16 x 68 cm
• Weight: 5.4 kg

Amarillo 4
Front Extension (page 138)
• Extension
• Pack size: 16 x 64 cm
• Weight: 5.0 kg

Whitecove 6
Front Extension (page 141)
• Extension
• Pack size: 20 x 59 cm
• Weight: 6.9 kg

Overview

Rockwell 5 (page 143)
•
•
•
•
•
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Three room tunnel tent
5 people
2 bedrooms, 1 living room
Pack size: 30 x 74 cm
Weight: 14.6 kg

Rockwell 3 (page 144)
•
•
•
•
•

Two room tunnel tent
3 people
1 bedroom, 1 living room
Pack size: 27 x 66 cm
Weight: 12.5 kg

Rockwell 5 & Whitecove 5
Front Extension (page 145)
• Extension
• Pack size: 17 x 61 cm
• Weight: 6.4 kg

THE PRIVILEGE
COLLECTION

Designed to be used with motor homes, vans and MPVs, our drive-away awnings have established
themselves as firm favourites. They offer loads of extra storage with the added advantage of a bedroom
option when needed. The collection also benefits from our practical approach to innovation with the
development of the Link Access Zone System valance that affords effective closure of the gap between the
ground and vehicle, cutting out draughts and unwelcome visitors. Combined with the Easy Pegging and
patented Wind Stabilizer Systems, campers can rest assured that it will be stable and secure when left
to stand on its own. 2014 sees a new model added – Paradise Road – to complement the larger current
designs – California Highway and Country Road with their optional inner tents.

THE
TOURING
COLLECTION

TOURING COLLECTION

CHECK OUT THE KEY FEATURES THAT ENSURE OUR TOURING
DRIVE-AWAY AWNINGS DELIVER MARKET LEADING PERFORMANCE

FEATURES

08
03
06
04

07
10

05
01
09

02

THE ICONS
Outtex® 4000
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Fire Retardant

OGR System

Link Access
Zone System

OSG System
Zip-Out

Toggle-up
Curtains

Reflective Guy
Point

Dry Zip

OEP System

Carrybag

the
touring
collection
features
01

Original Outwell colour design

02

Ring & Pin System for easy set up

03

Colour coded poles for easy set up

04

Outwell Wind Stabilizer System

05

Zip-out groundsheet

06

Universal Roof/Connection System
(to fit either side of the tent for
connection)

07

Link Access Zone System
(attractive and reliable transition
between the tent and vehicle)

08

Thermo Roof

09

Adjustable pegging points

10

Pre-attached lumonius guylines

04
OUTWELL WIND
STABILIZER SYSTEM
Without doubt, the patented
Outwell Wind Stabilizer System
creates a direct and secure attachment
point between tent, pole and peg for
solid stability in gale-force, gusting
winds.

05
OUTTEX 4000
Developed by us to a demanding
specification, this durable fabric has
a 4,000mm hydrostatic head rating
ensuring it offers total protection
even against hard wind-driven rain.
®

ZIP-OUT GROUNDSHEET
A very practical feature which
offers the option to seal out
draughts completely or to remove
the groundsheet for cleaning or
personal preference as required.

07
DRIVE AWAY AWNING
Delivers extra storage, living and
sleeping space with no need to
pack it away when you head off for
the day. Drive off, zip up and leave
it secure, simply re-connecting on
return.

STEEL AND DURATEC POLES
By using the respective qualities of
both materials in combination we
can achieve strength and flexibility
in design and use whilst minimising
weight.

LINK ACCESS ZONE SYSTEM
Provides an 80-90cm link valance
and groundsheet between vehicle
and tent to provide clean, draught
free access.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170231 Carpet

170256 Footprint

Paradise Road
Smartly complementing any suitable vehicle, the
Paradise Road offers versatile space for two that can
be left freestanding safely on site. A rain-safe side
door, big windows and rear access to the vehicle
via the Link Access Zone System offer plenty of
flexibility in use.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................

Pieces per carton: ..
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FEATURES
110330
One room tunnel tent
1 living room
Flysheet first
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
29 x 72 cm
18.0 kg
Roof: Duratec fibreglass 11 mm,
Rain-safe door: Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm
Legs: Steel poles 19 mm,
16 mm inside roof poles,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and
MPVs with an attachment height of 170-220cm)
• Link Access Zone System via a valance to close the
gap between the ground and car – 80-90cm
• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and
wind-driven downpours
• Large panorama windows
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
from the elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines make pegging out
simple
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170192 Carpet

170014 Footprint

110056 Inner

California Highway
There’s plenty of living space here for five people
in the California Highway drive-away awning that
extends the practical use of motorhomes and vans.
An optional inner tent adds an extra bedroom when
sharing. The fast, secure attachment systems
ensure hassle-free arrivals and departures.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: ...............
Type of tent: .........
Sleeps: ................
Rooms: ................
Pitching way: ........
Flysheet: ..............
Floor: ..................
Pack size: .............
Weight: ................
Poles: ..................

Pieces per carton: ..

FEATURES
110054
One room tunnel tent
5 people
1 living room
Flysheet first
Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Tent: 33 x 82 cm / Poles: 19 x 77 cm
Tent: 20.1 kg / Poles: 19.7 kg
Roof: Duratec fibreglass 11 mm,
Legs: Steel poles 19 mm,
19/16 mm inside roof poles,
2 upright steel poles
1

• Campervan drive-away tent awning (attachment
height 170-220cm)
• Universal Connection System
• Link Access Zone System via a valance to close the
gap between the ground and car – 80-90cm
• Large front canopy
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points and luminous guylines
• Pre-attached guylines
• Heavy duty Outwell zips

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170193 Carpet

520280 Footprint

290457 Inner

Country Road &
Country Road Tall
With great headroom, the Country Road drive-away awning
offers fast extra living space for two people with the option
of an inner tent as a bedroom. Fully featured, the awning
can be left freestanding on site and re-connected quickly
on return, adding great flexibility to motorhomes and
van campers. The Tall version has an attachment height
between 240-290 cm.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 290451 Country Road
(Attachment height at 170-220cm)
110332 Country Road Tall
(Attachment height at 240-290cm)
Type of tent: ......... One room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ................ 2 people
Rooms: ................ 1 living room
Pitching way: ........ Flysheet first
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Double-coated 100% polyethylene,
10,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: ............. 33 x 80 cm
Weight: ................ 25.4 kg (Country Road)
26.4 kg (Country Road Tall)
Poles: .................. Roof: Duratec fibreglass 9.5/11.0 mm,
Legs: Steel poles 19 mm, Rain-safe door: Duratec
fibreglass 9.5 mm, 19/16 mm inside roof poles
Pieces per carton: .. 1

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans
and MPVs (Country Road with attachment height of
170-220cm, Country Road Tall with attachment height
of 240-290cm)
• Link Access Zone System via a valance to close the
gap between the ground and car – 80-90cm
• Front door can be opened completely, or half, or less
• Large panorama windows
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Luminous guylines
• Pre-attached guylines
• Heavy duty Outwell zips
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Country Road

Country Road Tall

INNOVATIVE

FAMILY
CAMPING

Country Road

Paradise Road (page 150)
•
•
•
•

Country Road (page 152)
•
•
•
•
•
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California Highway (page 151)

One room tunnel tent
1 living room
Pack size: 29 x 72 cm
Weight: 18.0 kg

One room tunnel tent
2 people (optional)
1 living room
Pack size: 33 x 80 cm
Weight: 25.4 kg

•
•
•
•
•

One room tunnel tent
5 people (optional)
1 living room
Pack size: Tent: 33 x 82 cm / Poles: 19 x 77 cm
Weight: Tent: 20.1 kg / Poles: 19.7 kg

Country Road Tall (page 152)
•
•
•
•
•

One room tunnel tent
2 people (optional)
1 living room
Pack size: 33 x 80 cm
Weight: 26.4 kg

The Smart Air concept is completed with this range of inflatable frame drive-away awnings for simple,
fast pitching extra space. The versatility of the One-Go Inflation Technology means that the extra space
can be added in just 60 seconds – a real bonus for touring units, particularly in bad weather. As standalone designs, the models can be left free-standing safe in the knowledge that the pitching is secure.
The contemporary smart grey colour complements most vehicle paintwork, adding an element of style
on site. With three models – San Diego Freeway, Hollywood Freeway and Hollywood Freeway Tall – this
tightly focussed collection offers great flexibility on tour with a two-person inner tent as a sleeping option
available for the latter. Attention to detail and its practical application can be seen in the pre-attached
luminous guylines, heavy duty zips and reinforcement patches on all stress points. All awnings feature a
Link Access Zone System valance.

the
smart air
touring
collection

smart air touring collection

Check out the key features that ensure our smart air touring
Collection delivers market leading performance

FEATURES

02

03

04

05
07
01

09
06

the icons
Outtex® 6000
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08

Fire Retardant

OGR System

One-go Inflation
Technology

OSG System

OEF System

Cable Entry
Point

Reflective Guy
Point

Dry Zip

OEP System

Carrybag

the
SMART AIR
TOURING
collection
features

01

Original Outwell colour design

02

Isolation valves

03

Rain safe entry

04

Link Access Zone System
(attractive and reliable transition
between the tent and vehicle)

05

Inflatable tubes for quick set up

06

Outwell Sealed ground system in
living area

07

Toggle-up curtains

08

Adjustable pegging points

09

Pre-attached luminous guylines

02
ONE-GO INFLATION TECHNOLOGY
Outwell One-go Inflation
Technology enables campers to
plug a super-efficient pump into
a single inlet valve and inflate the
frame of interlinked tubes in less
than a minute with no need to
move the pump between individual
air tubes.

ISOLATION VALVES
Each individual tube can be
isolated after inflation using valves
to prevent the frame from fully
deflating in the case of accidental
damage.

03
RAIN-SAFE ENTRY
This practical feature is designed
as a generous porch over
doorways so that campers and the
tent’s interior can avoid a soaking
from vertical and wind-driven
downpours whilst entering and
leaving.

04
OUTTEX 6000
Specially commissioned by us, this
fabric has an impressive 6000mm
hydrostatic head rating meaning
it can offer total protection even
against hard wind-driven rain.
®

DRIVE AWAY AWNING
Extra storage, living and sleeping
space with no need to pack it away
when you go off for the day. Drive
off, zip up and leave it secure,
simply re-connecting on return.

LINK ACCESS ZONE SYSTEM
With 80-90cm offering flexible
linking from car to tent, draughts
are excluded by this detachable
groundsheet that links awning and
vehicle at ground level.

TWO-WAY PUMP WITH
PRESSURE GAUGE
One-Go Inflation Technology uses
an efficient two way air pump that
enables the tube frame to be filled
using a minimum of effort with a
pressure gauge to advise when the
right level of air has been reached.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170229 Carpet

170254 Footprint

San Diego Freeway
Outwell innovation and flexible use come together
in the San Diego Freeway drive away awning.
Securely attached to a vehicle by the Link Access
Zone System, the vehicle can be driven away to
leave a freestanding shelter as required and quickly
reconnected on return.

SPECIFICATIONS
Art. No.: 	��������������
Type of tent: 	���������
Rooms: 	����������������
Pitching way: 	��������
Flysheet: 	��������������
Floor: 	������������������
Pack size: 	�������������
Weight: 	����������������
Tubes: 	�����������������
Poles: 	������������������
Pieces per carton: 	��
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FEATURES
110327
One room tunnel tent
1 living room
In one
Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Oxford 100% polyester,
5,000 mm hydrostatic head
38 x 88 cm
16.5 kg
Integrated inflatable frame for best performance
0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Duratec fibreglass 8.5 mm, 2 upright steel poles
1

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and
MPVs (with an attachment height of 170-220cm)
• Link Access Zone System via a valance to close the
gap between the ground and car – 80-90cm
• Rain Safe side door offers protection from vertical and
wind-driven downpours
• Two-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast,
efficient inflation
• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• Two connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Large windows
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
from the elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines make pegging out
simple
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

170230 Carpet

170255 Footprint

110329 Inner

Hollywood Freeway &
Hollywood Freeway Tall
Smartly complementing any suitable vehicle, the
Hollywood Freeway offers versatile space that can
be left freestanding safely on site. A large canopy
over the front door, big windows and rear access to
the vehicle via the Link Access Zone System offer
plenty of flexibility in use. The Tall version has an
attachment height between 240-290 cm.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: 	�������������� 110328 H
 ollywood Freeway
(Attachment height at 170-220cm)
		110333 H
 ollywood Freeway Tall
(Attachment height at 240-290cm)
Type of tent: 	��������� One room tunnel tent
Sleeps: 	���������������� 2 people
Rooms: 	���������������� 1 living room
Pitching way: 	�������� In one
Flysheet: 	�������������� Outtex® 6000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: 	������������������ Oxford 100% polyester,
5,000 mm hydrostatic head
Pack size: 	������������� 38 x 87 cm
Weight: 	���������������� 20.1 kg (Hollywood Freeway)
		21.1 kg (Hollywood Freeway Tall)
Tubes: 	����������������� Integrated inflatable frame for best performance
0.6 to 0.8 bar / 8.7 to 11.6 psi
Poles: 	������������������ Duratec fibreglass 9.0 mm, 2 upright steel poles
Pieces per carton: 	�� 1

• Drive-away tent awning for motorhomes, vans and
MPVs (Hollywood Freeway with attachment height of
170-220cm, Hollywood Freeway Tall with attachment
height of 240-290cm)
• Link Access Zone System via a valance to close the
gap between the ground and car – 80-90cm
• Two-way pump with pressure gauge included for fast,
efficient inflation
• Large front canopy for shelter from rain and sun glare
• Three connected inflatable tubes with isolation valves
• Large windows
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
from the elements
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Adjustable pegging points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines make pegging out
simple
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run reliably and freely

Hollywood Freeway

Hollywood Freeway Tall

San Diego Freeway (page 158)
•
•
•
•

One room tunnel tent
1 living room
Pack size: 38 x 88 cm
Weight: 16.5 kg

Hollywood Freeway (page 159)
•
•
•
•
•
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One room tunnel tent
2 people (optional)
1 living room
Pack size: 38 x 87 cm
Weight: 20.1 kg

Hollywood Freeway Tall (page 159)

•
•
•
•
•

One room tunnel tent
2 people (optional)
1 living room
Pack size: 38 x 87 cm
Weight: 21.1 kg

An outstanding success, this Concept of quick erect tents has established itself firmly as the top
performing instant pitching tent range with exceptional ventilation. For new campers, touring, fun space
for kids, storage and extra sleeping options, these designs have earned their place in campers’ hearts.
Great lightweight designs with Outwell innovation and renowned attention to detail, the Vision 200 and
the three Fusion models (200, 300 and 400) sleep two to four people in reliable shelter straight from the
bag. Perfect for festivals, impulsive overnight trips and touring holidays, these neat tents also make a
great start to camping life for youngsters tucked up in the back garden in their own proper tent. Smart
colours complement the ingenious, practical designs featuring a sturdy Duratec frame, the Outwell Fixed
Ground System, Dry Zip System with luminous piping and unique Outtex® 4000 fabric – all delivering a
winning concept in a compact package.

THE
SMART
TUNNAL
CONCEPT

SMART TUNNAL CONCEPT

CHECK OUT THE KEY FEATURES THAT ENSURE OUR SMART TUNNAL CONCEPT
TENTS DELIVER MARKET LEADING PERFORMANCE

FEATURES

02

03

04
05

06

01

THE ICONS
Outtex® 4000
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Fire Retardant

OGR System

Duratec
Fibreglass

OFG System

Reflective Guy
Point

Dry Zip

Smart Tunnal
Carrybag

the
smart
tunnal
concept
features

01

Outwell Fixed Ground System
(OFG System)

02

Ventilation

03

Pre-attached inner tent

04

Reinforcement patch on all
stress points

05

Pre-attached luminous guylines

06

Extended porch area

02
OUTTEX 4000 FABRIC
Totally waterproof, with a
hydrostatic head of 4,000mm,
there is no compromise on
performance in Smart Tunnal tents
maintaining their clear advantage
over superficially similar designs.
®

SMART TUNNAL CONCEPT
In designs inspired by Outwell
innovation, Smart Tunnal tents
pitch in seconds, are almost as
fast and easy to pack away, and
offer unrivalled performance,
convenience and reliability.

VENTILATION
Smart design options ensure the
tents benefit from exceptional
ventilation options.

COMPACT PACKED SIZE
Each Smart Tunnal tent can be
packed away quickly and easily into
its compact, disc-shaped bag for
easy transport and storage at home;
Vision 200 packs down to an 85cm
diameter with a depth of just 2cm.

STRONG AND FLEXIBLE
The versatility and inherent
strength of our Duratec poles
allowed the innovation of a strong,
flexible frame that soaks up
punishment effortlessly from both
the elements and campers.

06
EXTENDED PORCH AREA
All three Fusion tents feature
a generous porch area that’s
ideal for storing gear, complete
ventilation options and windows to
each side to keep campers in touch
with outside world no matter the
weather.

COLOURS
Striking colours complement the
character enjoyed by all Smart
Tunnal tents – Mocca, Sage Green
and Red for the Fusion models; Red,
Lime and Blue for Vision 200.

Fusion 400
Light, compact and easily portable, Fusion 400 is a
great option for weekend trips and touring holidays
by couples, young families and friends. Sleeping
four comfortably in the pre-attached inner tent, the
generous porch storage area has two windows and
vents, with easy access via the large door.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 110049 (Sage Green)
110051 (Mocca)
110052 (Red)
Type of tent: ......... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ................ 4 people
Rooms: ................ 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ........ In one
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Oxford 100% polyester,
3,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: ........... Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size: ............. Dia. 110 x 2 cm
Weight: ................ 7.0 kg
Poles: .................. Duratec fibreglass 6.0/6.9 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 2

•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Height of tent – 145cm; ample room to sit up inside
Compact packed size for easy transport and storage
Extended porch offers a generous gear storage area
Two large windows
Good ventilation options through weather-protected
vents
Pre-attached inner tent for convenience
Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
from the elements
Mesh pocket in the inner tent for storing small items
safely
Reinforcement patch on all stress points
Pre-attached luminous guylines make pegging out
simple
Heavy duty Outwell zips run freely and reliably

Fusion 300
With ample space for three people, Fusion 300
offers lightweight protection from the elements in a
compact package easy to carry and store. Campers
sleep comfortably in the pre-attached inner tent
whilst the generous porch storage area has two
windows and ventilation options with easy access
via the large door.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 290409 (Sage Green)
290414 (Mocca)
290416 (Red)
Type of tent: ......... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ................ 3 people
Rooms: ................ 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ........ In one
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Oxford 100% polyester,
3,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: ........... Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size: ............. Dia. 95 x 2 cm
Weight: ................ 5.5 kg
Poles: .................. Duratec fibreglass 6.0/6.9 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compact packed size for easy transport and storage
Extended porch offers a generous gear storage area
Two large windows
Good ventilation options through weather-protected
vents
Pre-attached inner tent for convenience
Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
from the elements
Mesh pocket in the inner tent for storing small items
safely
Reinforcement patch on all stress points
Pre-attached luminous guylines make pegging out
simple
Heavy duty Outwell zips run freely and reliably

Fusion 200
Ideal for a couple or friends looking to make the
most of weekends and holidays outdoors, the Fusion
200 packs downs small and is just the ticket for
hassle-free camping fun. Sleeping two comfortably
in the pre-attached inner tent, the generous porch
storage area has two windows and ventilation
options with easy access via the large door.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 290399 (Sage Green)
290401 (Mocca)
290402 (Red)
Type of tent: ......... Two room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ................ 2 people
Rooms: ................ 1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pitching way: ........ In one
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Oxford 100% polyester,
3,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: ........... Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size: ............. Dia. 85 x 2 cm
Weight: ................ 4.5 kg
Poles: .................. Duratec fibreglass 6 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 4

•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Compact packed size for easy transport and storage
Extended porch offers a generous gear storage area
Two large windows
Good ventilation options through weather-protected
vents
Pre-attached inner tent for convenience
Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
from the elements
Mesh pocket in the inner tent for storing small items
safely
Reinforcement patch on all stress points
Pre-attached luminous guylines make pegging out
simple
Heavy duty Outwell zips run freely and reliably

Vision 200
The Vision 200 packs a great deal into its compact
size whether packed or pitched. With plenty of room
for two in the pre-attached inner tent, this is ideal
for festivals, weekends and for growing children. As
with all Smart Tunnal tents, the sturdy frame and
durable fabric ensure top performance.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 290391 (Lime)
290392 (Blue)
290393 (Red)
Type of tent: ......... One room tunnel tent
Sleeps: ................ 2 people
Rooms: ................ 1 bedroom
Pitching way: ........ In one
Flysheet: .............. Outtex® 4000 (75D 100% polyester taffeta)
with taped seams
Floor: .................. Oxford 100% polyester,
3,000 mm hydrostatic head
Inner tent: ........... Breathable 100% polyester
Pack size: ............. Dia. 85 x 2 cm
Weight: ................ 3.5 kg
Poles: .................. Duratec fibreglass 6 mm
Pieces per carton: .. 4

• Compact packed size for easy transport and storage
• Good ventilation options through weather-protected
vents
• Pre-attached inner tent for convenience
• Fully seam-sealed flysheet for maximum protection
from the elements
• Mesh pocket in the inner tent for storing small items
safely
• Reinforcement patch on all stress points
• Pre-attached luminous guylines make pegging out
simple
• Heavy duty Outwell zips run freely and reliably

Fusion 400 (page 164)

Fusion 300 (page 165)

Fusion 200 (page 166)

Vision 200 (page 167)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Two room tunnel tent
4 people
1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pack size: Dia. 110 x 2 cm
Weight: 7.0 kg

Two room tunnel tent
2 people
1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pack size: Dia. 85 x 2 cm
Weight: 4.5 kg

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Two room tunnel tent
3 people
1 bedroom, 1 storage area
Pack size: Dia. 95 x 2 cm
Weight: 5.5 kg

One room tunnel tent
2 people
1 bedroom
Pack size: Dia. 85 x 2 cm
Weight: 3.5 kg

Overview

THE SMART TUNNAL
CONCEPT

The priority with our sleeping bags is to deliver comfort to all ages in quality designs offering wide
choice with top performance and design flair to complement our tent collections. Designed for practical
tent life, our bags are packed with innovation – two way zips run freely without jamming on fabric and
the length of children’s Convertible bags can be extended for growth. Other features include zip baffles,
detachable hoods and great storage sacks. For 2014, all our sleeping bags are rectangular-shaped
to allow free leg movement. Top of the new ranges are the County bags with a special mix of duck
down and Isofill synthetic fibres. Also new are the envelope-style Cube bags and the Campion range
combining brushed polyester with Isofill. Kids get two new ranges – Convertible Junior with adjustable
length and three stylish bags in the Cave range. Our top Camper bags continue offering superb Isofill
comfort. The popular classic Contour and Cedar ranges continue with two layer Isofill insulation.

SLEEPING
BAGS

sleeping bag guide
County Single

County Double

Camper

Camper Lux

Camper Double

Cube Single

Cube Double

Contour 1500

Contour 1900

Contour 2300

Contour XL

Contour Double

WEIGHT

App. 1400 gram

App. 2600 gram

App. 2300 gram

App. 3000 gram

App. 3500 gram

App. 1700 gram

App. 3000 gram

App. 1500 gram

App. 1900 gram

App. 2300 gram

App. 2400 gram

App. 3800 gram

SHELL

290T microfibre
100% polyester

290T microfibre
100% polyester

Polycotton
(20% cotton /
80% polyester)

Polycotton
(20% cotton /
80% polyester)

Polycotton
(20% cotton /
80% polyester)

Polycotton
(20% cotton /
80% polyester)

Polycotton
(20% cotton /
80% polyester)

230T microfibre
100% polyester

230T microfibre
100% polyester

230T microfibre
100% polyester

230T microfibre
100% polyester

230T microfibre
100% polyester

FILLING

300 gram duck
down / 450 gram
Isofill

600 gram duck
down / 850 gram
Isofill

1200 gram Isofill

1750 gram Isofill

1900 gram Isofill

800 gram Isofill

1400 gram Isofill

650 gram Isofill

1100 gram Isofill

1550 gram Isofill

1200 gram Isofill

2200 gram Isofill

LINING

290T microfibre
100% polyester

290T microfibre
100% polyester

Cotton flannel
(100% cotton)

Cotton flannel
(100% cotton)

Cotton flannel
(100% cotton)

Polycotton
(20% cotton /
80% polyester)

Polycotton
(20% cotton /
80% polyester)

230T microfibre
100% polyester

230T microfibre
100% polyester

230T microfibre
100% polyester

230T microfibre
100% polyester

230T microfibre
100% polyester

PACK SIZE

40 x 20 cm

46 x 27 cm

48 x 46 x 25 cm

48 x 45 x 26 cm

49 x 49 x 23 cm

44 x 37 x 18 cm

52 x 48 x 22 cm

42 x 21 cm

43 x 26 cm

47 x 31 cm

48 x 28 cm

53 x 35 cm

SEASONS

2-3

2

2-3

3-4

1-2

2

1-2

2

2-3

3

2-3

TEMPERATURE

+16˚C

: +3˚C
: -2˚C

-18˚C

+20˚C

173

173

175

175

175

Cedar 1800

Cedar Double

Campion Lite

Campion Single

Campion Double

WEIGHT

App. 1800 gram

App. 3000 gram

App. 1200 gram

App. 1700 gram

SHELL

210T 100%
polyester pongee

210T 100%
polyester pongee

190T brushed
100% polyester

FILLING

840 gram Isofill

1580 gram Isofill

LINING

190T 100%
polyester brushed

PACK SIZE
SEASONS

PAGE
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: 5˚C

-9˚C

: +8˚C
: +3˚C

-12˚C

: +6˚C
: +1˚C

-14˚C

Convertible

Convertible

Junior red

Junior green

App. 2500 gram

App. 1000 gram

App. 1000 gram

190T brushed
100% polyester

190T brushed
100% polyester

210T microfibre
100% polyester

210T microfibre
100% polyester

600 gram Isofill

950 gram Isofill

1600 gram Isofill

550 gram Isofill

550 gram Isofill

420 gram Isofill

420 gram Isofill

420 gram Isofill

190T 100%
polyester brushed

190T brushed
100% polyester

190T brushed
100% polyester

190T brushed
100% polyester

230T brushed
100% polyester

230T brushed
100% polyester

190T brushed
100% polyester

190T brushed
100% polyester

190T brushed
100% polyester

44 x 22 cm

48 x 25 cm

38 x 21 cm

43 x 22 cm

49 x 26 cm

43 x 26 cm

43 x 26 cm

30 x 19 cm

30 x 19 cm

30 x 19 cm

2

1-2

1

2

1-2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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187

189

189

189

+22˚C

183

183

: +9˚C

185

-4˚C

185

185

Cave Kids Blue
App. 790 gram

179

+17˚C

177

: +13˚C

179

+19˚C

177

TEMPERATURE
PAGE

: 10˚C
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Cave Kids Purple Cave Kids Black
App. 790 gram

App. 790 gram

190T 100% polyester 190T 100% polyester 190T 100% polyester

+18˚C

: +6˚C
: +2˚C
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2-3
-14˚C
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SLEEPING BAGS
FEATURES AND ICONS

Each Outwell sleeping bag enjoys a host of innovative features
designed to deliver reliable comfort and performance. So many
features, in fact, that we have created a neat system of icons with
explanations that allows the easy understanding of the full benefits at
a glance. Fabric and fill specifications, recommended comfort levels
and the features that benefit users can all be found quickly, readily
identified and compared to enable the right choice to be made for all
the family. Reliable and convenient, the icons reflect the attention to
style, function and design detail that characterises our approach to
each sleeping bag.

Tcomfort

Tmax

Tlimit

Textreme

Tcomfort: Lower comfort limit in
standard use (woman)
Tlimit:
Lower limit when curled up
in standard use (man)
Textreme: Lowest extreme
temperature for survival
(woman)
Tmax:
upper comfort limit without
over heating (man)

RECOmmEnDED TEmpERATuRES
Recommended temperature limits are based on the insulation properties
measured and on knowledge of how the human body reacts to thermal
conditions during sleep. (All double bags are tested with one mannequin only
and therefore the temperatures are most likely to be different from the one
stated if used by two persons).
TEmpERATuRE DETERmInATIOn
To determine temperature limits of sleeping bags objectively, the European
Standard En 13537 on requirements for sleeping bags specifies the use of a
computer-controlled thermal mannequin similar in shape and size to the human
body. A sleeping bag containing a mannequin is placed inside a temperaturecontrolled climate chamber and tested in accordance with a prescribed
procedure to determine the thermal insulation properties of the bag.

OnE LAyER
A single layer of synthetic insulation is
used to create a lightweight sleeping
bag suitable for warmer conditions

LEFT/RIghT ZIppER OpTIOn
For the user’s comfort and convenience
we provide the choice of which side a
zip is positioned in a sleeping bag

TwO LAyER OFFSET
Two layers of synthetic insulation are
used and offset so each covers the
other’s seams for increased insulation

COmbI LAyERS
box construction on the top part of the
sleeping bag and two layer construction
on the base for extra insulation where
body weight compresses it

ISOFILL
An insulation material where every single
filament is hollow in order to capture a
greater amount of still, insulating air

COmbI FILLIng
Duck down fill on the top part of
the sleeping bag and Isofill on the
base gives a duvet feel with a more
comfortable bottom

ZIp TOgEThER
Left- and right-hand options
allow two sleeping bags to be
connected to create a double

hEAvy DuTy ZIpS
Our own specification heavy duty
zips ensure ease with little wear
over extended periods

COnvERTIbLE
Convertible sleeping bags are
adjustable at the foot and can be
enlarged as the child grows

ZIp InTO TwO
The Double sleeping bag zips
into two single bags.

SEASOnS
we give every Outwell sleeping
bag a season rating as a rough
guide to their potential use, as
follows:
Season 1: Summer months.
Season 2: From late spring through to early
autumn.
Season 3: From spring right through autumn.
Season 4: All seasons but more suited to colder
conditions.

OuTwELL SACKS
great style and practicality. we offer three
types of sleeping bag storage.
The Square Sack, the Cap Compression Sack
and the new Kid’s Stuff Sack.

02

COUNTY RANGE
FEATURES

04
11
10

05

OUR NEW TOP COUNTY RANGE HAS A SINGLE AND A DOUBLE SLEEPING BAG IN A STYLISH
BLEND OF GREY AND SAND COLOURS. THE SPECIAL DESIGN FEATURES BOX WALL
CONSTRUCTION WITH DUCK DOWN FILL ON THE TOP FOR A LIGHT, WARM DUVET-LIKE FEEL
OVER THE BASE OF TWO-LAYER OFF SET CONSTRUCTION WITH ISOFILL TO MAXIMISE ALLROUND INSULATION BENEFITS AND MAINTAIN WARMTH. OUTER AND LINING ARE MADE
WITH SOFT, DURABLE MICROFIBRE POLYESTER FABRIC FOR COMFORT AND RELIABILITY.

06

03
07

01
01

Classic colour lining

07 Easy glide zip system

02

Rectangular shape

08 Isofill® filling on bottom layer

03

Full-length zip baffle

09 Two layer offset contruction

04

Two-way zip

10

Duck down on top layer

05

microfibre polyester shell

11

box wall construction

06

Inside pocket

02
RECTAnguLAR ShApE
This allows free leg
movement through the night
for a sound sleep
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03
FuLL-LEngTh ZIp bAFFLE
Ensures insulation runs the
full length of the zip avoiding
cold spots.

04
TwO-wAy ZIp
heavy duty two-way zips run
freely and can be opened for
ventilation around the feet;
large luminous zip pull is
easy to use.

08
09

05
mICROFIbRE pOLyESTER
ShELL AnD LInIng
Soft but durable, polyester is
a hard-wearing fabric.

06
InSIDE pOCKET
Offers handy, secure storage
for small items.

CAp COmpRESSIOn SACK
To reduce the packed size
further for transport.

County

County Single
Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

County Double
230061
225 x 80 cm (Lxw)
190 cm
290T microfibre 100% polyester
300 gram duck down / 450 gram Isofill
290T microfibre 100% polyester
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
box stitching upper / Two layer offset bottom
App. 1400 gram
40 x 20 cm
6

FEATURES: Soft fabrics for superb comfort, Rectangular shape allows free leg
movement, Full-length zip baffle, heavy duty two-way zip, Soft and durable
polyester shell and lining, Stylish and classic colours, Inside pocket for storage
of small essentials, Combination of Down and Isofill filling, Cap compression sack

Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

230062
225 x 150 cm (Lxw)
190 cm
290T microfibre 100% polyester
600 gram duck down / 850 gram Isofill
290T microfibre 100% polyester
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
box stitching upper / Two layer offset bottom
App. 2600 gram
46 x 27 cm
4

FEATURES: Soft fabrics for superb comfort, Rectangular shape allows free leg
movement, Full-length zip baffle, heavy duty two-way zip, Soft and durable
polyester shell and lining, Stylish and classic colours, Inside pocket for storage
of small essentials, Combination of Down and Isofill filling, Cap compression
sack, Twin zip for easy accessibility

06

CAMPER RANGE
FEATURES
OUR OUTSTANDING RANGE OF CAMPER RECTANGULAR SLEEPING BAGS USES ISOFILL
INSULATION AS AN ALTERNATIVE FOR THOSE WHO WANT RELIABLE WARMTH WITHOUT USING
DOWN; USEFUL FOR ALLERGY SUFFERERS. ALL THE CAMPER BAGS FEATURE A ZIP-OFF HOOD
FOR VERSATILITY AND COMFORT – VERY USEFUL WHEN SINGLE BAGS ARE ZIPPED TOGETHER
OR USED AS A DUVET. THE THREE BAGS – TWO SINGLES AND ONE DOUBLE – ENJOY STYLISH
BLACK, GREEN AND GREY COLOURS WITH A SMART STRIPED LINING.
01

Easy glide zip system

07 Two-way zip

02

Two layer offset contruction

08 Inside pocket

03

Single bags zip together

09 Striped lining

04

Polycotton shell

10

Full-length zip baffle

05

Zip-off hood

11

Isofill® filling

06

Rectangular shape

12

Opens up as blanket

01
EASy gLIDE ZIp SySTEm
Our special anti-snag system
with auto-lock facility
ensures the zips run freely
and stay closed where they
are needed.
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03
SIngLE bAgS ZIp TOgEThER
All single bags can be easily
zipped together to make a
double bag.

04

10
07
03
11

12

08

01
02

09

05

05
ZIp-OFF hOOD
The snug hood can be
removed easily when a bag
is used as a duvet or two
singles are zipped together
to make a double.

08
InSIDE pOCKET
Offers handy, secure storage
for small items.

09
STRIpED LInIng
Our super-soft microfibre
lining features our smart
trademark stripes for style
and flair.

12
OpEnS TO uSE AS A DuvET
Sleeping bags can be
unzipped fully for use as a
duvet on warm nights.

Camper

+16˚C

Camper
Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

: +3˚C
: -2˚C

-18˚C

Camper Lux
230063
235 x 90 cm (Lxw)
200 cm
Polycotton
(20% cotton / 80% polyester)
1200 gram Isofill
Cotton flannel (100% cotton)
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 2300 gram
48 x 46 x 25 cm
6

FEATURES: Zip-off hood for versatile warmth, built-in

pillow, Opens up as a duvet, Full-length zip baffle, Easy
glide zip system, Inside pocket, Square pack sack

Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Camper Double
230038
235 x 90 cm (Lxw)
200 cm
Polycotton
(20% cotton / 80% polyester)
1750 gram Isofill
Cotton flannel (100% cotton)
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 3000 gram
48 x 45 x 26 cm
4

FEATURES: Zip-off hood for versatile warmth, built-in

pillow, Opens up as a duvet, Full-length zip baffle, Easy
glide zip system, Inside pocket, Square pack sack

Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

230039
235 x 170 cm (Lxw)
200 cm
Polycotton
(20% cotton / 80% polyester)
1900 gram Isofill
Cotton flannel (100% cotton)
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 3500 gram
49 x 49 x 23 cm
2

FEATURES: Zip-off hood for versatile warmth, built-in

pillow, Opens fully as a duvet, Full-length zip baffle, Easy
glide zip system, Inside pocket, Square pack sack

03

CUBE RANGE
FEATURES

04

THIS NEW RANGE OF ENVELOPE-SHAPED POLYCOTTON SLEEPING BAGS INCLUDES A SINGLE
AND A DOUBLE IN SMART SOFT BLUE AND BEIGE COLOURS. BOTH FEATURE A FOLD DOWN TOP
THAT UNBUTTONS TO USE AS A FULL SQUARE BLANKET AND CAN BE PULLED UP FOR EXTRA
WARMTH WHEN THE TEMPERATURE DROPS. A HARDWEARING, TECHNICAL POLYCOTTON TC
LINING GIVES A SOFT COTTON FEEL AGAINST THE SKIN AND ALSO FEELS WARM TO TOUCH. IT
FITS NEATLY INTO A SQUARE STUFF SACK FOR CONVENIENCE.

02

10

01

06
08
09

01

Fold down top

02

Polycotton shell

08 Easy glide zip system

03

Rectangular shape

09 Isofill® filling
10

04

Two layer offset contruction

05

Inside pocket

06

Full-length zip baffle

01
FOLD DOwn TOp
Offers fast and easy warmth
and cooling down options.
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05

07 Open up as duvet

07

Two-way zip

05
InSIDE pOCKET
Offers handy, secure storage
for small items.

07
OpEnS FOR uSE AS A DuvET
Sleeping bags can be
unzipped fully for use as a
duvet on warm nights.

08
EASy gLIDE ZIp SySTEm
Our special anti-snag system
with auto-lock facility
ensures the zips run freely
and stay closed where they
are needed.

10
TwO-wAy ZIp
heavy duty two-way zips run
freely and can be opened for
ventilation around the feet;
large luminous zip pull is
easy to use.

Cube

Cube Single
Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Cube Double
230064
210 x 90 cm (Lxw)
180 cm / 210 cm
polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
800 gram Isofill
polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 1700 gram
44 x 37 x 18 cm
6

FEATURES: Fold down top, Inside pocket for small
essentials, Opens up as a duvet, Easy glide zip system,
Full-length zip baffle, Zip together, Square pack sack

Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

230065
210 x 150 cm (Lxw)
180 cm / 210 cm
polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
1400 gram Isofill
polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 3000 gram
52 x 48 x 22 cm
4

FEATURES: Fold down top, Inside pocket for small
essentials, Opens up as a duvet, Easy glide zip system,
Full-length zip baffle, Zip into two single bags, Square
pack sack

02

CONTOUR RANGE
FEATURES

05
01
03

THE CLASSIC CONTOUR RANGE OF SLEEPING BAGS, OFFERING A VARIETY OF OPTIONS,
CONTINUES FOR 2014. VARYING WEIGHTS OF THE SYNTHETIC ISOFILL INSULATION ENABLE
USERS TO TAILOR THEIR CHOICE TO USE WITH THE BONUS OF AN EXTRA LONG OPTION FOR
TALL CAMPERS. KEY FEATURES CONTINUE SUCH AS ZIP-OFF HOODS WITH BUILT-IN PILLOWS
AND ALSO THE ABILITY TO FULLY OPEN THE BAGS UP AS DUVETS.

04
11

08

06

09

10
01

Full-length zip baffle

07 Zip-off hood

02

Rectangular shape

08 Two layer offset contruction

03

Easy glide zip system

09 Open up as duvet

04

Two-way zip

10

built-in pillow

05

Eye-catching stitching

11

Inside pocket

06

Isofill® filling

01
FuLL-LEngTh ZIp bAFFLE
Ensures insulation runs the
full length of the zip avoiding
cold spots.
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03
EASy gLIDE ZIp SySTEm
Our special anti-snag system
with auto-lock facility
ensures the zips run freely
and stay closed where they
are needed.

07

05
EyE-CATChIng STITChIng
neat stitching patterns add
flair to the outer fabric’s
appearance.

07
ZIp-OFF hOOD
The snug hood can be
removed easily when a bag
is used as a duvet or two
singles are zipped together
to make a double.

10
buILT-In pILLOw
For that extra touch of
comfort in the tent.

11
InSIDE pOCKET
Offers handy, secure storage
for small items.

Contour

+20˚C

: 10˚C
: 5˚C

-9˚C

Contour 1500
Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

+19˚C

: +8˚C
: +3˚C

-12˚C

Contour 1900
230011
225 x 90 cm (Lxw)
190 cm
230T microfibre 100% polyester
650 gram Isofill
230T microfibre 100% polyester
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 1500 gram
42 x 21 cm
6

FEATURES: hood with built-in zip-off pillow, Zip together
(without hood), Opens up as a duvet, Full-length zip
baffle, Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack

Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

+17˚C

: +6˚C
: +1˚C

-14˚C

Contour 2300
230012
225 x 90 cm (Lxw)
190 cm
230T microfibre 100% polyester
1100 gram Isofill
230T microfibre 100% polyester
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 1900 gram
43 x 26 cm
6

FEATURES: hood with built-in zip-off pillow, Zip together
(without hood), Opens up as a duvet, Full-length zip
baffle, Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack

Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

230042
225 x 90 cm (Lxw)
190 cm
230T microfibre 100% polyester
1550 gram Isofill
230T microfibre 100% polyester
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 2300 gram
47 x 31 cm
6

FEATURES: hood with built-in zip-off pillow, Zip together
(without hood), Opens up as a duvet, Full-length zip
baffle, Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack

Contour

+18˚C

: +6˚C
: +2˚C

-14˚C

Contour XL
Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Contour Double
230014
235 x 105 cm (Lxw)
200 cm
230T microfibre 100% polyester
1200 gram Isofill
230T microfibre 100% polyester
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 2400 gram
48 x 28 cm
6

FEATURES: hood with built-in zip-off pillow, Zip together
(without hood), Opens up as a duvet, Full-length zip
baffle, Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack
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Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

230015
225 x 150 cm
190 cm
230T microfibre 100% polyester
2200 gram Isofill
230T microfibre 100% polyester
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 3800 gram
53 x 35 cm
4

FEATURES: hood with built-in zip-off pillow, Converts
into two sleeping bags (without hood), Opens up as a
duvet, Full-length zip baffle, Easy glide zip system, Cap
compression sack

INNOVATIVE

FAMILY
CAMPING

Contour Double

CEDAR RANGE
FEATURES

01

OUR CEDAR RANGE OF ENVELOPE-SHAPED SLEEPING BAGS WITH ISOFILL INSULATION
CONTINUES IN A SINGLE AND A DOUBLE DESIGN. PRACTICAL, USER-FRIENDLY FEATURES, SUCH
AS THE FOLD DOWN TOP THAT UNBUTTONS TO USE AS A FULL SQUARE DUVET, INSIDE POCKET
AND RELIABLE, FREELY RUNNING ZIP, HAVE MADE THE RANGE A FIRM FAVOURITE. SOFT,
LIGHT AND STRONG, THE POLYESTER PONGEE SHELL OFFERS DURABILITY AND THE BRUSHED
POLYESTER LINING GIVES NEXT TO THE SKIN WARMTH.

09

10

03
06
08
05

01

100% polyester pongee shell

07 Open up as duvet

02

Two-way zip

08 Isofill® filling

03

Fold down top

09 Two layer offset contruction
10

04

Two-way open

05

Inside pocket

06

Full-length zip baffle

02
TwO-wAy ZIp
heavy duty two-way zips run
freely and can be opened for
ventilation around the feet;
large luminous zip pull is
easy to use.
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02

04

Easy glide zip system
07

03
FOLD DOwn TOp
Offers fast and easy warmth
and cooling down options.

05
InSIDE pOCKET
Offers handy, secure storage
for small items.

07
OpEnS TO uSE AS A DuvET
Sleeping bags can be
unzipped fully for use as a
duvet on warm nights.

10
EASy gLIDE ZIp SySTEm
Our special anti-snag system
with auto-lock facility
ensures the zips run freely
and stay closed where they
are needed.

Cedar

Cedar 1800
Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Cedar Double
230049
210 x 90 cm (Lxw)
180 cm / 210 cm
210T 100% polyester pongee
840 gram Isofill
190T 100% polyester brushed
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 1800 gram
44 x 22 cm
6

FEATURES: Open up as duvet, Full-length zip baffle, Zip

together, Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket, Foldable
piece for extra warmth or length

Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

230053
210 x 150 cm (Lxw)
180 cm / 210 cm
210T 100% polyester pongee
1580 gram Isofill
190T 100% polyester brushed
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 3000 gram
48 x 25 cm
4

FEATURES: Open up as duvet, Full-length zip baffle,
Converts into two single bags, Easy glide zip system,
Inside pocket, Foldable piece for extra warmth
or length

02

CAMPION RANGE
FEATURES
CAMPION IS A NEW RANGE OF SLEEPING BAGS WITH BRUSHED POLYESTER OUTERS AND
COMFY BRUSHED POLYESTER LININGS, COMBINED WITH TOP PERFORMING ISOFILL INSULATION.
THE SINGLE AND DOUBLE BAGS ARE COMPLEMENTED BY A LIGHTER MODEL AT JUST 1,200
GRAMS, IDEAL FOR SUMMER USE WITH ITS 600 GRAM FILLING. PACKED WITH INSPIRED,
PRACTICAL OUTWELL FEATURES, THESE SLEEPING BAGS OFFER RELIABLE PERFORMANCE
YEAR AFTER YEAR.
01

brushed polyester shell

07 Easy glide zip system

02

Rectangular shape

08 Isofill® filling

03

Two-way zip

09 Anti-snag zip guard

04

Inside pocket

05

Full-length zip baffle

06

Open up as duvet

02
RECTAnguLAR ShApE
This allows for free leg
movement through the night
for a sound sleep.
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01
09

05
07

03

04

08
06

05
FuLL-LEngTh ZIp bAFFLE
Ensures insulation runs the
full length of the zip avoiding
cold spots.

06
OpEnS TO uSE AS A DuvET
Sleeping bags can be
unzipped fully for use as a
duvet on warm nights.

09
AnTI-SnAg ZIp guARD
no cold zips against the
camper’s skin and no
jammed zips either.

CAp COmpRESSIOn SACK
To reduce the packed size
further for transport.

Campion

+22˚C

: +13˚C
: +9˚C

-4˚C

Campion Lite
Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Campion Single
230066
215 x 80 cm (Lxw)
185 cm
190T brushed 100% polyester
600 gram Isofill
190T brushed 100% polyester
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Single layer offset construction
App. 1200 gram
38 x 21 cm
6

FEATURES: Rectangular shape allows free leg movement,
Anti-snag zip guard, Comfort hood, Full-length zip baffle,
Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for storage of small
essentials, Cap compression sack

Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Campion Double
230067
225 x 85 cm (Lxw)
195 cm
190T brushed 100% polyester
950 gram Isofill
190T brushed 100% polyester
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 1700 gram
43 x 22 cm
6

FEATURES: Rectangular shape allows free leg movement,
Anti-snag zip guard, Comfort hood, Full-length zip baffle,
Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for storage of small
essentials, Cap compression sack

Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

230068
225 x 140 cm (Lxw)
195 cm
190T brushed 100% polyester
1600 gram Isofill
190T brushed 100% polyester
2 way open - auto lock, L-shape
Two layer offset construction
App. 2500 gram
49 x 26 cm
4

FEATURES: Rectangular shape allows free leg movement,
Anti-snag zip guard, Comfort hood, Full-length zip baffle,
Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for storage of small
essentials, Cap compression sack

CONVERTIBLE JR RANGE
FEATURES

06
01

DESIGNED FOR CHILDREN, THE CONVERTIBLE JUNIOR RANGE OFFERS OPTIONS FOR BOYS
AND GIRLS IN TWO STYLISH COLOURS WITH A KEY FEATURE THAT’S SURE TO APPEAL
PARTICULARLY TO PARENTS. THE BODY LENGTH OF THE BAGS CAN BE ENLARGED FROM 140
TO 170 CM EXTENDING THEIR USABLE LIFE AND BECOMING FIRM FAVOURITES OVER TIME WITH
LOADS OF HAPPY MEMORIES STORED IN THE VERY FIBRES. DESIGN DETAIL WILL HELP KIDS
MANAGE THEIR OWN BAGS ON SITE, AT HOME AND ON SLEEPOVERS.
unique shape

07 Easy glide zip system

02

Polycotton shell

08 Isofill filling

03

Comfort hood

09 Single layer offset contruction

04

Two-way zip

10

05

Full-length zip baffle

06

Adjustable length

unIquE TApERED ShApE wITh
FOOT bOx COnSTRuCTIOn
providing extra room. Avoids
bent toes or cold spots through
insulation compression.
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02

08

01

01

09

05

COmFORT hOOD
An insulated baffle runs
around the hood to minimise
body heat loss, keeping head
and neck warm.

05
FuLL-LEngTh ZIp bAFFLE
Ensures insulation runs the
full length of the zip avoiding
cold spots.

07

03

Inside pocket

03

04

10

®

06
AbLE TO ADJuST LEngTh AS
ChILD gROwS
Avoids the need to be buying
new sleeping bags every
year.

07
EASy gLIDE ZIp SySTEm
Our special anti-snag system
with auto-lock facility
ensures the zips run freely
and stay closed where they
are needed.

10
InSIDE pOCKET
Offers handy, secure storage
for small items.

Convertible Junior

Convertible Junior Red

Convertible Junior Green

Art. No.: 	��������������	230069
Open size:	�������������	160 x 70 x 55 cm / 190 x 70 x 50 cm (LxWxW)
Body length: 	���������	140 cm / 170 cm
Shell:	�������������������	210T microfibre 100% polyester
Filling:	������������������	550 gram Isofill
Lining: 	�����������������	230T brushed 100% polyester
Zipper:	�����������������	2 way open
Construction:	���������	Single layer offset construction
Weight:	�����������������	App. 1000 gram
Pack size:	�������������� 	43 x 26 cm
Pieces per carton:	��	6

Art. No.: 	��������������	230070
Open size:	�������������	160 x 70 x 55 cm / 190 x 70 x 50 cm (LxWxW)
Body length: 	���������	140 cm / 170 cm
Shell:	�������������������	210T microfibre 100% polyester
Filling:	������������������	550 gram Isofill
Lining: 	�����������������	230T brushed 100% polyester
Zipper:	�����������������	2 way open
Construction:	���������	Single layer offset construction
Weight:	�����������������	App. 1000 gram
Pack size:	�������������� 	43 x 26 cm
Pieces per carton:	��	6

Features: Unique tapered shape with foot box construction providing
extra room, Comfort hood keeping head and neck warm, Full-lenght zip
baffle, Able to adjust lengh as child grows, Inside pocket for storage of
small essentials, Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack

Features: Unique tapered shape with foot box construction providing
extra room, Comfort hood keeping head and neck warm, Full-lenght zip
baffle, Able to adjust lengh as child grows, Inside pocket for storage of
small essentials, Easy glide zip system, Cap compression sack

CAVE KIDS RANGE
FEATURES

03

05

SMART, FLEXIBLE AND EASY TO USE, THE SLEEPING BAGS IN THE CAVE KIDS RANGE ARE IDEAL
FOR LITTLE CAMPERS TO ENJOY TENT LIFE. THE STRAIGHTFORWARD OVERALL DESIGN OF THE
POLYESTER BAGS WITH SINGLE LAYER OFFSET CONSTRUCTION AND ISOFILL INSULATION IS
COMPLEMENTED BY PRACTICAL DESIGN DETAIL FOR INDEPENDENT USE BY YOUNGSTERS.
IDEAL FOR USE ON SITE, AT HOME AND ON SLEEPOVERS, THE BAGS ARE AVAILABLE IN BLUE,
PURPLE AND BLACK COLOURWAYS.

08
01

01

heavy duty zippers

07 Single layer offset construction

02

Open up as duvet

08 Polyester shell

03

Rectangular shape

09 Eye-catching lining

04

Two-way zip

05

Smart colours

06

Isofill® filling

01
hEAvy DuTy ZIppERS
Easy for a child to use. Runs
freely and stay closed where
they are needed.
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09

04
06

07

02

02
OpEnS TO uSE AS A DuvET
Sleeping bags can be
unzipped fully for use as a
duvet on warm nights.

05
SmART COLOuRS
Top performance is enhanced
with stylish good looks

08
pOLyESTER ShELL
polyester is a soft, hardwearing fabric that copes
easily with tough treatment.

Cave Kids

Cave Kids Blue
Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Cave Kids Purple
230071
150 x 70 cm (Lxw)
150 cm
190T 100% polyester
420 gram Isofill
190T brushed 100% polyester
2 way open, L-shape
Single layer offset construction
App. 790 gram
30 x 19 cm
6

FEATURES: Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for
storage of small essentials, Smart colours - stylish
good looks, Polyester shell, Opens up to use as a
duvet, Stuff sack

Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Cave Kids Black
230072
150 x 70 cm (Lxw)
150 cm
190T 100% polyester
420 gram Isofill
190T brushed 100% polyester
2 way open, L-shape
Single layer offset construction
App. 790 gram
30 x 19 cm
6

FEATURES: Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for
storage of small essentials, Smart colours - stylish
good looks, Polyester shell, Opens up to use as a
duvet, Stuff sack

Art. no.: ...............
Open size: .............
body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

230073
150 x 70 cm (Lxw)
150 cm
190T 100% polyester
420 gram Isofill
190T brushed 100% polyester
2 way open, L-shape
Single layer offset construction
App. 790 gram
30 x 19 cm
6

FEATURES: Easy glide zip system, Inside pocket for
storage of small essentials, Smart colours - stylish
good looks, Polyester shell, Opens up to use as a
duvet, Stuff sack

Comfort Essentials

Fleece Poncho
Art. no.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Size:.....................
Filling: ..................
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

Fleece Liner
230059
Fleece
170 x 150 cm
1850 gram Isofill
App. 650 gram
35 x 20 cm
12

• Fleece poncho for more warmth and comfort
• Can be folded into attached storage pocket
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Art. no.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Filling: ..................
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

230058
Fleece
200 x 90 cm (Lxw)
1850 gram Isofill
App. 700 gram
29 x 14 cm
12

Keeps you warm
Practical way to keep your sleeping bag clean
Easy to clean
Fits any Outwell square sleeping bag

Innovation was truly inspired here with the Duvet Sleep System delivering luxurious style in packages
that transform bedtime with convenience and sleep with new levels of comfort. For 2014, the Caress
designs’ airbeds and the Cameos’ 5cm self-inflating mats are joined by the Cupilo featuring a sturdy
folding bed with cover, duvet and pillow for an off-the-ground option, complete with organiser pocket.
The integrated elements of bed, cover and duvet make an all-in-one package simply opened and ready
to go (the airbeds are quickly inflated and the folding bed adjusts in seconds). The neat Back Raise
System of the Caress solves an age-old camping problem by supporting the neck and shoulders whilst
reading in bed. The cover zips on and the duvet attaches securely by hooks with elastic straps at the
bottom corners holding the box foot neatly in place. The covers of the Caress have small pockets that
really are handy for things such as reading glasses, head torch and wallet or purse. Both duvet and
cover can be removed easily for cleaning.

DUVET
SLEEP
SYSTEM

DUVET SLEEP SYSTEM
FEATURES
THE UNIQUE DESIGNS OF OUR SUPERB SLEEP SYSTEMS HAVE RAISED
THE CAMPING EXPERIENCE TO NEW LEVELS OF LUXURY AND STYLE.
BUILDING ON THE INSPIRED THINKING TO INTRODUCE INNOVATIVE
FEATURES IN NEAT PACKAGES, OUR DESIGNERS HAVE RAISED THE
BAR IN CAMPING COMFORT STILL HIGHER.

04

02

05

01
01

Back raise system

05 Moon shaped pillow

02

Foldable top

06 Side pocket

03

Hook system

07 Easy to unpack and use

04

3D Duvet

08 Airbed, matcover and duvet all
packed in one

01
BaCk Raise sysTem
Supports the neck and
shoulders whilst lying back
reading in bed.
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02
FoldaBle Top
Normally folded back, the
end of the duvet can be
unfolded to draw up for extra
insulation over the shoulders
when snuggling down.

03

03
Hook sysTem
Simple, secure and easy to
use attachment of the duvet
to the cover, easily released
when required.

06

04
3D DUVET
The profiled foot section slips
over the bed and stays in
place for extra comfort.

05
moon sHaped pillow
Caress and Cupilo duvet
beds come with a pillow
whilst Cameo has a handy
pillow pocket.

06
side poCkeT
Safe, handy storage for small
items, such as glasses and
torch, safely after reading or
for night-time exploring.

Duvet Sleep System
GENERAL FEATURES
• 3 in 1 fantastic comfort – folding bed,
self-inflating mat and duvet

Cupilo Single

1

Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Construction: .........

2

230074
195 x 65 x 38 cm (lxwxH)
190 cm
polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
990 gram isofill
190T 100% polyester brushed
Two layer offset construction with bed
and self-inflating mat
weight: ................. App. 10.9 kg
pack size: .............. 99 x 32 cm
pieces per carton:... 2

FEATURES: 3D Duvet for extra space and comfort, Detachable pillow,
Foldable piece for extra warmth or length, Bedside mesh organizer
pockets, Easy to unpack and use, padded matcover for extra comfort, All
packed in one stuff sack

3

Duvet Sleep System

Caress Single
Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Construction: .........
weight: .................
pack size: ..............
pieces per carton:...

Caress Double
230054
200 x 70 x 20 cm (lxwxH)
190 cm
polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
1250 gram isofill
190T 100% polyester brushed
Two layer offset construction and 20 cm airbed
App. 4200 gram
44 x 49 x 18 cm
2

FEATURES: 3D Duvet for extra space and comfort, Moon shaped pillow,

Back Raise system, Mesh pocket on side of airbed, Foldable piece for extra
warmth or length, Extra strong underlay on matcover, Airbed, Matcover
and duvet all packed in one, Easy to unpack and use, Square pack sack
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Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Construction: .........
weight: .................
pack size: ..............
pieces per carton:...

230055
200 x 140 x 20 cm (lxwxH)
190 cm
polycotton (20% cotton / 80% polyester)
1850 gram isofill
190T 100% polyester brushed
Two layer offset construction and 20 cm airbed
App. 7800 gram
51 x 56 x 27 cm
2

FEATURES: 3D Duvet for extra space and comfort, Moon shaped pillow, Back Raise

System, Split between the two airbeds, Mesh pocket on each side of airbed, Foldable
piece for extra warmth or length, Extra strong underlay on matcover, Airbeds,
Matcover and duvet all packed in one, Easy to unpack and use, Square pack sack

1

2

3

Duvet Sleep System

Cameo Single

Cameo Double

Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Construction: .........

230056
190 x 60 x 5 cm (lxwxH)
190 cm
230T microfibre 100% polyester
675 gram isofill
190T 100% polyester brushed
Two layer offset construction and
5 cm self-inflating mat
weight: ................. App. 3800 gram
pack size: .............. 65 x 29 cm
pieces per carton:... 2

Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Body length: .........
Shell:....................
Filling: ..................
Lining: .................
Construction: .........

FEATURES: 3D Duvet for extra space and comfort, Moon shaped pillow
pocket, Foldable piece for extra warmth or length, 5cm self-inflating
mat, matcover and duvet all packed in one, Easy to unpack and use,
Extra strong underlay on matcover, Cap compression sack

FEATURES: 3D Duvet for extra space and comfort, Moon shaped pillow
pocket, Foldable piece for extra warmth or length, 5cm self-inflating
mat, matcover and duvet all packed in one, Easy to unpack and use,
Extra strong underlay on matcover, Cap compression sack

230057
190 x 130 x 5 cm(lxwxH)
190 cm
230T microfibre 100% polyester
1125 gram isofill
190T 100% polyester brushed
Two layer offset construction and
5 cm self-inflating mat
weight: ................. App. 6500 gram
pack size: .............. 70 x 38 cm
pieces per carton:... 2

1

2

3

INNOVATIVE

FAMILY
CAMPING

Cupilo Single
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All the models in this dynamic range are new for 2014, reflecting our drive to raise standards even higher.
Our designers search constantly for better ways of delivering innovation in design, manufacturing and
materials to extend choice and add to campers’ positive experiences. A good night’s sleep is central to
enjoying family holiday time and these superb mats deliver inspired solutions to suit everybody. In four
different categories, the new mats cover all needs with convenience, comfort and quality as foundations of
top performance. Campers can choose a level of comfort in the new Dreamboat, Deepsleep, Dreamcatcher
and Sleepin ranges that suits their camping style with single and double options in a range of mat
thicknesses plus the versatile pillow collection. Each self-inflating mat can be quickly inflated and deflated
via the easy to operate, reliable valves whilst smart functional fabrics complement our tent collections to
give an extra lift on the campsite. All mats have an easy-to-pack storage bag.

SELFINFLATING
MATS

SELF-INFLATING MATS
FEATURES
THERE IS MUCH MORE TO OUR SELF-INFLATING MATS THAN MEETS THE EYE. SIMPLE IN
PRINCIPLE, THE SECRET OF RELIABLE, LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE LIES IN THE RIGOROUS
SELECTION OF MATERIALS TO ENSURE BOTH COMFORT AND DURABILITY OVER TIME.
THE ROLLED MATS’ CAREFULLY SELECTED FOAM CORES EXPAND WHEN THE INGENIOUS
VALVES ARE RELEASED, DRAWING IN AIR TO BE SEALED INSIDE. THE RESULT IS OUTSTANDING
INSULATION FROM THE GROUND AND EXCELLENT SLEEP COMFORT FOR CAMPERS.

SOlID fOAm
A solid foam core delivers a
reliable blend of durability
and comfort. maximum
insulation.
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HOrIzOntAl CHAnnElS
this foam option maintains
softer sleeping experience
and reduced weight and
pack size whilst leaving a flat
surface.

flAt vAlvE
Seperate inflation and
deflation valves to
prevent inflation when
folding the mat.

BrASS vAlvE
Unaffected by temperature
changes, brass valves are
strong and will not break
even if stamped upon nor
will the screw thread be
damaged by over-tightening.

EASy OpErAtIng vAlvE
Simply unscrewed to allow
the expanding foam to draw
air inside and screw tight to
retain inflation. Unscrew to
roll up the mat, expelling the
air before re-tightening.

fASt fIt CArryBAg
Wrap and secure for fast and
easy storage.

Dreamboat
Dreamboat and Dreamboat Double are new outstanding self-inflating mats that offer superb comfort and quality. the deep profile and extra width of these top performance mats are complemented
by the stretchy outer fabric to deliver truly luxurious nights’ sleep.

GENERAL FEATURES
• 3D shape with deep profile for ultimate
comfort
• Ultra tough stretch polyester with softon-skin technology
• latest flat valves
• Slip-resistant finish for uneven terrain
• Delamination-proof tpU construction for
extreme durability
• Extra large horizontal air channels to
reduce weight and pack size
• Includes fast fit carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Dreamboat

Dreamboat Double

Art. no.: ............... 290059
fabric: .................. top: 50D Stretch 100% polyester
Bottom: 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 198 x 77 x 7.5 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 2.3 kg
pack size: .............. 80 x 17 cm
pieces per carton:... 6

Art. no.: ............... 290060
fabric: .................. top: 50D Stretch 100% polyester
Bottom: 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 198 x 132 x 7.5 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 3.7 kg
pack size: .............. 70 x 26 cm
pieces per carton:... 4

Deepsleep
Carefully specified hard-wearing, quality fabrics work with top foam and valve selection to deliver a mattress as close in style and comfort to home as any camper is likely to enjoy.
the Big Brass valve complements the micro Suede top fabric to offer a luxury look that reflects its reliable performance. With a Single and Double option in 7.5cm the Deepsleep range is
ideal for tents and a bonus bed for home use.

GENERAL FEATURES
• two valves for easy inflation and
deflation
• Brass valves for maximum durability
• Heavy Duty fabrics for maximum
durability
• Solid foam for best possible insulation
• Includes fast fit carrybag for easy
storage and portability
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Deepsleep Single 7.5 cm

Deepsleep Double 7.5 cm

Art. no.: ............... 290053
fabric: .................. top: Synthetic micro Suede
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 200 x 65 x 7.5 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 2.4 kg
pack size: .............. 69 x 19 cm
pieces per carton:... 6

Art. no.: ............... 290062
fabric: .................. top: Synthetic micro Suede
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 200 x 130 x 7.5 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 4.6 kg
pack size: .............. 68 x 26 cm
pieces per carton:... 4

Dreamcatcher
Dreamcatcher mats feature a contemporary design that meets most camping needs, in a stylish blue colour that matches several of the Outwell tent collections. With an easy-to-use plastic
valve, all these mats have tough, durable polyester exterior and an anti-slip finish to their base. the range of size and thickness options reflects our commitment to offering choice to campers
underpinned by innovation, quality, function and style.

GENERAL FEATURES
• two valves for easy inflation
and deflation
• Wave-shaped foam for comfort
and volume reduction
• Includes fast fit carrybag for
easy storage and portability

Dreamcatcher Double 5.0 cm

Dreamcatcher Double 7.0 cm

Art. no.: ............... 290050
fabric: .................. top: 190t 75D 100% polyester peach
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 198 x 130 x 5 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 3.2 kg
pack size: .............. 65 x 25 cm
pieces per carton:... 4

Art. no.: ............... 290051
fabric: .................. top: 190t 75D 100% polyester peach
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 198 x 130 x 7 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 4.4 kg
pack size: .............. 65 x 27 cm
pieces per carton:... 4

Dreamcatcher

Dreamcatcher Single 5.0 cm

Dreamcatcher Single 7.0 cm

Dreamcatcher Single 10.0 cm

Art. no.: ............... 290047
fabric: .................. top: 190t 75D 100% polyester peach
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 198 x 63 x 5 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 1.9 kg
pack size: .............. 66 x 16 cm
pieces per carton:... 6

Art. no.: ............... 290048
fabric: .................. top: 190t 75D 100% polyester peach
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 198 x 63 x 7 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 2.3 kg
pack size: .............. 66 x 17 cm
pieces per carton:... 6

Art. no.: ............... 290049
fabric: .................. top: 190t 75D 100% polyester peach
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 198 x 63 x 10 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 2.9 kg
pack size: .............. 66 x 18 cm
pieces per carton:... 6
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Sleepin
With two Single and a Double mat in the range, the Sleepin is a great choice for touring campers seeking a sound night’s sleep. Offering reliable and durable performance in a universal
black colour, these mats cover the core insulation and comfort needs and pack down small for transport and storage at home. the easy-to-use plastic valve offers fast, effective inflation
and deflation.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Quick inflation
• fast fit carrybag for easy
storage and portability
• Easy operating valve

Sleepin Single 3.0 cm

Sleepin Single 5.0 cm

Sleepin Double 3.0 cm

Art. no.: ............... 290045
fabric: .................. top: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 183 x 51 x 3 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 0.9 kg
pack size: .............. 27 x 15 cm
pieces per carton:... 10

Art. no.: ............... 290061
fabric: .................. top: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 183 x 63 x 5 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 1.5 kg
pack size: .............. 66 x 14 cm
pieces per carton:... 10

Art. no.: ............... 290046
fabric: .................. top: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 183 x 128 x 3 cm (lxWxH)
Weight: ................ App. 2.3 kg
pack size: .............. 66 x 18 cm
pieces per carton:... 4

FEATURES

• 2 valves for easy inflation / deflation

Pillows
practical and versatile, our pillows deliver quality with durability. for 2014, Soft moon pillow is joined by several new designs with functional performance. the memory pillow has a cottonfeel outer and granule filling that offers mouldable support. the Dreamcatcher Square pillow is self-inflating with the same quality foam as the mats to make a great seat cushion whilst
the moon-shaped Deepsleep pillow has a polyurethane granulate filling for comfort.

GENERAL FEATURES
• pillow for more comfort
• Suitable for sleeping, road trips
and picnics

Dreamcatcher Square Pillow
Memory Pillow
Art. no.: ...............
Shell:....................
filling: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
pieces per carton:...

230075
95% polyester / 5% spandex
50% memory foam / 50% micro beads
42 x 26 x 6 cm (lxWxH)
App. 0.4 kg
6

Art. no.: ............... 290052
fabric: .................. top: 190t 75D 100% polyester peach
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 50 x 25 x 5 cm (lxW)
Weight: ................ App. 0.2 kg
pack size: .............. 30 x 10 cm
pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• Ergonomic support
• Water repellant carrybag
• Washable pillow cover

Deepsleep Moon-shaped Pillow
Soft Moon Pillow
Art. no.: ...............
fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
pack size: ..............
pieces per carton:...
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230033
230t microfibre brushed 100% polyester
55 x 30 cm (lxW)
App. 0.2 kg
10 x 22 cm
10

Art. no.: ............... 290056
fabric: .................. top: Synthetic micro Suede
Bottom: 190t 75D 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 50 x 25 cm (lxW)
Weight: ................ App. 0.2 kg
pack size: .............. 30 x 10 cm
pieces per carton:... 10

All campers need a good night’s sleep and Outwell airbeds guarantee everybody can enjoy comfort and
insulation through a wide choice of practical designs. The range of Flock airbeds continues plus 2014 seeing
the return of the single and double Airbed boxes with their durable box construction offering classic camping
comfort. Flock airbeds all feature durable PVC construction with a soft, smart velour finish that feels warm
to the touch for extra comfort. The 30cm deep Flock Excellent comes in Single, Double and King sizes as
does Flock Classic. Flock Classic with pillow and pump has a raised pillow area along the full width of the top
and built-in foot pump for convenience. The firmness of all the airbeds is easy to adjust to suit individual
preference and all are handy at home for putting up visitors. The popular range of handy 12V and 230V
electric pumps continues with Sky and Tornado (also rechargeable); Double Action Pump and Foot Pump
(3L and 5L versions) complete the line-up.

AIRBEDS,
FLOCKS
& PUMPS

Airbed Box
The well-known Airbed boxes offer classic camping comfort and make a welcome return in 2014. Offering single and double options with box construction, they make excellent use of the very
reliable and durable rubberised cotton fabric. The box construction ensures campers sleep clear of the cold ground. In smart colours these airbeds are a great match for our new Regency tents.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Heavy duty material
• Sturdy and stable construction
• Easy operating valve
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Airbed Box Single

Airbed Box Double

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pieces per carton:...

290057
Rubberized Cotton
195 x 65 x 10 cm (LxWxH)
4

290058
Rubberized Cotton
195 x 120 x 10 cm (LxWxH)
2

Flocks Excellent
With its surface lifted well clear of the ground, Flock Excellent not only offers insulation and sleep comfort but also makes getting in and out of bed much easier. The raised all-round edging offers
firmness for extra stability in overall shape for the Single, Double and King models. Tough PVC material shrugs off the rigours of camping life with a velour top for a soft, warm feel. Practical
detail includes a double-seal inflation valve and carry bag.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Double seal valve
• Carrybag
• Easy operating valve

Flock Excellent King
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pieces per carton:...

Flock Excellent Double
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pieces per carton:...

Flock Excellent Single
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pieces per carton:...

360460
100% PVC
205 x 80 x 30 cm (LxWxH)
6

360461
100% PVC
205 x 135 x 30 cm (LxWxH)
4

360462
100% PVC
205 x 155 x 30 cm (LxWxH)
4

Flock Classic with Pillow and Pump
Comfortable and practical, the Single and Double top-performing Flock Classic with pillow and pump feature a raised pillow area along the full width of the top and a built-in foot pump for
convenience. Tough PVC material shrugs off the rigours of camping life with a velour top for a soft, warm feel. Practical details include a reliable easy-to-operate double seal valve for fast inflation
and packing away in a handy carry bag.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Double seal valve
• Built-in foot pump
• Easy operating valve

Flock Classic w/Pillow & Pump Single

Flock Classic w/Pillow & Pump Double

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pieces per carton:...
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360440
100% PVC
195 x 73 x 18/28 cm (LxWxH)
6

360441
100% PVC
195 x 133 x 18/28 cm (LxWxH)
4

Flocks Classic
Comfortable and practical, the Single, Double and King Flock Classic airbeds offer reliable, durable comfort and support for campers of all ages. The tough PVC material shrugs off the daily rigours of
camping life with a velour top for a soft, warm feel next to the skin. Practical details include a reliable easy to operate double seal valve for fast inflation and packing away in a handy carrybag.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Double seal valve
• Easy operating valve

Flock Classic King
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pieces per carton:...

Flock Classic Double
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pieces per carton:...

Flock Classic Single
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pieces per carton:...

360340
100% PVC
190 x 73 x 20 cm (LxWxH)
4

360341
100% PVC
190 x 135 x 20 cm (LxWxH)
4

290010
100% PVC
200 x 150 x 20 cm (LxWxH)
4

Pumps
Our electric pumps push out high volumes of air to quickly and effortlessly inflate our beds and furniture. Our range includes the ever-popular Tornado (12V, 230V and rechargeable models), and
Sky (12V and 230V). For those who do not want to rely on electricity there is the manually operated and highly-efficient Double Action Pump. And we offer the staple Foot Pump that comes in 3L
and 5L versions.

Tornado Pump 12V/230V rechargeable

Tornado Pump LED 12V/230V rechargeable

Art. No.: ............... 590336
590337 (UK)
Pieces per carton:... 6

Art. No.: ............... 650066
650100 (UK)
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
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Supplied with 2 different nozzles
For both inflating and deflating
Suitable for both 12V and 230V
Ergonomic design
Large and efficient battery

•
•
•
•
•

Supplied with 2 different nozzles
For both inflating and deflating
Suitable for both 12V and 230V
Ergonomic design
Bright LED torch

Pumps
Double Action Pump
Sky Pump 12V/230V

Art. No.: ............... 590320
Pieces per carton:... 6

Art. No.: ............... 590325
590326 (UK)
Pieces per carton:... 12

FEATURES

• Twice as effective as a regular
pump
• Supplied with 3 different nozzles
• For both inflating and deflating

FEATURES

• Supplied with 5 different nozzles
• For both inflating and deflating
• Suitable for both 12V and 230V

Foot Pump 3L

Foot Pump 5L

Art. No.: ............... 590211
Pieces per carton:... 10

Art. No.: ............... 590221
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

FEATURES

• Supplied with 3 different nozzles
• For both inflating and deflating

• Supplied with 3 different nozzles
• For both inflating and deflating
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Completely revised in 2013, the range is now extended with new oval pillows – Batboy Pillow for boys
and Butterfly Pillow for girls, shaped to fit for use in sleeping bags and for naps on long car journeys.
Children are just as important to us as adult campers and that is reflected in our lively range for
Kids that puts them at the heart of camping adventures with fun and games galore. Our Batboy and
Butterfly ranges are designed specifically for youngsters with great detail, colours and graphics to
hold their attention and help to keep them entertained in style. There is no need for children to feel
overwhelmed by adult-sized equipment as they enjoy their very own chairs, tables, self-inflating sleep
mats plus sleeping bags in their own special carrybag. With great water bottles designs to keep their
energy levels topped up, Outwell kids have a unique place on site and can really feel they are sharing
the family’s fun whilst building their own unforgettable memories of outdoor adventures.

OUTWELL
KIDS

Batboy
Batboy Sleeping Bag

Batboy Self-inflating Mat

Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Body length: ..........
Shell: ...................
Filling.: .................
Lining: ..................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

740012
165 x 70 x 40 cm (LxWxW)
130 cm
230T microfibre 100% polyester
700 gram Isofill
230T microfibre 100% polyester
2-way open – auto lock
Two-layer, loose shell construction
App. 1000 gram
39 x 8 x 29 cm
6

740013
190T 100% polyester
160 x 51 x 3 cm (LxWxH)
App. 1.0 kg
52 x 11 cm
12

FEATURES

• Compression straps
• Carrybag for easy storage and
portability

FEATURES

• Ridge hood
• Thermocollar insulation at the
shoulder zone for extra comfort and
warmth
• Full length zip baffle
• Anti snag zip guard
• Big pocket on front
• Torch in zipper puller
• Sleep over carrybag for sleeping
bag or other secrets
• Rainbow coloured zipper

Batboy Pillow
Art. No.: ...............
Shell:....................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Filling: ..................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

740022
95% polyester / 5% spandex
27 x 22 x 4.5 cm(LxWxH)
App. 115 gram
Micro beads
6

• Suitable for sleeping, road trips etc.
• Match nicely into the hood of the Kids
sleeping bag
• Washable pillow cover
• Cotton-feel outer
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Batboy
Batboy Table
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Batboy Chair
740014
100% polyester
Steel tube/powder coating
48 x 48 x 48 cm (WxLxH)
App. 2.0 kg
62 x 18 x 13 cm
30 kg
6

Open and folds in seconds
No assembly required
High strength durable steel
Lightweight
Pocket on side for your pens,
colour book or waterbottle
• Tic Tac Toe game included
• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Art. No.: ............... 740015
Fabric: .................. 600D polyester
Frame: ................. Steel tube/powder coating
Open size: ............. 38 x 30 x 25/73.5 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 1.9 kg
Pack size: .............. 66 x 16 x 12 cm
Max load: .............. 60 kg
Pieces per carton: ... 6

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
Parental lock
No assembly required
Lightweight
High strength durable steel
Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Batboy Drinking Bottle
Art. No.: ...............
Material: ...............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

740016
Aluminium
0.5L
12

Butterfly Girl
Butterfly Girl Sleeping Bag

Butterfly Girl Self-inflating Mat

Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Body length: ..........
Shell:....................
Filling.: .................
Lining: ..................
Zipper: .................
Construction: .........
Weight: .................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

740017
165 x 70 x 40 cm (LxWxW)
130 cm
230T microfibre 100% polyester
700 gram Isofill
230T microfibre 100% polyester
2-way open – auto lock
Two-layer, loose shell construction
App. 1000 gram
39 x 8 x 29 cm
6

740018
190T 100% polyester
160 x 51 x 3 cm (LxWxH)
App. 1.0 kg
52 x 11 cm
12

FEATURES

• Compression straps
• Carrybag for easy storage and
portability

FEATURES

• Ridge hood
• Thermocollar insulation at the
shoulder area for extra warmth
and comfort
• Full length zip baffle
• Anti snag zip guard
• Big pocket on front
• Torch in zipper puller
• Sleep over carry bag for sleeping
bag or other secrets
• Rainbow coloured zipper

Butterfly Girl Pillow
Art. No.: ...............
Shell:....................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Filling: ..................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

740023
95% polyester / 5% spandex
27 x 22 x 4.5 cm (LxWxH)
App. 115 gram
Micro beads
6

• Suitable for sleeping, road trips etc.
• Match nicely into the hood of the
Kids sleeping bag
• Washable pillow cover
• Cotton-feel outer
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Butterfly girl Table

Butterfly girl Chair

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

740019
600D polyester
Steel tube / powder coating
48 x 48 x 48 cm (LxWxH)
App. 2.0 kg
62 x 18 x 13 cm
30 kg
6

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
Lightweight
Pocket on side for your pens,
colour book or waterbottle
• High strength durable steel
• Tic Tac Toe game included
• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

740020
600D polyester
Steel tube / powder coating
38 x 30 x 25/73.5 cm (WxDxH)
App. 1.9 kg
66 x 16 x 12 cm
60 kg
6

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
Parental lock
No assembly required
Lightweight
High strength durable steel
Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Butterfly girl Drinking Bottle
Art. No.: ...............
Material: ...............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

740021
Aluminium
0.5L
12
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KIDS furniture

For 2014, the innovative Pack ’n’ Go collection contains bags with well-known and popular styles plus
smart new models. The stunning concept is simple in theory and brilliant in its operation. Campers can
pack their bags at home, transport them to the campsite and use them as practical storage in the tent
without needing to unpack them. Simple. Smart. Special. This is one of the many high points in the
innovative Outwell approach to tent design and equipment development that aims to make tent life
more comfortable for all the family with versatile designs that are also perfect for travelling and day
trips. Well-known Cruise 80 (voted Best Camping Accessory by Camping magazine) and Cruise 45 will
continue alongside the unique Kitchen Storer with its well-thought-out space for meal preparation. Our
range of Excursion bags – the bridge between storage solution and travel bags continues unchanged for
2014. New this season is Elan – our range of versatile bags that suit every need.

PACK ’N’ GO

EXCURSION
FEATURES
THE EXCURSION DUFFLES OFFER PACKING, TRANSPORT AND STORAGE SOLUTIONS WITH A
LARGE MAIN OPENING, INSIDE ZIP POCKET AND SOFT GRAB HANDLES. TOUGH, LIGHTWEIGHT
POLYESTER IS COMBINED WITH THE CLEVER DESIGN OF THE HANDLES’ STRAPPING TO PROVIDE
EXTRA SIDE SUPPORT AS WELL AS BEING UNCLIPPED AT EACH END TO ALLOW THE DUFFLES
TO BE FOLDED OR ROLLED FOR STORAGE. THE WHEELED DUFFLE CAN BE EASILY MANOEUVRED
AND FEATURES A DETACHABLE TOP FOR USE AS A SMALLER HOLDALL.

HARD SHELL COMPARTMENT
The hard shell of the
Wheeled Excursion’s bottom
compartment is ideal for
keeping clothes neat and
tidy as well as safely packing
easily damaged items.
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WHEELED VERSION
Sturdy wheels and a pullout handle on the Wheeled
Excursion make short work
of moving heavy loads
easily and safely – great for
camping and travelling.

SPLITS INTO TWO
SEPARATE BAGS
The top of the flexible
Wheeled Excursion can be
detached quickly and easily
by unzipping it fully to be
used as a smaller soft holdall
for short trips.

SMALL PACK SIZE
The top of the Wheeled
version and all the other
Excursion duffle bags can
be unclipped at each end to
be rolled up small for neat
storage when not in use.

FOLDS OUT FLAT
The top of the Wheeled
version and all the other
Excursion duffle bags can be
unclipped at each end to be
folded flat for neat storage
when not in use.

Excursion
GENERAL FEATURES
• Large main opening for easy access
• Inside zip pocket
• Soft grab handles

Excursion 85 Duffle Blue
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

350093
600D 100% polyester PU
35 x 70 x 35 cm
App. 1.6 kg
85L
6

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Top zip pocket for easy access to small items
Buckle end straps to keep shape in use
Packs flat for neat storage
Detachable shoulder straps for versatile carrying

Excursion 95 Wheel Duffle Blue
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

350095
600D 100% polyester PU
35 x 75 x 35 cm
App. 3.5 kg
95L
4

Front zip pocket for easy access to small items
Interior retainer straps to hold contents securely
Small packed size for neat storage
Two position pull-out handle
Zip-off top for use as a holdall
Hard shell base acts as a suitcase
Easy-glide rubber wheels for easy transport

Excursion 55 Duffle Blue
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

350091
600D 100% polyester PU
33 x 54 x 28 cm
App. 1.1 kg
55L
6

Top zip pocket for easy access to small items
Buckle end straps to keep shape in use
Packs flat for neat storage
Detachable shoulder straps for versatile carrying

CRUISE & KITCHEN STORER
FEATURES
PACKED WITH OUTWELL INGENUITY, BOTH THE CRUISE BAGS AND KITCHEN STORER ARE
DESIGNED TO BE PACKED AT HOME, TRANSPORTED TO THE CAR AND USED AS STORAGE
ON THE CAMPSITE. THE GENEROUSLY SIZED CRUISE BAGS CAN BE USED AS HANGING
WARDROBES WITH SHELVES AND THE FREESTANDING KITCHEN STORER MAKES A HANDY
ADDITION TO THE KITCHEN TABLE WITH ITS NEAT COMPARTMENTS AND POCKETS HOLDING
ALL THE FAMILY’S COOKING AND EATING EQUIPMENT NEEDS.

VELCRO HANGING LOOPS
AT THE TOP
Cruise bags can be
suspended from any loadbearing rail to create instant
shelf storage of the contents,
convenient to access and
kept clean and tidy.
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LAUNDRY OR
SHOE STORAGE
Keep used and dirty items
away from clean clothes in
this neat bag that stows
away securely in a separate
vented compartment for
washing when convenient.

SHOULDER STRAPS
Complementing the soft grab
handles, the broad shoulder
strap helps campers take
the strain of moving a fully
packed, heavy Cruise and
can be quickly removed
when not needed.

PRACTICAL KITCHEN
STORAGE
Wide access to flexible interior
compartments means that
securely packed items can be
quickly found and selected
when needed. Kept ready
packed, there’s no risk of
forgetting an essential item.

REMOVABLE SINK
Kitchen Storer features a
versatile waterproof sink
that is great for storage of
potentially leaky items as well
as for handling dirty dishes
and can be easily removed
for use and cleaning.

SIDE POCKETS
The external pockets on the
Kitchen Storer form really
handy storage points for
the items all cooks need to
have to hand when preparing
family meals on site.

Cruise & Kitchen Storer
Kitchen Storer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Weight: ................
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

350106
600D 100% polyester PU
App. 6.8 kg
30L
2

FEATURES

Cruise 80 Jet Black
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

350046
600D 100% polyester PU
39 x 85 x 29 cm
App. 1.7 kg
80L
6

Velcro hanging straps
Fold-out shelves when hanging
Compression straps for adjusting volume
Shoulder straps

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large top opening for easy access
Internal compartments for storage
Hard shell protection
Multiple external storage pockets
Removable sink
Cutlery storage
Comfortable handles for easy transport

Cruise 45 Jet Black
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

350044
600D 100% polyester PU
31 x 79 x 26 cm
App. 1.34 kg
45L
6

Velcro hanging straps
Fold-out shelves when hanging
Compression straps for adjusting volume
Shoulder straps

ELAN
FEATURES
ELAN IS OUR NEW RANGE OF BAGS THAT COVERS ALL NEEDS FOR STORAGE AND
TRANSPORTATION OF ESSENTIALS WHETHER CAMPING, SMALL WEEKEND TRIPS OR EVEN
SPORTS. TOUGH, LIGHT AND PACKED WITH PRACTICAL FEATURES, THE BAGS OFFER STORAGE
AND CARRYING OPTIONS IN NEAT DESIGNS THAT MAKE THE MOST OF THE FABRIC. THE BAGS
COME IN TWO SIZES – 40 LITRES AND 65 LITRES – FOR WEEKEND AND LONGER USE AND IN
THREE DIFFERENT SMART, CONTEMPORARY COLOURS – BLUE, GREEN AND BLACK.

U-SHAPED OPENING
Allows easy packing and
access to the contents whilst
the bag maintains its shape.
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LARGE SIDE POCKET
TO ONE SIDE
Useful for items needing
to be accessed quickly and
easily without opening up the
main compartment, the large
zip pull allows easy, reliable
operation.

OPTIONAL POCKET
TO THE OTHER SIDE
If extra space is needed in
the main compartment, one
of the side pockets can be
neatly integrated into the
main compartment by the
flexible mesh divider.

FRONT POCKET
Useful for items needing
to be accessed quickly and
easily without opening up the
main compartment.

INSIDE POCKET
Small items can be stored
safely rather than being
left loose inside the main
compartment – really handy
for book, head torch, spare
keys, glasses and similar
essentials.

SHOULDER STRAP
Easily detached when not
needed, the wide strap
extends carrying options
– particularly useful when
carrying heavy loads or when
both hands need to be free.

Elan
GENERAL FEATURES
• Easy access to main compartment via
U-shaped opening
• Large side pocket to one side
• Optional pocket to the other side
• Adjustable side pocket with access to
main compartment
• Inside pockets for storage of smaller
items
• Detachable shoulder straps
• Soft grab handles

Elan 40
Art. No.: ............... 350109 (Raven Black)
350114 (Denim Blue)
350112 (Parakeet Green)
Fabric: .................. 600D 100% polyester PU
Open size: ............. 24 x 60 x 30 cm (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 0.69 kg
Volume: ................ 40L
Pieces per carton:... 6

Elan 65
Art. No.: ............... 350110 (Raven Black)
350113 (Denim Blue)
350111 (Parakeet Green)
Fabric: .................. 600D 100% polyester PU
Open size: ............. 26 x 69 x 36 cm (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 0.95 kg
Volume: ................ 65L
Pieces per carton:... 6
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Elan

Outwell trademarks of quality, function and style complement continued innovation in this essential
cooling collection. Keeping food fresh on site is a priority for all family campers whether at the tent or
out and about having fun. With so many varied demands, we have carefully developed options to meet
the challenges of health and comfort. From the ground-breaking electric ECOcool box with its energy
saving credentials in 12V and mains options to the large insulated electric Coolboxes, Coolbags, Chill-bins,
Picnic Bags for days out and handy Lunch Bags, there is a wide range of choice for campers’ food storage
on site as well as keeping food and drinks fresh and cold for picnics, day trips and travel. ECOcool uses
top technology in an environmentally-friendly design that clearly demonstrates the Outwell approach to
leading the market in innovation. The large electric Coolboxes are excellent for storing a family’s fresh
food in the tent. New for 2014 are two new ranges of Coolbags – Thermcool and Cooltime.

COOL ’N’ GO

COOL ’N’ GO
FEATURES
USING THE LATEST IN ENERGY TECHNOLOGY, THE 24-LITRE ECOCOOL BOX HAS BEEN DESIGNED
TO MEET THE CHALLENGE OF SUSTAINABILITY BY SAVING ENERGY. IN LINE WITH OUTWELL
INNOVATION, ECOCOOL BOXES LEAD THE WAY BY ANTICIPATING THE FULL IMPLEMENTATION
OF EUROPEAN ENERGY EFFICIENCY STANDARDS. HIGHLY EFFICIENT, THE SMART DESIGN
USES EXTRA INSULATION FOR THE RELIABLE HEAT AND COLD CONSERVATION OPTIONS. THE
INTERIOR ICEPACK DIVIDER BOOSTS THE COOLING FACILITY.

VENTILATION
Vent sizes and positions
are designed for optimal
performance.
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HIDDEN AND PROTECTED
CABLE ENTRY
Smart and practical, the
cable ports are protected by
a neat cover.

EXTRA INSULATION
IN THE LID
Our extra insulation tackles
a traditionally weak are in
coolbox design.

VARIABLE HANDLE POSITION
The handle can be positioned
to suit storage and carrying
preferences.

INSIDE ICEPACK DIVIDER
Clever versatility is key here
as the divider is also an
icepack.

ECOcool
GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooling and heating function
Cool 18-25°C below outside temperature
Warm 50-60°C
Hidden and protected cable entry
Fold flat handle
Inside icepack divider
Optimal ventilation performance
Energy saving
Extra insulation
Variable handle position

ECOcool Green 24L

ECOcool Blue 24L

Art. No.: ............... 590014
590015 (UK)
Size:..................... 44 x 28 x 41 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 6.0 kg
Volume: ................ 24L
Pieces per carton:... 1

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Weight: ................
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

• Used for 12V

•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES

EEI Classified ECO cooler
Latest technology used in saving energy
PU Insulated for best performance
Designed for the European ECO Legislation
Used for 230V/12V

ECOcool AC/DC Adaptor
Art. No.: ............... 590035
590036 (UK)
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• For connection of 12V
thermoelectric cooling appliance
to 230V

590016
44 x 28 x 41 cm (WxDxH)
App. 5.2 kg
24L
1

Coolboxes
Our well-known coolboxes in 35L and 40L continue to deliver reliable cooling and heating options. The Coolbox 40L works off 12V or 230V and its twin wheels plus pull-out handle make it
easy to move when full. A split lid reduces the effect when opening and can store upright 2L bottles. Both models have practical design features such as fold-away handles, cable
compartments, and inside dividers to organise the contents.

GENERAL FEATURES

Coolbox 35L 12V/230V

• Cool 18-25°C below outside temp.
• Can be used for both 12V and 230V
• Two carry handles

Art. No.: ............... 530747
530748 (UK)
Size:..................... 53 x 32 x 43 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 7.0 kg
Volume: ................ 35L
Pieces per carton:... 1

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Coolbox 40L 12V/230V
Art. No.: ............... 590008
590009 (UK)
Size:..................... 56 x 38 x 42 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 8.4 kg
Volume: ................ 40L
Pieces per carton:... 1

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Split lid
High performance insulation
Two inside dividers
Practical cable storage
Double fan for performance
Standing height for 2L bottles
Wheeled

Works upright and lying
Additional lid for easy access
Cooling and heating function
Warm 65°C
Inside divider
Low car battery shut-down

Thermcool
Easy to pack and carry the new flexible cool bags are designed to suit a variety of different needs when bringing food to the camp site, festival, outdoor event or beach. The Thermcool S
and M are square bags – very easy to pack bags with plenty of room for essentials. The Thermcool L is a family-sized bag with room for food and drinks for the larger family. The stylish
blue colour complements several of our tents.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Adjustable shoulder strap
Zip exterior pocket
Large zip top opening
Internal reflective foil

Thermcool M

Thermcool L
Art. No.: ............... 590041
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester, silver aluminium
foiled lining
Volume: ................ 30L
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• Family-sized bag with
plenty of room
• Inside divider

Art. No.: ............... 590040
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester, silver aluminium
foiled lining
Volume: ................ 20L
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• Easy to pack with square
compartment

Thermcool S
Art. No.: ............... 590039
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester, silver
aluminium foiled lining
Volume: ................ 10L
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• Easy to pack with square
compartment
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Thermcool L

Cooltime
With new colours for 2014, the three sizes of Cooltime insulated bags offer quality materials delivering reliable performance for family campers – on picnics, on the beach, shopping and when
travelling. All feature a mesh exterior pocket and adjustable shoulder strap with compression straps on the two larger models to reduce capacity for best cooling effect when required.
The polyester fabric outer and PVC lining are durable and easy to clean.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Mesh exterior pocket

Cooltime M
Cooltime L
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

590044
100% polyester with PEVA lining
39 x 29 x 29 cm (WxDxH)
App. 0.98 kg
39 x 6 x 30 cm
30L
10

• Compression straps
• Twin integrated carry handles

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

590043
100% polyester with PEVA lining
35 x 26 x 33 cm (WxDxH)
App. 0.95 kg
26 x 6 x 37 cm
20L
10

• Compression straps
• Twin integrated carry handles

Cooltime S
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

590042
100% polyester with PEVA lining
27 x 16 x 27 cm (WxDxH)
App. 0.47 kg
27 x 4 x 27 cm
10L
10

Chill-bins
Offering a range of sizes (15L to 50L) – the soft-sided insulation is ideal for rambles, picnics and long days on the beach. The top lid opens fully for easy packing and access, featuring a
smaller pocket for separate storage. There is also a large, striking front pocket with luminous elastic cord, ideal for holding a tea towel, plus a rear pocket; all have a shoulder strap as
well as neat twin handles.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shoulder strap
Front pocket with bungee attachment
Rear pocket for newspapers, magazines or maps
Large zip top opening
Fast access trap door
Internal reflective foil
Base support
Compression straps for storage
Twin carry handle

Chill-bin L

Chill-bin XL
Art. No.: ............... 590007
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester, silver
aluminium foiled lining
Weight: ................ App. 2.8 kg
Volume: ................ 50L
Pieces per carton:... 4
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Art. No.: ............... 590006
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester, silver
aluminium foiled lining
Weight: ................ App. 1.5 kg
Volume: ................ 25L
Pieces per carton:... 10

Chill-bin M
Art. No.: ............... 590005
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester, silver
aluminium foiled lining
Weight: ................ App. 1.2 kg
Volume: ................ 15L
Pieces per carton:... 10

Picnic Bags
The smart Picnic Cascade Summer and Picnic Calabash Summer offer practical organisation of mealtime settings for two and four respectively. With napkins plus insulated compartments,
dining tools are ready to hand; comfy handles and shoulder straps make carrying easy. Picnic Folding Basket offers place settings for six, neatly attached to a large storage compartment
whilst the Picnic Calyx Cutlery set has knife, fork and spoon for four plus chopping board, mats and bottle opener.

Picnic Calabash Summer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Weight: ................
Pieces per carton:...

590026
100% polyester
App. 1.7 kg
4

FEATURES

• Complete dinner set
for four people
• Large cooler
compartment
• Comfortable shoulder
strap

Picnic Cascade Summer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Weight: ................
Pieces per carton:...

590025
100% polyester
App. 2.0 kg
4

FEATURES

• Complete dinner set for two
people
• Large cooler compartment
• Comfortable shoulder straps
• Insulated bottle holder

Picnic Calyx Cutlery Set Summer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Weight: ................
Pieces per carton:...

Picnic Folding Basket Summer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Weight: ................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

590027
100% polyester
App. 2.6 kg
4

• Complete dinner set for six people
• Large cooler compartment
• Attached adjustable cover

FEATURES

590028
100% polyester
App. 0.9 kg
10

• Complete cutlery set for four

Lunch Bags
With smart looking fabrics plus being easy to pack and clean, our neat lightweight Lunch Bags M and L are the contemporary solution to carrying a meal conveniently and safely for
individuals and families. The insulated Lunch Bag Cool means food and drinks can be kept cool – really useful for salads. Packing down small when not in use, the practical roll-top closure
is flexible and effective. All are ideal for use as a table serving basket.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Practical roll-top opening
• Lightweight
• Small pack size

Lunchbag M

Lunchbag L
Lunchbag Cool
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

590033
100% polyester with PEVA lining
20 x 15 x 41 cm (WxDxH)
App. 0.18 kg
20 x 3 x 25 cm
10

• Keeps your lunch cool packed
• Insulated for keeping food and
beverages cool
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Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

590031
100% polyester
25 x 19.5 x 39 cm (WxDxH)
App. 0.22 kg
25 x 3 x 24 cm
10

• Well sized for the family lunch
• Use as table serving basket

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

590029
100% polyester
16 x 12 x 32 cm (WxDxH)
App. 0.11 kg
16 x 3 x 19 cm
10

• Keeps your lunch nicely packed
• Use as table serving basket

Comfort and function are priorities in our smart ranges of camping furniture that combine innovation,
ingenuity and original design to meet the needs of family campers. In its various forms, our stunning
lightweight furniture adds crucial dimensions to tent life in meal preparation, eating, relaxing plus
organising clothing and personal items. As well as the exciting developments in colourways, designs and
materials, attention to detail can be seen throughout the ranges. Our folding furniture range features a
brand new striking design option plus several new models in tables (now in a highly weather resistant
material). New models also feature in the Blacktop, Summer, Outdoor Furniture and Kitchen collections
whilst the popular ranges of cupboards, wardrobes and storage baskets continue unchanged. Ergo
Flexi Comfort is a new range of ultra-comfortable padded chairs and a lounger. The new Organiser is
a detachable pocket that can be placed on many of our furniture models to hold the small belongings
campers need to keep within reach.

FURNITURE

Folding Furniture
Striking fabric patterns and colours in totally new squares and stripes in blues, greens and pepper blacks complement the superb materials
and reliable designs with a durable, powder-coated hybrid frame of steel and alloy. Foldable to small pack sizes, several have a carrybag. The
new Spring Hills armchairs ensure campers sit more upright, Tuscan Hills is upgraded with an organiser pocket on the bag and Fountain Hills
has a new organiser pocket.

GENERAL FEATURES

Spring Hills

•
•
•
•

Art. No.: ............... 470128 (Pepper Black)
470129 (Blue)
470137 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Powder coated hybrid frame combination of steel and alloy
Open size: ............. 65 x 70 x 97 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 4.3 kg
Pack size: .............. 20 x 20 x 95 cm
Max load: .............. 130 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
Lightweight and easy to carry
Includes carrybag for easy storage and
portability

Black Hills
Art. No.: ............... 470115 (Pepper Black)
470116 (Blue)
470117 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Powder coated hybrid frame combination of steel and alloy
Open size: ............. 85 x 58 x 105 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 3.5 kg
Pack size: .............. 27 x 26 x 105 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4
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Folding Furniture
GENERAL FEATURES
• Opens and folds in seconds
• No assembly required
• Lightweight and easy to carry

Bredon Hills With Side Table
Art. No.: ............... 470101 (Pepper Black)
470102 (Blue)
470103 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Powder coated hybrid frame combination of steel and alloy
Open size: ............. 87 x 50 x 85 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 4.0 kg
Pack size: .............. 18 x 50 x 85 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

Bredon Hills Junior
Art. No.: ............... 470098 (Pepper Black)
470099 (Blue)
470100 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Powder coated hybrid frame combination of steel and alloy
Open size: ............. 40 x 36 x 59 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 2.0 kg
Pack size: .............. 9 x 36 x 55 cm
Max load: .............. 50 kg
Pieces per carton:... 6

Folding Furniture
GENERAL FEATURES
• Opens and folds in seconds
• No assembly required
• Lightweight and easy to carry

Tuscan Hills
Art. No.: ............... 470104 (Pepper Black)
470105 (Blue)
470106 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Powder coated hybrid frame combination of steel and alloy
Open size: ............. 65 x 47 x 82 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 3.7 kg
Pack size: .............. 17 x 50 x 80 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

FEATURES

• Organiser pocket on the back

Woodland Hills
Art. No.: ............... 470107 (Pepper Black)
470136 (Blue)
470108 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Powder coated hybrid frame combination of steel and alloy
Open size: ............. 80 x 55 x 82 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 2.4 kg
Pack size: .............. 17 x 19 x 82 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability
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Folding Furniture
Fountain Hills

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Art. No.: ............... 470109 (Pepper Black)
470110 (Blue)
470111 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Powder coated hybrid frame combination of steel and alloy
Open size: ............. 67 x 58 x 99 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 4.4 kg
Pack size: .............. 21 x 28 x 93 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
Lightweight and easy to carry
Includes carrybag for easy storage and
portability

Windsor Hills
Art. No.: ............... 470112 (Pepper Black)
470113 (Blue)
470114 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Powder coated hybrid frame combination of steel and alloy
Open size: ............. 88 x 66/115 x 99 cm (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 3.8 kg
Pack size: .............. 30 x 26 x 97 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

Folding Furniture
GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
One-go-system folding
No assembly required
Includes carrybag for easy storage and
portability
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Waldo Hills Black
Art. No.: ............... 470118 (Pepper Black)
470119 (Blue)
470120 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Powder coated hybrid frame combination of steel and alloy
Open size: ............. 72 x 201 x 50 cm (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 11.4 kg
Pack size: .............. 17 x 23 x 96 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 2

Folding Furniture
GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
Lightweight and easy to carry
Includes carrybag for easy storage and
portability

Laguna Hills
Art. No.: ............... 470121 (Pepper Black)
470122 (Blue)
470123 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Powder coated hybrid frame combination of steel and alloy
Open size: ............. 63/72 x 190 x 44 cm (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 6.9 kg
Pack size: .............. 9 x 20 x 95 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

Laguna Hills L
Art. No.: ............... 470124 (Pepper Black)
470125 (Blue)
470126 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Powder coated hybrid frame combination of steel and alloy
Open size: ............. 80/97 x 210 x 44 cm (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 9.1 kg
Pack size: .............. 10 x 20 x 104 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 2

Folding Baskets and Transporters
Transporter
Art. No.: ............... 470134 (Pepper Black)
470132 (Blue)
470133 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 300D 100% polyester
Frame: ................. Steel
Open size: ............. 49 x 93 x 58 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 12 kg
Pack size: .............. 30 x 19 x 79 cm
Max load: .............. 80 kg
Pieces per carton:... 1

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
Small pack size
Includes practical carrybag

Telescopic Transporter
Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

Folding Basket
Art. No.: ............... 650246 (Pepper Black)
650248 (Blue)
650247 (Green)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 50 x 29 x 25 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 1.3 kg
Pack size: .............. 50 x 29 x 5 cm
Pieces per carton:... 10
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FEATURES

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Alloy frame
Small packsize
Comfortable handle
Mesh and zip side pockets
Lightweight

•
•
•
•

650304
24 x 35 x 95 cm
App. 775 gram
24 x 10 x 43 cm
Aluminium/Steel
10

Load weight up to 30 kg
Very small pack size
Easy folding – no assembly required
Elasticated cord for fixation

INNOVATIVE

FAMILY
L
LY
CAMPING

Waldo Hills

Blacktop Collection
The Blacktop range continues for 2014 with its distinctive black polyester fabric, embossed with the graphic logo with two new models – the aluminium-framed Formosa and steel-framed
Oliva. Ingenious designs offer lightweight support and comfort with style and size options. With no assembly required, all open in seconds and some can be packed away quickly in their
own carrybag. Catamarca Arm Chair XL has the bonus of a wider seat.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
Lightweight and easy to use
Embossed fabric

FEATURES

470131
100% polyester
Steel
59 x 7.5 x 102 cm (WxDxH)
App. 5.9 kg
27 x 28 x 94 cm
100 kg
4

• Padded seat/back rest for extra
comfort
• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability
• High strength durable steel
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Formosa Chair
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470127
100% polyester
Aluminium
60 x 54 x 85 cm (WxDxH)
App. 2.7 kg
15 x 54 x 85 cm
100 kg
4

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470044
100% polyester
Steel
68 x 63 x 90 cm (WxDxH)
App. 4.5 kg
13 x 30 x 110 cm
100 kg
4

FEATURES

• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability
• High strength durable steel

Catamarca Arm Chair XL

Oliva
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Goya Chair

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

470048
100% polyester
Steel
90 x 62 x 96 cm (WxDxH)
App. 4.1 kg
23 x 20 x 96 cm
150 kg
4

Padded cushion
Small pack size
Extra wide seating surface
Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability
• High strength durable steel

Blacktop Collection
GENERAL FEATURES
• Opens and folds in seconds
• No assembly required
• Lightweight and easy to use

Rupert Table
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Cordoba Camping Cot
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470045
100% polyester
Aluminium
85 x 210 x 40/55 cm (WxLxH)
App. 9.6 kg
83 x 20 x 83 cm
125 kg
1

FEATURES

• High strength durable steel
• Small pack size
• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Posadas Foldaway Bed Double

Posadas Foldaway Bed Single
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470046
100% polyester
Steel
66 x 192 x 45 cm (WxLxH)
App. 7.9 kg
12 x 15 x 96 cm
125 kg
2

530018
100% polyester
Steel
70 x 116 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
App. 6.3 kg
11 x 12 x 112 cm
30 kg
2

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

High strength durable steel
Padded cushion
Small pack size
Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470047
100% polyester
Steel
132 x 192 x 45 cm (WxLxH)
App. 13.5 kg
20 x 27 x 97 cm
2 x 125 kg
1

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

High strength durable steel
Padded cushion
Small pack size
Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Comfort and Beach Chairs
The range of Comfort chairs includes our ingenious Folding Beach Chairs. The half-moon Comfort chairs are larger and more
comfortable than standard round chairs for adults and children – a reflection of our attention to detail for campers’ comfort. All models
use the same high quality polyester fabric and steel frame with striking visual appeal. Easy to pack, the Folding Beach Chairs offer
lightweight comfort on the beach and in smaller tents.

GENERAL FEATURES

Comfort Chair Black

•
•
•
•
•

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
High strength durable steel
Lightweight and easy to carry
Includes carrybag for easy storage and
portability

660902
100% polyester
Steel
76 x 65 x 84 cm (WxDxH)
App. 4.5 kg
20 x 17 x 87 cm
125 kg
4

Comfort Chair XL Black
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470050
100% polyester
Steel
106 x 90 x 95 cm (WxDxH)
App. 6.5 kg
22 x 12 x 112 cm
125 kg
4

Comfort Chair Kids Black
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...
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660906
100% polyester
Steel
48 x 40 x 50 cm (WxDxH)
App. 1.9 kg
11 x 17 x 50 cm
50 kg
6

Comfort and Beach Chairs
Comfort Chair Caribbean Sea
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470054
100% polyester
Steel
76 x 65 x 84 cm (WxDxH)
App. 4.5 kg
20 x 17 x 87 cm
125 kg
4

Comfort Chair XL Caribbean Sea
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470051
100% polyester
Steel
106 x 90 x 95 cm (WxDxH)
App. 6.5 kg
22 x 12 x 112 cm
125 kg
4

Comfort Chair Kids Caribbean Sea
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470057
100% polyester
Steel
48 x 40 x 50 cm (WxDxH)
App. 1.9 kg
11 x 17 x 50 cm
50 kg
6

Comfort and Beach Chairs
GENERAL FEATURES

Comfort Chair Classic Blue

•
•
•
•
•

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
High strength durable steel
Lightweight and easy to carry
Includes carrybag for easy storage and
portability

470055
100% polyester
Steel
76 x 65 x 84 cm (WxDxH)
App. 4.5 kg
20 x 17 x 87 cm
125 kg
4

Comfort Chair XL Classic Blue
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...
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470052
100% polyester
Steel
106 x 90 x 95 cm (WxDxH)
App. 6.5 kg
22 x 12 x 112 cm
125 kg
4

Comfort Chair Kids Classic Blue
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470058
100% polyester
Steel
48 x 40 x 50 cm (WxDxH)
App. 1.9 kg
11 x 17 x 50 cm
50 kg
6

Comfort and Beach Chairs
Comfort Chair XL Piquant Green
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470053
100% polyester
Steel
106 x 90 x 95 cm (WxDxH)
App. 6.5 kg
22 x 12 x 112 cm
125 kg
4

Comfort Chair Piquant Green
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470056
100% polyester
Steel
76 x 65 x 84 cm (WxDxH)
App. 4.5 kg
20 x 17 x 87 cm
125 kg
4

Comfort Chair Kids Piquant Green
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470059
100% polyester
Steel
48 x 40 x 50 cm (WxDxH)
App. 1.9 kg
11 x 17 x 50 cm
50 kg
6

Folding Beach Chair
Art. No.: ............... 470060 (Caribbean Sea)
470062 (Piquant Green)
470061 (Classic Blue)
Fabric: .................. 100% polyester
Open size: ............. 40 x 42 x 40 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 0.8 kg
Pack size: .............. 40 x 40 x 8 cm
Max load: .............. 100 kg
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
Lightweight and easy to carry
Pocket

Summer Collection
New models join the versatile designs and share the smart stripes of the popular Summer collection – Lobos is an adjustable camping
bed, Azul is a smart beach chair, and Trelew Kids is a neat children’s chair. Steel frames and quality hard-wearing polyester are still
the foundation of reliable performance in this stylish collection with its distinctive, eye-catching colourway. For extra style and comfort,
campers can choose a lounger or hammock.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
High strength durable steel
Lightweight and easy to carry

Merlo Summer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Lobos Summer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

470130
100% polyester
Steel
73 x 190 x 40 cm
(WxLxH)
App. 8.3 kg
82 x 21 x 73 cm
160 kg
1

• Padded seat/back rest for extra
comfort

Miramar Summer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

470002
100% polyester
Steel
115 x 270 x 83 cm
(WxLxH)
App. 17.0 kg
27 x 29 x 118 cm
125 kg
1

• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability
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470005
100% polyester
Steel
60 x 170 x 88 cm (WxLxH)
App. 8.5 kg
31 x 27 x 110 cm
125 kg
2

Summer Collection
Salta Summer
Rosario Summer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470004
100% polyester
Steel
83 x 55 x 100 cm (WxDxH)
App. 4.2 kg
14 x 20 x 110 cm
125 kg
4

FEATURES

• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470003
100% polyester
Steel
59 x 95 x 80 cm (WxDxH)
App. 4.8 kg
25 x 22 x 118 cm
125 kg
4

FEATURES

• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Azul Summer

Rawson Summer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470006
100% polyester
Steel
60 x 42 x 60 cm (WxDxH)
App. 2.8 kg
3 x 48 x 85 cm
125 kg
4

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

470135
100% polyester
Steel
56 x 53 x 68 cm (WxDxH)
App. 3.1 kg
78 x 20 x 14 cm
100 kg
4

• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Summer Collection
GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
High strength durable steel
Lightweight and easy to carry

Trelew XL Summer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470042
100% polyester
Steel
106 x 90 x 95 cm (WxDxH)
App. 6.5 kg
22 x 12 x 112 cm
125 kg
4

Trelew Summer
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

470001
100% polyester
Steel
76 x 65 x 84 cm (WxDxH)
App. 4.5 kg
20 x 17 x 87 cm
125 kg
4

FEATURES

• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

FEATURES

• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Trelew Summer Kids
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

470097
100% polyester
Steel
48 x 40 x 50 cm (WxDxH)
App. 1.9 kg
11 x 17 x 50 cm
50 kg
6

• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability
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Kids

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

Excursion 55 Dufle
Art. No.: ............... 1111
GENERAL FEATURES
2222: ................... 2222
•
•
•
•
•

xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

33333: .................
4444: ...................
555555: ................
666666: ...............
77777:..................
8888888: ..............
99999:..................
101010: ................
111111: ................
Batteries: ..............
Burn time: .............
FEATURES.................
Source:
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx

333333
44444
5555
666666
777777
88888
999999
1010101010
1111111
xxx
xxx
xxx

XXXXXXXXXX

Excursion 55 Dufle

Excursion 55 Dufle

Art. No.: ...............
2222: ...................
33333: .................
4444: ...................
555555: ................
666666: ...............
77777:..................
8888888: ..............
99999:..................
101010: ................
111111: ................
Batteries: ..............
Burn time: .............
FEATURES.................
Source:
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx

Art. No.: ...............
2222: ...................
33333: .................
4444: ...................
555555: ................
666666: ...............
77777:..................
8888888: ..............
99999:..................
101010: ................
111111: ................
Batteries: ..............
Burn time: .............
FEATURES.................
Source:
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx

1111
2222
333333
44444
5555
666666
777777
88888
999999
1010101010
1111111
xxx
xxx
xxx

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXX

Excursion 55 Dufle

Excursion 55 Dufle

Excursion 55 Dufle

Art. No.: ...............
2222: ...................
33333: .................
4444: ...................
555555: ................
666666: ...............
77777:..................
8888888: ..............
99999:..................
101010: ................
111111: ................
Batteries: ..............
Burn time: .............
FEATURES.................
Source:
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx

Art. No.: ...............
2222: ...................
33333: .................
4444: ...................
555555: ................
666666: ...............
77777:..................
8888888: ..............
99999:..................
101010: ................
111111: ................
Batteries: ..............
Burn time: .............
FEATURES.................
Source:
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx

Art. No.: ...............
2222: ...................
33333: .................
4444: ...................
555555: ................
666666: ...............
77777:..................
8888888: ..............
99999:..................
101010: ................
111111: ................
Batteries: ..............
Burn time: .............
FEATURES.................
Source:
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx
• xxxxxx

INNOVATIVE
1111
2222
333333
44444
5555
666666
777777
88888
999999
1010101010
1111111
xxx
xxx
xxx

FAMILY
L
LY
CAMPING

1111
2222
333333
44444
5555
666666
777777
88888
999999
1010101010
1111111
xxx
xxx
xxx

1111
2222
333333
44444
5555
666666
777777
88888
999999
1010101010
1111111
xxx
xxx
xxx

1111
2222
333333
44444
5555
666666
777777
88888
999999
1010101010
1111111
xxx
xxx
xxx

Lobos

Ergo Flexi Comfort
In blue with grey stripes, the colours complement many of our tent collections, Ergo Flexi Comfort is a new range of supremely comfortable foam-padded chairs and a lounger. Yoho and
Jasper are ‘normal’ size whilst Banff has a wider seat than the other chairs; Waterton is also super-sized. A key feature is water repellent material underneath the fabric so the foam will
not soak up water. All have padded cushions for even more comfort.

GENERAL FEATURES

Yoho

•
•
•
•
•

Art. No.: ............... 410033
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 63 x 75 x 109 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 4.9 kg
Pack size: .............. 63 x 11 x 88 cm
Max load: .............. 150 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

Ergonomic sitting comfort
Padded seat and back rest
Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
Lightweight and easy to carry

FEATURES

• 7 positions

Jasper
Art. No.: ............... 410035
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 63 x 75 x 122 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 5.0 kg
Pack size: .............. 63 x 15 x 102 cm
Max load: .............. 150 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

FEATURES

• 7 positions
• Head support
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Ergo Flexi Comfort
Banff
Art. No.: ............... 410034
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 73 x 75 x 122 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 5.3 kg
Pack size: .............. 73 x 11 x 100 cm
Max load: .............. 150 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

FEATURES

• 7 positions

Waterton
Art. No.: ............... 410036
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 70 x 200 x 49 cm (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 6.8 kg
Pack size: .............. 70 x 81 x 22 cm
Max load: .............. 150 kg
Pieces per carton:... 1

FEATURES

• Detachable pillow
• 5 positions

Outdoor Furniture
A practical, popular choice with campers, the smart ergonomic designs of the versatile Outdoor Furniture collection sees new designs for 2014. The New Foundland XL is higher and wider
than the current model and our new Organiser is a detachable pocket that can be placed on several items of furniture for all those small belongings that need to be kept within reach. The
Melville, Ontario and Columbia chairs come in new and improved pack sizes.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
Fabric of high quality textiline
Aluminium frame
No assembly required
Lightweight and easy to carry

Melville
Columbia
Art. No.: ............... 410031
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 58 x 80 x 118 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 4.7 kg
Pack size: .............. 58 x 15 x 103 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

FEATURES

• Head support
• 7 positions
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Art. No.: ............... 410030
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 58 x 80 x 118 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 4.6 kg
Pack size: .............. 58 x 15 x 103 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

FEATURES

• 7 positions

Ontario
Art. No.: ............... 410029
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 60 x 70 x 105 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 4.5 kg
Pack size: .............. 60 x 15 x 90 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

FEATURES

• 7 positions

Outdoor Furniture
Towel L

Pillow
Art. No.: ............... 661330
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Open size: ............. 38 x 18 x 6 cm (WxDxH)
Pieces per carton:... 20

• Fabric of high quality textiline
• No assembly required

Cushion L
410024
100% polyester
50 x 125 cm (WxL)
App. 0.75 kg
50 x 84 cm
10

Padded cushion for best comfort
Cords for easy attachment
Fabric of high quality polyester
Fits Melville and Columbia chair

Cushion M
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fabric of high quality cotton
Resistant surface
Cords for easy attachment
Fits Melville and Columbia chair

Towel M

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

410022
100% cotton
50 x 125 cm (WxL)
App. 0.35 kg
10

FEATURES

FEATURES

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pieces per carton:...

410021
100% cotton
50 x 113 cm (WxL)
App. 0.3 kg
10

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Fabric of high quality cotton
Resistant surface
Cords for easy attachment
Fits Ontario chair

Organiser
410023
100% polyester
50 x 113 cm (WxL)
App. 0.65 kg
50 x 72 cm
10

Padded cushion for best comfort
Cords for easy attachment
Fabric of high quality polyester
Fits Ontario chair

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

410032
100% polyester
35.5 x 34 x 2 cm (WxLxH)
App. 0.16 kg
10

• Mesh pockets for easy overview
• Adjustable straps
• Suitable for many purposes

Outdoor Furniture
GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
Fabric of high quality textiline
Aluminium frame
No assembly required
Lightweight and easy to carry

Devon Lounger

New Foundland

New Foundland XL

Art. No.: ............... 661300
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 62 x 190 x 29 cm (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 5.5 kg
Pack size: .............. 62 x 79 x 21 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 1

Art. No.: ............... 661290
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 58 x 188 x 32 cm (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 4.9 kg
Pack size: .............. 58 x 79 x 16 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 1

Art. No.: ............... 410028
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 70 x 200 x 49 cm (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 5.7 kg
Pack size: .............. 70 x 23 x 81 cm
Max load: .............. 150 kg
Pieces per carton:... 1

FEATURES

• 7 positions
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FEATURES

• 5 positions
• Detachable pillow

FEATURES

• 5 positions
• Detachable pillow

Outdoor Furniture

Hudson Relax Chair

Nova Reclining Chair

Victoria

Art. No.: ............... 661220
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 68 x 100 x 115 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 7.5 kg
Pack size: .............. 68 x 21 x 100 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 1

Art. No.: ............... 661240
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 67 x 90 x 127 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 5.2 kg
Pack size: .............. 67 x 29 x 122 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 1

Art. No.: ............... 661310
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 58 x 188 x 32 cm (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 5.3 kg
Pack size: .............. 58 x 79 x 18 cm
Max load: .............. 125 kg
Pieces per carton:... 1

FEATURES

• Slide positions with lock
• Side cup holder table

FEATURES

• 7 positions

FEATURES

• 5 positions
• Detachable pillow
• Sunshade

Outdoor Furniture
GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
Aluminium frame
No assembly required
Lightweight and easy to carry

Baffin
Art. No.: ............... 410011
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 42 x 42 x 46 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 1.9 kg
Pack size: .............. 9 x 42 x 60 cm
Max load: .............. 75 kg
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• 2 in 1 table and footrest

Yukon
Art. No.: ............... 661270
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 40 x 42 x 46 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 0.5 kg
Pack size: .............. 6 x 42 x 61 cm
Max load: .............. 75 kg
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• Multipurpose stool and footrest

Northwest
Art. No.: ............... 661260
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 35 x 39 x 70 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 1.1 kg
Pack size: .............. 35 x 8 x 49 cm
Max load: .............. 75 kg
Pieces per carton:... 6

Alberta
Art. No.: ............... 661280
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 47 x 90 x 45 cm (WxDxH)
Weight: ................ App. 1.3 kg
Pack size: .............. 47 x 90 x 7 cm
Max load: .............. 50 kg
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• Multipurpose footrest
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Nain Low Table
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

410025
Aluminium
40 x 40 x 30 cm (WxLxH)
App. 0.9 kg
40 x 40 x 3 cm
10

Outdoor Furniture
A new range of Outdoor furniture with two chairs in stylish stripe designs is an ideal complement to our new Privilege tents. Both the Kenora and Fergus chairs are made with an aluminium
frame, adjustable with five positions, and strong, durable PVC coated woven polyester fabric. Kenora has a high back for head support with a detachable pillow

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
Fabric of high quality textiline
Aluminium frame
No assembly required
Lightweight and easy to carry
5 positions
Small pack size

Kenora

Fergus

Art. No.: ............... 410026
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 58 x 65 x 114 (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 5.7 kg
Pack size: .............. 58 x 11 x 95 cm
Max load: .............. 110 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

Art. No.: ............... 410027
Fabric: .................. Textiline, 100% woven polyester,
coated
Frame: ................. Aluminium
Open size: ............. 58 x 65 x 103 (WxLxH)
Weight: ................ App. 4.35 kg
Pack size: .............. 58 x 10 x 82 cm
Max load: .............. 110 kg
Pieces per carton:... 4

FEATURES

• Detachable pillow

Weatherproof Tables
The range features popular designs and our new Outdoor furniture weatherproof tables – Storm Table and Cloudy Table. Lightweight
tables Stettler and Jamestown with aluminium frames are also new this season. Stettler is for larger families and the leg design ensures
no bumping the table when sitting down. Our bamboo top table range has been extended with a small Calgary and a new Marilla Picnic
Table Set; bamboo is very durable regarding heat and water. Charlotte Town now has a storage pouch.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Opens and folds in seconds
• No assembly required
• Table top resistant to UV rays, weather
proof and resilient to scratching and
abrasion

Cloudy Table
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

• Adjustable legs

Storm Table
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

• Adjustable legs
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530033
Powder coated steel
90 x 132 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
App. 16 kg
90 x 132 x 7 cm
50 kg
1

530029
Powder coated steel
70 x 100 x 65/79 cm (WxLxH)
App. 10 kg
70 x 100 x 5 cm
30 kg
1

Tables
GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
Lightweight
Adjustable legs
Small pack size

Jamestown
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Stettler
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

530024
Aluminium
79 x 151 x 72 (WxLxH)
App. 6.6 kg
146 x 23 x 22 cm
30 kg
1

• Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

530025
Aluminium
70 x 115 x 74 cm (WxLxH)
App. 9.4 kg
70 x 115 x 7 cm
30 kg
1

Hamilton Grey
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

660974
Aluminium
80 x 150 x 43/65/70 cm (WxLxH)
App. 7.0 kg
82 x 78 x 8 cm
30 kg
1

Bamboo Tables

Marilla Picnic Table Set

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............

Durable bamboo tabletop with aluminium frame
Opens and folds in seconds
Practical handles for easy portability
Lightweight
Small pack size

Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Dawson Picnic Table
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530028
100% polyester
Aluminium
Table: 60 x 120 x 62/70 cm (WxLxH)
Stool: 41 x 28 x 36 cm (WxDxH)
App. 8.1 kg
61 x 60 x 8 cm
Table: 30 kg, Stool 100 kg
1

FEATURES

660979
Aluminium
86 x 150 x 67 cm (WxLxH)
App. 12.9 kg
86 x 36 x 10 cm
Table: 50 kg, Chairs: 100 kg
1

• Adjustable height of the table
• Additional organiser

Calgary S
Calgary L
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...
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Calgary M
660975
Aluminium
120 x 90 x 68 cm (WxLxH)
App. 8.4 kg
60 x 90 x 7 cm
30 kg
1

Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

660976
Aluminium
90 x 90 x 68 cm (WxLxH)
App. 7.4 kg
90 x 45 x 7 cm
30 kg
1

Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

530027
Aluminium
75 x 55 x 59 cm (WxDxH)
App. 3.5 kg
75 x 74 x 4 cm
30 kg
1

• Additional mesh shelf

Folding Tables

Hamilton
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
Lightweight
Adjustable legs
Small pack size
Practical handles for easy portabiliy

Fredericton
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530012
Aluminium
120 x 68 cm (Dia.xH)
App. 6.9 kg
61 x 120 x 7 cm
30 kg
1

Toronto L
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530015
Aluminium
80 x 150 x 43/65/70 cm (WxLxH)
App. 7.8 kg
82 x 78 x 8 cm
30 kg
1

530016
Aluminium
80 x 180 x 68 cm (WxLxH)
App. 8.2 kg
80 x 45 x 14 cm
30 kg
1

Toronto M
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530017
Aluminium
80 x 120 x 68 cm (WxLxH)
App. 5.8 kg
60 x 80 x 7 cm
30 kg
1

Folding Tables
Charlotte Town With Storage Pouch
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530026
100% polyester
Aluminium/steel
39 x 50 x 33 cm (WxLxH)
App. 2.4 kg
10 x 43 x 9 cm
50 kg
6

FEATURES

• Ideal for coolers or fridge/freezer
units
• Non slip rubber at cross bars
• Additional storage pouch
• Lightweight

Halifax L
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

660980
Aluminium
80 x 110 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
App. 7.2 kg
112 x 21 x 13 cm
30 kg
4

Opens and folds in seconds
Lightweight
Adjustable legs
Small pack size
Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Halifax S
Art. No.: ...............
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
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660990
Aluminium
55 x 84 x 70 cm (WxLxH)
App. 4.7 kg
97 x 17 x 13 cm
30 kg
4

Opens and folds in seconds
Lightweight
Adjustable legs
Small pack size
Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Kitchen Tables
Our Kitchen Table collection offers safe, stable space for meal preparation and cooking with storage options add to convenience on site. For 2014, the range has been developed further
with the Vancouver and Regina models featuring bamboo table top plus the new Camrose delivering plenty of storage space. All the tables’ storage space is made from durable embossed
polyester fabric with zip closure that can be folded away neatly for access.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
Sturdy aluminium frame
Mesh ventilation for air circulation
Windshield included
Adjustable legs
Small pack size
Includes carrybag for easy storage and
portability
• Fully closed shelves
• Organiser pockets

Richmond Kitchen Table

Camrose Kitchen Table
Sudbury Kitchen Table
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530034
100% polyester
Aluminium
91 x 51 x 80/100 cm (WxDxH)
App. 6.8 kg
91 x 49 x 10 cm
30 kg
1

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530031
100% polyester
Aluminium
165 x 48 x 99 cm (WxDxH)
App. 10.4 kg
81 x 55 x 11 cm
30 kg
1

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

530019
100% polyester
Aluminium
122 x 50 x 82/107 cm (WxDxH)
App. 8.0 kg
123 x 50 x 10 cm
30 kg
1

• With collapsible water basin
• Closed room for bin or gas
cartridge

Kitchen Tables
Vancouver Kitchen Table With Bamboo Tabletop

Regina Kitchen Table With Bamboo Tabletop

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530030
100% polyester
Aluminium
143 x 47 x 105 cm (WxDxH)
App. 7.4 kg
76 x 47 x 12 cm
30 kg
1

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

530032
100% polyester
Aluminium
80 x 45 x 79 cm (WxDxH)
App. 5.3 kg
80 x 45 x 15 cm
30 kg
1

FEATURES

Roll-up top
Additional mesh shelf
Windshield included
Covered shelf
Two side tables
Sturdy aluminium frame
Durable bamboo table top
Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sturdy aluminium frame
Fully covered shelf
No assembly required
Lightweight - easy to carry
Durable bamboo table top
Includes carrybag for easy
storage and portability

Windshield
Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

661020
61 x 25 x 33 cm (WxDxH)
App. 1.4 kg
61 x 25 x 1 cm
20

• Windshield to place on table
• Easy placing on all kitchen table
tops
• Lightweight and easy to carry
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Cupboards and Wardrobes
Camping comfort is assured with practical storage options for food, cooking equipment, clothes and personal items. Fast to set up and stable in use, the designs are ideal for family
campers, keeping clothes and equipment clean, tidy and secure. Tents can be kitted out quickly and models packed neatly with strong zips ensuring easy access to the shelves and tight
closure. All cupboards, wardrobes and storage baskets continue unchanged.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
Removable shelves
Organiser pockets
Hanging hooks on side
Mesh ventilation for air circulations
Small pack size
Includes carrybag for easy storage
and portability

Antigua

Nevis

Lucia
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530008
100% polyester
Aluminium
60 x 60 x 100.5 cm (WxDxH)
App. 11.0 kg
60 x 60 x 8.5 cm
30 kg
1

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530006
100% polyester
Aluminium
84 x 50 x 80 cm (WxDxH)
App. 11.3 kg
84 x 50 x 9 cm
30 kg
1

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530007
100% polyester
Aluminium
60 x 48 x 80 cm (WxDxH)
App. 8.4 kg
60 x 48 x 8 cm
30 kg
1

Cupboards and Wardrobes
GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opens and folds in seconds
No assembly required
Sturdy aluminium frame
Removable shelves
Organiser pockets
Hanging hooks on side
Mesh ventilation for air circulation
Small pack size
Includes carrybag for easy storage and
portability

Bermuda

Domingo
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...
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530003
100% polyester
Aluminium
60 x 50 x 98 cm (WxDxH)
App. 6.9 kg
60 x 58 x 14 cm
30 kg
1

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530004
100% polyester
Aluminium
60 x 50 x 140 cm (WxDxH)
App. 9.3 kg
60 x 78 x 14 cm
30 kg
1

Martinique
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530005
100% polyester
Aluminium
107 x 50 x 140 cm (WxDxH)
App. 12.2 kg
107 x 73 x 14 cm
30 kg
1

Cupboards and Wardrobes

Bahamas
Aruba
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530010
100% polyester
Aluminium
102 x 50 x 82 cm (WxDxH)
App. 9.5 kg
102 x 51 x 12 cm
30 kg
1

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Frame: .................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Max load: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530009
100% polyester
Aluminium
72 x 50 x 82 cm (WxDxH)
App. 7.4 kg
72 x 52 x 15 cm
30 kg
1

Storage Baskets
Folding Storage Basket XL
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

590383
100% polyester
33 x 33 x 66 cm (WxDxH)
33 x 33 x 5 cm
10

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

• Alloy frame
• Comfortable handle on the side
• Small pack size

590382
100% polyester
46 x 33 x 26 cm (WxDxH)
46 x 33 x 3 cm
10

FEATURES

• Alloy frame
• Comfortable handle on the side
• Small pack size

Folding Storage Basket M

Folding Storage Basket S

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

590381
100% polyester
43 x 33 x 15 cm (WxDxH)
43 x 33 x 3 cm
10

• Alloy frame
• Comfortable handle on the side
• Small pack size
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FEATURES

Store Basket L

Folding Storage Basket L

590380
100% polyester
30 x 19 x 15 cm (WxDxH)
30 x 19 x 3 cm
10

• Alloy frame
• Comfortable handle on the side
• Small pack size

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

530023
100% polyester
39 x 39 x 24 cm (WxDxH)
39 x 39 x 3 cm
10

FEATURES

• Fabric of high quality textiline
• Reversible
• Small pack size

Store Basket M
Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

530022
100% polyester
39 x 21 x 20 cm (WxDxH)
39 x 21 x 3 cm
10

• Fabric of high quality textiline
• Reversible
• Small pack size

Eating together is at the heart of building unforgettable family moments, with appetites boosted by
fresh air, activity and fun. The new collection of portable gas Burner Stoves in three ranges – Chef
Cooker, Gourmet Cooker and Appetizer – offers high performance options whilst the neat Roast Gas
BBQ and Asado Gas BBQ Grills extend campsite cooking flexibility with clean, convenient heat. Our
tabletop gas stoves have steel bodies with stainless steel burners for reliable performance without
compromise, removable, easy to clean pan supports and a secure one-click closing mechanism on Chef
and Gourmet models. Close flame adjustment when cooking and convenient auto piezo ignition ensure
cooks stay in control. Focused consideration of campers’ needs has resulted in models that extend a
wide balanced choice to meet all outdoor cooking demands. Two and three burner designs, fold-out
windshields and non-stick griddle options offer versatile meal preparation with a removable stainless
steel drip tray under the grill. A new Grill Starter helps to speed up charcoal readiness for traditional
barbecue grilling.

BURNER
STOVES
& GRILLS

BURNER STOVES
& GRILLS
FEATURES
OUR STOVE DESIGNS ARE MADE FROM TOP QUALITY MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURED TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS AND TESTED FOR RELIABILITY IN REAL-LIFE
CONDITIONS. MEALS CAN BE COOKED ON STABLE, EASY TO OPERATE, EASY TO CLEAN
BURNERS AND PAN SUPPORTS THAT OFFER DURABILITY AND TOP PERFORMANCE BENEFITTING
FROM PREMIUM DESIGN FEATURES SUCH AS THE STAINLESS STEEL BURNERS AND SECURE
ONE-CLICK LID CLOSURE MECHANISM.

IndIvIduAl COntrOlled
BURNERS WITH ALUMINIUM
sCrew ButtOns
Gas flow is controlled
accurately to each individual
burner and grill to deliver the
right amount of heat.
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STAINLESS STEEL BURNERS
Quality materials ensure
easy cleaning and long-life
performance.

remOveABle stAInless
STEEL DRIP TRAY
Cooking juices and spills are
caught by an easy to remove
and clean drip tray.

PIezO IGnItIOn
The integral gas ignition
system makes lighting
simple, safe and reliable,
especially in breezy
conditions, removing the
need to rely on matches or
lighters.

new ClOsInG meChAnIsm
Lids on the Chef and
Gourmet models are simply
and securely held shut by a
one-click closure mechanism
that can be released quickly.

WINDSHIELDS
Easy to set up for effective
shelter of the burners from
breezes and draughts.

Chef Cookers
the Chef Cooker range brings premium quality to Outdoor cooking with burner ring and griddle options plus top features that make campsite cooking a joy. For freestanding stove use, an optional extra package features four sturdy legs with a small cupboard attachment and a carrybag that can hold legs, cupboard and burner stove for convenience in transport and safe storage.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removable stainless steel drip tray
Non-stick grill
New windshield design protection
Auto piezo ignition
Secure one-click lid closure
Stable high heat output burners
Stainless steel burners
Individual controlled burners
Removable easy to clean pan supports
Anti-slip rubber feet
CE approved

Chef Cooker 3-Burner Stove w/Grill
Art. No.: ............... 650258
650259 (Germany)
Weight: ................ App. 5.2 kg
Pack size: .............. 60 x 30 x 12 cm
Source: ................. Gas
Pieces per carton:... 2

FEATURES

• Two 1900W burners and 1300W grill
• Compatible with Chef Cooker Base
Stand

Chef Cooker Base Stand
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............

650305
60 x 35 x 50 cm
App. 3.5 kg
58 x 7 x 37 cm
100% Polyester /
Steel legs*
Pieces per carton:... 6
* Does not include burner

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Easy assembling
Sturdy steel legs
Adjustable legs
Small packsize
Includes carrybag
for easy storage
• Two shelves with zip
opening front

Chef Cooker 2-Burner Stove w/Grill
Art. No.: ............... 650256
650257 (Germany)
Weight: ................ App. 5.4 kg
Pack size: .............. 60 x 30 x 12 cm
Source: ................. Gas
Pieces per carton:... 2

FEATURES

• 1900W burner and 1800W grill
• Compatible with Chef Cooker
Base Stand

Gourmet Cookers
The excellent range of top performing Gourmet Cooker gas stoves includes two double burner models – one with a lid and one without plus a three burner model with a grill underneath –
great for making toast! The compact 2-burner stove with a lid uses it as part of an integral windshield whilst the version without a lid can also be used to keep food warm on a table top.
Packed with Outwell premium features, Gourmet Cookers will bring out the chef in all campers.

GENERAL FEATURES

Gourmet Cooker 3-Burner Stove w/Grill

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New windshield design protection
Auto piezo ignition
Secure one-click lid closure
Stable high heat output burners
Stainless steel burners
Individual controlled burners
Removable easy to clean pan
supports
• Anti-slip rubber feet
• CE approved

Art. No.: ............... 650260
650261 - (Germany)
Weight: ................ App. 5.3 kg
Pack size: .............. 55 x 30 x 10.5 cm
Source: ................. Gas
Pieces per carton:... 2

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Two 1900W burners and 1300W toaster
Collapsible for small pack size
Windshield protection
Auto piezo ignition
Removable grate, easy to clean
Secure one-click lid closure

Gourmet Cooker 2-Burner Stove w/Lid
Art. No.: ............... 650264
650265 - (Germany)
Weight: ................ App. 2.2 kg
Pack size: .............. 46 x 25 x 9 cm
Source: ................. Gas
Pieces per carton:... 4

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
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2 x 1400W burners
Windshield protection
Removable grate, easy to clean
Secure one-click lid closure

Gourmet Cooker 2-Burner Stove
Art. No.: ............... 650262
650263 - (Germany)
Weight: ................ App. 1.6 kg
Pack size: .............. 46 x 25 x 9 cm
Source: ................. Gas
Pieces per carton:... 4

FEATURES

• 2 x 1400W burners
• Removable grate, easy to clean
• Stainless steel burners

Appetizer Cookers
maintaining the high standards of quality and performance that are at the heart of Outwell, the compact Appetizer Cooker range is carefully designed to be more accessible to a wider
cross-section of campers who seek the stamp of reliability afforded by our signature logo. The neatly focused range consists of three burner stoves – the Single Burner, 2-Burner Folding
Stove and 3-Burner with grill.

GENERAL FEATURES
• CE approved
• Individual controlled burners

Appetizer Cooker Single Burner
Art. No.: ...............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Source: .................
Pieces per carton:...

650268
App. 1.7 kg
34 x 30 x 8.5 cm
Gas
6

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

1900W burner
Using MSF-1A butane cartridge (not included)
Built-in compartment for gas cartridge
Auto piezo ignition
Anti-slip rubber feet

Appetizer Cooker 2-Burner Folding Stove
Art. No.: ...............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Source: .................
Pieces per carton:...

Appetizer Cooker 3-Burner Stove w/Grill
Art. No.: ............... 650269
650270 (Germany)
Weight: ................ App. 4.0 kg
Pack size: .............. 58 x 32 x 8 cm
Source: ................. Gas
Pieces per carton:... 2

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Two 1600W burners and 1300W grill
Collapsible for small pack size
Windshield protection
Auto piezo ignition
Anti-slip rubber feet

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

650303
App. 1.8 kg
53 x 22 x 9 cm
Gas
6

Two 3200W burners
Collapsible for small pack size
Anti-slip rubber feet
Variable heat control
Stable high heat output burners
Individual connection to butane cartridge
Sturdy burner grate
Stainless steel burners

Gas Grills
New for this season, the Roast Gas BBQ with side tables and Asado Gas BBQ will transform campers’ cooking experiences with clean, convenient barbecues and no need to wait for charcoal to be ready. Both grills have a lid with handle and very stable, fold-out legs; Asado also has side handles. The Roast has twin side tables – really handy for resting serving plates.
Easy to clean, the grill shelf is quickly removed and Roast has secure lid fastening.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Compact portable gas stove
• CE approved
• Heat resistant lid handle

Asado Gas BBQ
Art. No.: ...............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Source: .................
Pieces per carton:...

Roast Gas BBQ w/Side table
Art. No.: ...............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Source: .................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
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650266
App. 7.7 kg
63 x 44 x 7.5 cm
Gas
2

3600W Grill
Non-stick grill
Auto piezo ignition
Stable high heat output burners
Stainless steel burners
Side table also to serve as cocking plate

FEATURES

650267
App. 2.9 kg
52.5 x 30 x 30 cm
Gas
4

• 2600W Grill
• Lava rocks included
• Legs folding up for
easy storage

Gap Grill Tools
Art. No.: ...............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

590770
App. 0.7 kg
45 x 11 x 3 cm
Stainless steel
10

All in stainless steel
Grill brush and scraper – 36 cm
Spatula – 36 cm
Tongs – 36 cm
Practical carrybag

Grills
Barbecuing on our Cazal grills could hardly be any easier. simply open up, fill with charcoal, light up, add the grill and go! with three sizes to handle all family needs, the neat range also
features the Gap Grill Tools set of spatula, tongs and grill scraper – all in stainless steel. The new Grill Starter makes cooking much easier by getting charcoal ready faster. There is also a
new smart-looking Fire Bowl to create the cosiness of an open fire.

Cazal Portable Compact Grill
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............
Source: .................
Pieces per carton:...

650068
30 x 29 x 29 cm
App. 2.1 kg
30 x 23 x 4 cm
Steel
Wood or charcoal
6

FEATURES

• Folds up – no assembly required
• Unique design provides generous
space for charcoal
• Small pack size
• Practical carry handle

Cazal Fire Pit
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

650291
52.5 x 52.5 x 40 cm
App. 3.0 kg
45 x 45 x 32 cm
Steel
4

Folds up – no assembly required
Incl. cooking grate
Tool for operating hot lid and grate
Small packsize

Cazal Portable Feast Grill

Cazal Portable Grill

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............
Source: .................
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............
Source: .................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

650069
49 x 45 x 45 cm
App. 7.9 kg
66 x 45 x 3.5 cm
Steel
Wood or charcoal
4

• Folds up – no assembly required
• Unique design provides generous
space for charcoal
• Small pack size
• Practical carry handle

FEATURES

590750
45 x 30 x 35 cm
App. 3.0 kg
45 x 46 x 3 cm
Steel
Wood or charcoal
6

• Folds up – no assembly required
• Unique design provides generous
space for charcoal
• Small pack size
• Practical carry handle

Cazal Collapsible Grill Starter
Art. No.: ...............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

650271
App. 1.6 kg
27 x 21.5 x 2/13 cm
Steel
6

Folds up – no assembly required
Easily starts your barbecue
For charcoal use
Heat resistant handle

INNOVATIVE

FAMILY
CAMPING

Cazal Portable Grill
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At Outwell, we know that cooking and eating together are central to building unforgettable family
moments outdoors so the drive for innovation and style continues with our family-friendly ranges of
cookware and tableware. Whether rustling up breakfast, cooking up a three course meal or relaxing
with a barbecue, Outwell has the perfect pan or pot for each job, complemented by smart plates,
bowls, mugs, glasses and cooking essentials that reflect the attention to detail seen throughout all
the tent and equipment collections. There are plenty of new items and colours in the popular Collaps
range plus new dimensions to the biodegradable Bamboo range; Bella acrylic tableware is a completely
new range of Pitcher and Glasses set; the ever reliable Melamine ranges remain unchanged. Our water
carriers offer convenient storage on site whilst flasks are ideal for days out. No camping holiday would
be complete without a trusty kettle – all of ours whistle a cheery warning when the water boils.

COOKING &
TABLEWARE

Delicious Cookware
Camping chefs would be proud to own the smart sophistication and practical detail of Delicious Cookware for creating fantastic meals for hungry campers; a new 4L pot now joins the lineup. The black outers and white non-stick ceramic coatings over aluminium add style to any camp kitchen, delivering reliable performance plus easy care in neat packages. Handy to store
and all items can be used on induction hobs.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Can be used on induction hobs
• Durable non-stick ceramic coating

Delicious Pot 4L
Art. No.: ............... 650249
Size:..................... 23 cm
Material: ............... Aluminum with
ceramic finish
Volume: ................ 4L
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• Stainless steel lid included

Delicious Pot 2.5L
Art. No.: ............... 650128
Size:..................... 20 cm
Material: ............... Aluminum with
ceramic finish
Volume: ................ 2.5L
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• Stainless steel lid included
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Delicious Cookware
Delicious Pan 26 cm
Art. No.: ............... 650130
Size:..................... 26 cm
Material: ............... Aluminum with
ceramic finish
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• Detachable handle

Delicious Casserole 1.5L
Art. No.: ............... 650129
Size:..................... 18 cm
Material: ............... Aluminum with
ceramic finish
Volume: ................ 1.5L
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• Detachable handle
• Stainless steel lid included

Delicious Wok
Art. No.: ............... 650131
Size:..................... 24 cm
Material: ............... Aluminum with
ceramic finish
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• Stainless steel lid included
• Detachable handle

Feast Cook Sets
Packing together for storage and transport, all pots and pans in the Feast Cook Sets are made in quality aluminium with a durable non-stick cooking surface and a ferrous insert for use on
induction hobs. Black soft-touch handles complement the smart matt grey finish, making all of the pots, pans and stainless steel lids safer to lift and carry when hot. Detachable handles
on the Saucepans and Frying Pans ensure a neat stack in the Casserole Pot.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Soft-touch handles for safer lifting
Can be used on induction hobs
Stainless steel lid
Pack together neatly for storage
and transport
• Durable non-stick coating
• Includes a carrybag for convenient
storage and easy transport

Feast Set L
Art. No.: ............... 650133
Material: ............... Aluminium with
non-stick finish
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

1
1
1
1

Casserole Pot (5L)
Saucepan with detachable handle (2L)
Frying Pan with detachable handle (24 cm)
Lid (fits Pot and Frying Pan)

Feast Set M
Art. No.: ............... 650132
Material: ............... Aluminium with
non-stick finish
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
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1
1
1
1

Casserole Pot (3L)
Saucepan with detachable handle (1.5L)
Frying Pan with detachable handle (20 cm)
Lid (fits Pot and Frying Pan)

Cuisine Cook Sets
Neat nesting storage plus stylish quality mark out the Cuisine Cook Sets as worthy of the Outwell logo. All of the pots and their frying pan lids are made from quality aluminium with a
durable non-stick finish in contemporary black and cream colourways; each set comes complete with a reliable, handy universal gripper. Available in two sizes, the L set has three pots
and three lids that double as frying pans whilst the M set has two of each.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Includes a carrybag for convenient
storage and easy transport
• Quality aluminium with durable
non-stick finish
• Nest neatly together to take up
minimal space

Cuisine Cook Set L
Art. No.: ............... 530832
Material: ............... Aluminium with
non-stick finish
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• 3 Pots – 1L, 1.5L and 3L
• 3 Frying pans/Lids; 16.5 cm, 19 cm and
22 cm (Dia.)
• 1 Universal Gripper

Cuisine Cook Set M
Art. No.: ............... 530831
Material: ............... Aluminium with
non-stick finish
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• 2 Pots – 1L and 1.5L
• 2 Frying pans/Lids; 16.5 cm and
19 cm (Dia.)
• 1 Universal Gripper

Collaps Kitchenware
Collaps kitchenware continues to be popular for its smart looks and ingenious combination of material and innovative designs. The collection grows larger with new colours – red and blue
– joining lime green plus new items, including Collaps Baskets, a Collaps Bucket with Lid and Collaps Storage Box. A collapsible bowl set and food boxes are also new for 2014 as well as
new knife sets – one with a peeler, Broom and Dustpan plus a family cutlery set.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Collapsible
Easy to open, use and fold away
Small pack size
Break resistant

Collaps Bucket w/lid
Art. No.: ............... 650224 (Green)
650225 (Blue)
650226 (Red)
Open size: ............. 24 x 31 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: .............. 5.5 x 31 cm
Material: ............... Silicone and plastic
Volume: ................ 7.5L
Pieces per carton:... 6

Collaps Storage Box
Collaps Basket
Art. No.: ............... 650276 (Green)
650278 (Blue)
650277 (Red)
Open size: ............. 57.5 x 43 x 25 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: .............. 57.5 x 43 x 9.5 cm
Material: ............... Silicone and plastic
Pieces per carton:... 6
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Art. No.: ............... 650237
650238
650239
Open size: ............. 32 x 24
Pack size: .............. 32 x 24
Material: ............... Silicone
Pieces per carton:... 10

(Green)
(Blue)
(Red)
x 17.5 cm (WxDxH)
x 5.5 cm
and plastic

Collaps Kitchenware
Collaps Bowl S
Art. No.: ............... 650112 (Green)
650209 (Blue)
650210 (Red)
Open size: ............. 9 x 20.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: .............. 4 x 20.5 cm
Material: ............... Silicone and plastic
Pieces per carton:... 10

Collaps Bowl M
Art. No.: ............... 650113 (Green)
650211 (Blue)
650212 (Red)
Open size: ............. 9.5 x 23.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: .............. 4 x 23.5 cm
Material: ............... Silicone and plastic
Pieces per carton:... 10

Collaps Colander

Collaps Bowl L

Art. No.: ............... 650115 (Green)
650230 (Blue)
650231 (Red)
Open size: ............. 9 x 24 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: .............. 3.5 x 24 cm
Material: ............... Silicone and plastic
Pieces per carton:... 10

Art. No.: ............... 650114 (Green)
650213 (Blue)
650214 (Red)
Open size: ............. 10.5 x 27.8 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: .............. 4 x 27.8 cm
Material: ............... Silicone and plastic
Pieces per carton:... 10

Collaps Kitchenware
GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Collapsible
Small pack size
Easy to open and fold
Break resistant

Collaps Washing Bowl
Art. No.: ............... 650116 (Green)
650217 (Blue)
650218 (Red)
Open size: ............. 38 x 28 x 12 cm (WxDxH)
Pack size: .............. 37.5 x 28 x 5 cm
Material: ............... Silicone and plastic
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• Collaps board fits as lid

Collaps Board
Art. No.: ............... 650117
650215
650216
Open size: ............. 41 x 28
Material: ............... Silicone
Pieces per carton:... 10

(Green)
(Blue)
(Red)
x 0.8 cm (WxDxH)
and plastic

Collaps Kettle
Art. No.: ............... 650127 (Green)
650203 (Blue)
650204 (Red)
Pack size: .............. 4.5 x 15.5 cm (HxDia.)
Material: ............... Stainless steel and
silicone
Volume: ................ 1.5L
Pieces per carton:... 12

FEATURES

• Fits as lid to Collaps Washing Bowl

Cutting Board
Art. No.: ............... 650219 (Green)
650220 (Blue)
650221 (Red)
Open size: ............. 35.5 x 25 cm (WxD)
Material: ............... Silicone and plastic
Pieces per carton:... 10
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Collaps Kitchenware

Collaps Pot w/lid 2.5L
Art. No.: ............... 650124 (Green)
650205 (Blue)
650206 (Red)
Pack size: .............. 4.5 x 27 cm (HxDia.)
Material: ............... Stainless steel and silicone
Volume: ................ 2.5L
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• 2.5L Pot
• Silicone Lid

Collaps Pot w/colander & lid 4.5L
Art. No.: ............... 650125 (Green)
650207 (Blue)
650208 (Red)
Pack size: .............. 5.5 x 33.5 cm (HxDia.)
Material: ............... Stainless steel and silicone
Volume: ................ 4.5L
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• 4.5L Pot
• Colander fitting into Pot
• Silicone Lid

Cooking Accessories
Knife Set Grey/Green
Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

Dishwasher Brush
Art. No.: ............... 650227 (Green)
650228 (Blue)
Open size: ............. 9 x 6.5 cm (HxDia.)
Material: ............... Plastic
Pieces per carton:... 10

Compact size
Dishwasher safe
Built-in soap dispenser
Adjustable soap supply

Paring knife 8.5 cm
Bread knife 19.5 cm
Santoku knife 16.5 cm
Blade cover
Non-stick coated
Soft touch/non-slip handle

Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

Broom & Dustpan

Family Cutlery Set

Art. No.: ...............
Weight: ................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ............... 650250
Open size: ............. Knife 22 cm / Fork 20.5 cm /
Spoon 20.5 cm / Tea spoon 16 cm
Material: ............... Stainless steel
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
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Knife Set w/peeler Grey/Blue

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

650251
20 cm / 30 cm / 33 cm
PP handle
10

650229
App. 130 gram
Plastic/Polymex
10

Practical broom and dustpan set
Stores flat – small size and low weight
Easy cleaning in tents, tables etc.
Easy access to corners

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

Four knifes
Four forks
Four spoons
Four dessert spoons
Dishwasher safe

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

650252
21 cm / 31 cm / 31 cm
PP handle
10

Universal knife 20 cm
Bread knife 19.5 cm
Peeler 8 cm
Blade cover
Non-stick coated
Soft touch/non-slip handle
Peeler suitable for both left- and right-handed

Cooking Accessories
GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Collapsible
Small pack size
Easy to open and fold
Break resistant

Collaps Lunch Box

Collaps Bowl Set

Art. No.: ............... 650290
650289
Open size: ............. 21 x 15
Pack size: .............. 21 x 15
Material: ............... Silicone
Pieces per carton:... 12

Art. No.: ............... 650223 (Green)
650222 (Blue)
Open size: ............. Bowl S: 6.5 x 16 cm (HxDia.)
Bowl M: 8 x 19 cm (HxDia.)
Bowl L: 12 x 23 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: .............. 6.5 x 23 cm
Material: ............... Silicone
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

FEATURES

• 100% seated

Collaps Food Box M
Art. No.: ............... 650196
650243
Open size: ............. 20 x 13
Pack size: .............. 20 x 13
Material: ............... Silicone
Pieces per carton:... 12

FEATURES

• Suitable for microwave remember to move the lid

Including fork and spoon
Divided into two compartments
100% seated
Suitable for microwave remember to move the lid

Collaps Food Box Set

Collaps Food Box L
(Green)
(Blue)
x 8 cm (WxDxH)
x 3.5 cm
and plastic

(Green)
(Blue)
x 7 cm (WxDxH)
x 3 cm
and plastic

Art. No.: ............... 650197
650244
Open size: ............. 20 x 13
Pack size: .............. 20 x 13
Material: ............... Silicone
Pieces per carton:... 12

FEATURES

• Suitable for microwave remember to move the lid

(Green)
(Blue)
x 11 cm (WxDxH)
x 4 cm
and plastic

Art. No.: ............... 650198 (Green)
650245 (Blue)
Open size: ............. Food box S: 7 x 9.5 cm (HxDia.)
Food box M: 7.5 x 13.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pack size: .............. 4.5 x 13.5 cm
Material: ............... Silicone and plastic
Pieces per carton:... 12

FEATURES

• Suitable for microwave remember to move the lid

Bamboo Tableware
Our Bamboo tableware is made from biodegradable bamboo – if buried, it will break down to just the ground bamboo within few months. Sustainable, eco-friendly and extremely
practical (dishwasher-safe) with contemporary colours, Bamboo is a real talking point on site and smart enough to use at home. Smart, durable and dishwasher safe, a binding agent is
mixed with finely ground bamboo and then baked in a mould. New are breakfast sets with plates, bowls and cups plus a cup with lid for coffee on the road. New items joining our Bamboo
Picnic Sets – now with an enlarged cup – are two Plates, Mug and three sizes of Bowl with clean lines in stylish blue, Salad Bowl, Salad Server Set with salad bowl and four small bowls.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Eco friendly
Smart contemporary colourways
Made from sustainable bamboo
Biodegradable
Dishwasher safe

Bamboo Ocean Bowl S
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650286
13 cm
Biodegradable bamboo
24

Bamboo Ocean Mug
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650283
10 x 8 cm (HxDia.)
Biodegradable bamboo
24

Bamboo Ocean Bowl M
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650287
18 cm
Biodegradable bamboo
12

Bamboo Ocean Dessert Plate
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...
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650284
20 cm
Biodegradable bamboo
24

Bamboo Ocean Dinner Plate

Bamboo Ocean Bowl L

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650285
26 cm
Biodegradable bamboo
24

650288
23 cm
Biodegradable bamboo
6

Bamboo Tableware
Bamboo Cup
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650232
14 x 9.5 cm (HxDia.)
Biodegradable bamboo
12

FEATURES

• Heat resistant silicone lid and belt

Breakfast Bamboo Set 2 persons

Bamboo Salad Set
Art. No.: ............... 650236
Size:..................... Salat bowl: 11 x 25 cm (HxDia.)
Bowl: 7 x 14.5 cm (HxDia.)
Material: ............... Biodegradable bamboo
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

Art. No.: ............... 650233
Size:..................... Plate: 19.5 cm
Bowl: 4.5 cm x 14.5 cm (HxDia.)
Tumbler: 9 x 8 cm (HxDia.)
Material: ............... Biodegradable bamboo
Pieces per carton:... 8

FEATURES

• Salad bowl
• Four bowls

• Two Plates
• Two Tumblers
• Two Bowls

Breakfast Bamboo Set 4 persons
Bamboo Picnic Set 2 persons

Bamboo Picnic Set 4 persons

Art. No.: ............... 650240
Material: ............... Biodegradable bamboo
Pieces per carton:... 8

Art. No.: ............... 650241
Material: ............... Biodegradable bamboo
Pieces per carton:... 16

FEATURES

• Two Plates: 25 cm (Dia.)
• Two Coffee cups: 9 x 9 cm (HxDia.)
• Two Bowls: 6 x 14.5 cm (HxDia.)

FEATURES

• Four Plates: 25 cm (Dia.)
• Four Coffee cups: 9 x 9 cm (HxDia.)
• Four Bowls: 6 x 14.5 cm (HxDia.)

Art. No.: ............... 650242
Size:..................... Plate: 19.5 cm
Bowl: 4.5 cm x 14.5 cm (HxDia.)
Tumbler: 9 x 8 cm (HxDia.)
Material: ............... Biodegradable bamboo
Pieces per carton:... 16

FEATURES

• Four Plates
• Four Tumbles
• Four Bowls

Classical Melamine
Tough, lightweight and durable, melamine delivers reliable performance over time. Simplicity in style and quality in material are united in this classic use of black and white colourways for
a stunning design combination that delivers elegance to campsite dining tables. Versatility is assured with the flexible option to purchase all Picnic Set items separately to suit all campers’
dining needs. There is even an egg cup for breakfasts in style!

GENERAL FEATURES
• 100% melamine
• Break resistant
• Dishwasher safe

Classical Mug
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...
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650141
10.5 x 9 cm (HxDia.)
100% melamine
24

Classical Dessert Plate

Classical Dinner Plate

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650142
19 cm (Dia.)
100% melamine
24

Classical Egg Cup

Classical Tray

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650145
11.5 cm (Dia.)
100% melamine
24

650146
35.5 x 28.5 cm (LxW)
100% melamine
6

650143
25.5 cm (Dia.)
100% melamine
24

Classical Melamine
Classical Salad Bowl
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650147
12 x 25 cm (HxDia.)
100% melamine
6

Classical Bowl
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650144
7.5 x 15.5 cm (HxDia.)
100% melamine
24

Classical Picnic Set 2 persons

Classical Picnic Set 4 persons

Art. No.: ............... 650199
Size:..................... Mugs: 10.5 x 9 cm (HxDia.)
Dessert plates: 19 cm (Dia.)
Bowls: 7.5 x 15.5 cm (HxDia.)
Dinner plates: 25.5 cm (Dia.)
Material: ............... 100% melamine
Pieces per carton:... 8

Art. No.: ............... 650200
Size:..................... Mugs: 10.5 x 9 cm (HxDia.)
Dessert plates: 19 cm (Dia.)
Bowls: 7.5 x 15.5 cm (HxDia.)
Dinner plates: 25.5 cm (Dia.)
Material: ............... 100% melamine
Pieces per carton:... 16

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

Two
Two
Two
Two

Mugs
Dessert plates
Bowls
Dinner plates

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

Four
Four
Four
Four

Mugs
Dessert plates
Bowls
Dinner plates

Summer and Breeze Melamine
Outwell trademark stripes will lift the appearance of any dining table and the diners’ spirits as well. Bright and cheerful on the table, the whole family can share the fun from breakfast
to supper, with options for picnics, and the knowledge that durability is as much an integral part of the collection as the practical style it delivers. Ideal for barbecues at home as well, all
items are dishwasher safe.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Break resistant tableware
• 100% melamine
• Dishwasher safe

Summer Dessert Plate 20 cm
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650088
20 cm (Dia.)
100% melamine
24

Summer Deep Plate 20 cm
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

Summer Mug
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650090
9 x 7.5 cm (HxDia.)
100% melamine
24

Summer Dinner Plate 25 cm
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...
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650087
25 cm (Dia.)
100% melamine
24

650089
20 cm (Dia.)
100% melamine
24

Summer and Breeze Melamine

Summer Salad Bowl 20 cm

Summer Picnic Set for 2 persons

Breeze Picnic Set for 2 persons

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ............... 650085
Size:..................... Plates: 20 cm (Dia.)
Plates: 25 cm (Dia.)
Coffe cups: 9 x 7.5 cm (HxDia.)
Bowls: 15.5 cm (Dia.)
Material: ............... 100% melamine
Pieces per carton:... 8

Art. No.: ............... 650182
Material: ............... 100% melamine
Pieces per carton:... 8

650092
20 cm (Dia.)
100% melamine
6

FEATURES

• Two Dinner plates
• Two Dessert plates

Summer Bowl
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650091
15.5 cm (Dia.)
100% melamine
24

• Two Coffe cups
• Two Bowls

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

Two
Two
Two
Two

Dinner plates
Dessert plates
Mugs
Bowls

Summer Picnic Set for 4 persons

Breeze Picnic Set for 4 persons

Art. No.: ............... 650086
Size:..................... Plates: 20 cm (Dia.)
Plates: 25 cm (Dia.)
Coffe cups: 9 x 7.5 cm (HxDia.)
Bowls: 15.5 cm (Dia.)
Material: ............... 100% melamine
Pieces per carton:... 16

Art. No.: ............... 650183
Material: ............... 100% melamine
Pieces per carton:... 16

FEATURES

• Four Dinner plates
• Four Dessert plates

• Four Coffe cups
• Four Bowls

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Four
Four
Four
Four

Dinner plates
Dessert plates
Mugs
Bowls

Beverages
There is no need to give up on outstanding morning coffee with the Beverages collection from Outwell – or for leisurely post-supper sipping either. Our smart, practical Coffee Makers are
ideal for a fresh brew of ground coffee beans. Heading out for the day, a Thermo Tumbler is great for hot or cold drinks on the move whilst there is always a drink to hand with our Agita
stainless steel flasks and water bottles.

Agita Stainless Steel Flask
Art. No.: ............... 530769 (0.5L)
530770 (0.75L)
530771 (1.0L)
Material: ............... Stainless steel
Pieces per carton:... 12

FEATURES

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

Water Bottle
Art. No.: ............... 650178 (1000 ml)
650177 (600 ml)
Material: ............... Tritan bottle and
Stainless steel lid
Pieces per carton:... 12

Unbreakable steel flask
Easy to open and close
Keeps your drink either hot or cold
Practical lid cup

• Break resistant
• Dishwasher safe

Coffee Maker 8 cups
Art. No.: ............... 650176
Material: ............... Rubber coated
plastic
Volume: ................ 1000 ml
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

Thermo Tumbler 400 ml
Art. No.: ............... 650179 (Cream)
650180 (Blue)
Material: ............... Stainless steel with PP lid
Volume: ................ 400 ml
Pieces per carton:... 12

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
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Insulated drinking tumbler
Push-button opening/closing
Keeps drinks hot or cold
Break resistant

Coffee Maker 2 cups
Art. No.: ...............
Material: ...............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

650175
Rubber coated plastic
350 ml
6

• Easy to use
• Rubber coated thermal coffee maker
• Makes two cups

• Easy to use
• Rubber coated thermal coffee maker
• Makes eight cups

Tea Break Kettles
A kettle is an essential element in any camping trip – and not just for a lovely cup of tea at any time of day! Our Kettle collection offers options in sizes and colours to suit all campers’
needs. New for 2014 are 1.8L and 2.2L camping kettles with a low profile, heat-resistant handle and a button to open and close the pouring spout.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Removable lid
Easy pouring
Whistle
Stainless steel
Comfortable handle

Tea Break Kettle Black L
Art. No.: ...............
Material: ...............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

650280
Stainless steel
2.2L
12

Tea Break Kettle Black M
Art. No.: ...............
Material: ...............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

650279
Stainless steel
1.8L
12

Tea Break Kettle L
Tea Break Kettle M
Art. No.: ...............
Material: ...............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

650281
Stainless steel
1.8L
12

Art. No.: ...............
Material: ...............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

650282
Stainless steel
2.2L
12

Bella Acrylic Tableware
Bella acrylic tableware is a completely new collection of Glasses and a Pitcher Set designed to bring a touch of luxury to drinks on site. A wine glass and drinking glasses in medium and
large look like glass without breaking easily – important to avoid the painful consequences of a moment’s carelessness. Made from durable acrylic material, these glasses and pitcher are
strong and lightweight – ideal for camping use.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Acryl tableware
• Break and scratch resistant

Bella Drinking Glass M
Bella Pitcher Set
Art. No.: ............... 650234
Size:..................... Pitcher: 28 cm
Tumbler: 9 cm
Material: ............... 100% acrylic
Volume: ................ Pitcher: 1.6L
Tumbler: 25 cl
Pieces per carton:... 6

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

Bella Wine Glass
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

• 1 Pitcher
• 4 Tumblers

Bella Tumbler
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Volume: ................
Pieces per carton:...
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Bella Drinking Glass L

650254
11.5 cm
100% acrylic
25 cl
4

650253
9 cm
100% acrylic
25 cl
48

650235
11.5 cm
100% acrylic
25 cl
4

650255
12 cm
100% acrylic
40 cl
4

Tableware Accessories
No camp kitchens and dining tables are complete without the accessories that help to make cooking and eating easier and more comfortable on any site. From cutlery to table clips, the
Tableware Accessories collection offers all the items campers need for meal preparation, cooking and eating. All are designed to be practical in use and easy to clean from cracking a nut
to cracking a bottle!

Whisk
Art. No.: ............... 650081
Pieces per carton:... 10

Table Clip 4 pcs.
Art. No.: ............... 530870
Pieces per carton:... 10

5 in 1 Opener
Art. No.: ............... 530461
Material: ............... Stainless steel
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

Knife blade
Corkscrew
2 Step boot lever
2 x Bottle opener

FEATURES

• Dishwasher safe

12 in 1 scissors
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Scissors
Knife
Bottle opener
Wrench
Wire stripper
Jar wrench

•
•
•
•
•
•

530460
19 cm
Stainless steel
10

Nut cracker
Screwdriver
Magnet
Can opener
Fish scaler
Wire cutter

Multi Scissors
Art. No.: ............... 650078
Size:..................... 21 cm
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

Scissors
Knife
Bottle opener
Wrench

Art. No.: ............... 530463
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• 2 pieces
• Folding version
• With bottle opener

Art. No.: ............... 650080
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES
• Wire stripper
• Jar wrench
• Nut cracker

• Dishwasher safe

Serving Spoon
Art. No.: ............... 650079
Pieces per carton:... 10

Cutlery Set Stainless Steel 3 pcs.
Can Opener

Pasta Spoon

Art. No.: ............... 530861
Material: ............... Stainless steel
Pieces per carton:... 12

FEATURES

• Dishwasher safe

Spatula
Art. No.: ............... 650082
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• Dishwasher safe

Water Carriers
Essential on any campsite, water needs to be handy on pitches for convenience in cooking, drinking and washing. Outwell Water Carriers offer hard wearing, practical means of carrying
water safely and storing it conveniently by the tent. The top favourites of the collapsible 15L and neat Roll Up 10L are complemented by the ingenious 10L and 15L water carriers that can
be folded down for use as washbasins.

Water Carrier 10L
Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

650173
17 x 24 x 28 cm
17 x 28 cm
LDPE
10

Water Carrier 15L

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Small packed size and weight
Practical and strong
Convenient carry handle
Adjustable flow
BPA free
When folded down, can be used
as a washbasin

Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Water Carrier 20L
Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
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650174
23 x 30 x 39 cm
23 x 39 cm
LDPE
10

Small packed size and weight
Practical and strong
Convenient carry handle
Adjustable flow
BPA free
When folded down, can be used
as a washbasin

Water Carrier 10L Roll up
Art. No.: ............... 560307
Pack size: .............. 30 x 5 x 5 cm
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Small packed size and weight
Practical and strong
Convenient carry handle
BPA free

560310
23 x 23 x 23 cm
23 x 23 x 8 cm
10

Small packed size and weight
Practical and strong
Convenient carry handle
BPA free

Mains power on site and in the tent is now a regular part of camping life and our new range of mains kits
and sockets fit the demand perfectly. Outwell accessories meet family camping needs through the day and
into the night with lanterns, lights, torches (mains, battery, solar and rechargeable options) and heaters
all playing key roles in camping comfort and safety. Our Patio Heaters continue alongside our Mira and
Kuma electric lights; Superior, Colima, Cumbal and Crater lanterns also continue. The new, versatile Great
Bear lantern joins the Fuego, Falcon, Azuma, Acrux, Aquila and Auriga lights alongside the rechargeable
Vento and Soley. Also new is the Zodiac which features a magnet enabling it to be mounted in different
places (handy on our kitchen table windshields) plus two torches – Virgo and Virgo Compact. New Pack
towels come in new smart colours to complete the list of essentials. Outwell is the top one-stop brand
providing all the equipment to make camping experiences unforgettable. Spare pegs, runners and guylines
are campers’ essentials.

ELECTRICS
& OTHER
ACCESSORIES

Electrics
With electric hook-ups available on so many campsites, power, light and heat at the flick of a switch can be enjoyed by all campers. That power must be delivered safely so Outwell Power
mains kits, sockets, leads and plugs have all been developed with family safety as the clear priority, followed closely by convenience and versatility. Plus, of course, mains power allows
electronic equipment to be used without relying on batteries.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

15m cable
ELCB – Protected with build in circuit breaker
3G1.5 Cable
IP44 – dust and splash proof
Mains plug easy to site post
Polarity warning light
CE Approved

Mains 3way Roller Kit w. USB/light
Art. No.: ............... 650296
650297 (UK)
Size:..................... 20 x 32 x 30 cm
Weight: ................ App. 4.0 kg
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• Three Continental sockets
• Three UK sockets (UK)
• RCD (residual current device) – for best
protection (UK)
• Practical roll-up reel
• Two USB ports 5V/2100mA for recharging
Ipad, Ipods etc.
• Build in 74 LED Light with single LED night
light

Mains 3way Roller Kit
Art. No.: ............... 650294
650295 (UK)
Size:..................... 19 x 32 x 30 cm
Weight: ................ App. 3.75 kg
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• Three Continental sockets
• Three UK sockets (UK)
• RCD (residual current device) for best protection (UK)
• Practical roll-up reel
• CE Approved
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Electrics
GENERAL FEATURES
• 3G1.5 Cable
• IP44 – dust and splash proof

Conversion Lead Socket - UK

Conversion Lead Plug - UK

Art. No.: ............... 650301
Weight: ................ App. 200 gram
Pieces per carton:... 10

Art. No.: ............... 650299
Weight: ................ App. 200 gram
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

FEATURES

Conversion Lead Socket

Conversion Lead Plug

Art. No.: ............... 650300
Weight: ................ App. 200 gram
Pieces per carton:... 10

Art. No.: ............... 650298
Weight: ................ App. 200 gram
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

FEATURES

• 0.3m cable
• Convertion of mains to socket
• UK socket

• 0.3 metre cable
• Convertion of mains to plug
• UK plug

Conversion Lead 25 Mtr.
Art. No.: ............... 650302
650306 (UK)
Weight: ................ App. 3.90 kg
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• 25m cable
• Connection lead 16A plug and coupler
• Mains connection lead

• 0.3m cable
• Convertion of mains to socket
• Continental socket

• 0.3 metre cable
• Convertion of mains to plug
• Continental plug

Patio Heaters
Chilly mornings and evenings are often a fact of camping life but the 230V Outwell Patio Heaters offer instant warmth inside and outside the tent through halogen elements that offer safe,
odour-free heat. Both heaters come complete with a pre-attached plug on the useful 5m cable and the light, strong aluminium casings can be suspended securely. Etna has one 700W
setting whilst the larger Fuji offers a choice of 600W or 1500W.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Halogen heating element
Instant heat – safe and convenient
Odourless heating
To be used either indoor or outdoor
5m cable cord for versatile hanging
Pre-attached plug for 230V

Fuji Electric Camping/Patio Heater

Etna Electric Camping/Patio Heater

Art. No.: ............... 560730
560731 (UK)
Size:..................... Dia. 42.5 cm
Pieces per carton:... 1

Art. No.: ............... 650064
650065 (UK)
Size:..................... Dia. 30 cm
Pieces per carton:... 1

FEATURES

FEATURES

• Two settings 600/1500W
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• One setting 700W

Lighting
Mains-powered lighting transforms tent life through the simple flick of a switch in the neat Outwell tent lighting collection of smart hanging and clip-on lights. The Mira’s smart retro
look, Kuma’s versatile strong clip thet allows it to be attached in so many places and Castor’s sleek style offer safe, effective lighting that can be set up in seconds. All models feature a
generous 5m cable with in-line on/off switch.

GENERAL FEATURES
•
•
•
•

5m transparent cable
On/off in-line switch on cable
No assembly required
Pre-attached plug for 230V

Kuma Electronical Tent Light Grey

Mira Electronical Tent Light Green

Art. No.: ............... 650191
650193 (UK)
Size:..................... Shade 14 x 8.5 cm (HxDia.)
Material: ............... Silicone
Pieces per carton:... 6

Art. No.: ............... 650164
650169 (UK)
Size:..................... 17 x 15.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

FEATURES

• With hook for versatile hanging in tent
• Use 40W (max) threaded bulb

• Flexible arm (27 cm)
• Non-breakable silicone shade
• Strong clip

Kuma Electronical Tent Light Green
Mira Electronical Tent Light Blue
Art. No.: ............... 650163
650168 (UK)
Size:..................... 17 x 15.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pieces per carton:... 6

Art. No.: ............... 650165
650192 (UK)
Size:..................... Shade 14 x 8.5 cm (HxDia.)
Material: ............... Silicone
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

FEATURES

• With hook for versatile hanging in tent
• Use 40W (max) threaded bulb

• Flexible arm (27 cm)
• Non-breakable silicone shade
• Strong clip

Mira Electronical Tent Light Mocca

Castor Electrical Tent Light

Art. No.: ............... 650162
650167 (UK)
Size:..................... 17 x 15.5 cm (HxDia.)
Pieces per carton:... 6

Art. No.: ............... 650059
650060 (UK)
Size:..................... 16 x 13 cm (HxDia.)
Material: ............... Brushed aluminium
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• With hook for versatile hanging in tent
• Use 40W (max) threaded bulb

FEATURES

• With hook for versatile hanging in tent

Superior Lanterns
Outwell lanterns can be free-standing, hand-held or hung in and around the tent. Smart style and versatility are the keynotes here with models offering a wide variety of power sources
and operating use options. Tough, weather-resistant outers and durable LED bulbs deliver reliable performance that delivers reliable light year after year. Remote control options allow
campers to snuggle down in their sleeping bags before switching off the light.

Superior 400LX-R
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Batteries: ..............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

650051
24 x 12.5 x 12.5 cm
Use: 6 x D batteries
App. 35 hours*
6

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four LED, NICHIA 1W
High 400 lumens by NICHIA LED
Hanging function
Three different light functions:
high, low and flashing
Weather resistant
Handle for easy transportation
Remote control with flashlight
Light dimmer

Superior 300LX
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Batteries: ..............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

650050
18 x 9.5 x 9.5 cm
Use: 3 x D batteries
App. 25 hours*
6

Three LED, NICHIA 1W
High 300 lumens by NICHIA LED
Hanging function
Three different light functions:
high, low and flashing
• Night LED indicator
• Weather resistant
• Handle for easy transportation
*Please note that indicated approximate burn time depends on the
quality of the batteries used and ambient temperature
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Classic And Free Energy Lanterns
Highlighted in white with Outwell guyline-yellow trim, the clean-cut lines of our Classic lanterns reflect the traditional heritage that has been combined with chic styling and modern
performance materials and technology. Technological advances are used to enhance the efficiency of our ‘energy-free’ rechargeable and wind-up lamps.

Cumbal Classic Remote White
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Batteries: ..............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

650171
24 x 11 cm
Use: 4 x D batteries
App. 40 hours*
6

Colima Classic Rechargeable White
Art. No.: ............... 650170
650166 (UK)
Size:..................... 26 x 12 cm
Burn Time: ............ App. 8 hours*
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

20 LED
50 Lumens
Hanging function
Weather resistant
Handle for easy
transportation
• Compass in hanger
• Remote Control

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 LED
50 Lumens
Hanging function
Weather resistant
Handle for easy transportation
Compass in hanger
12V carplus charger included
Supply voltage: 230V cable pack

Soley Solar Rechargeable
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Batteries: ..............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

650046
13 x 8 cm
Use: 3 x AAA batteries
App. 24 hours*
6

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Five LED
15 Lumens
Hanging function
Two functions: solar charging or battery

Crater Classic Collapsible White
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Batteries: ..............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

• 20 LED
• 30 Lumens
• Hanging function
*Please note that indicated approximate burn time depends on the
quality of the batteries used and ambient temperature

650172
19 x 15 cm
Use: 4 x C batteries
App. 35 hours*
6

Vento Wind-up Rechargeable
Art. No.: ............... 650045
Size:..................... 18 x 8 cm
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES
• Weather resistant
• Compass in hanger
• Remote Control

•
•
•
•

Six LED
7 Lumens
Hanging function
Wind-up for one minute (180 times/min.)
lighting can keep 25 minutes

Deluxe Lanterns
New for 2014, the Great Bear not only features two light functions – on the side and on front – but also has a handy detachable torch which can be used as a small table lamp. The popular
chic Fuego and Falcon continue to prove that a lantern may be a practical light source but it can look good, too.

Fuego Deluxe Rechargeable
Great Bear
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Weight: ................
Batteries: ..............
Burn Time: ............

650275
18 x 9 cm (HxW)
875 gram (incl. Batteries)
Use: 3 x D batteries
Lantern: app. 50 hours*
Torch: app. 15 hours*
Reading Light: app. 60 hours*
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

• Two light functions – on the side and on front
• Has a reading lamp
• Detachable torch
• can also be used as a small table lamp
• has a small magnifying glass

Art. No.: ............... 650157
650158 (UK)
Size:..................... 14 x 9.5 cm
Burn Time: ............ App. 12 hours*
Pieces per carton:... 6

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ten LED
34 Lumens
Hanging function
Light dimmer
Recharge indicator
Supply voltage:
230V cable pack

Falcon Deluxe
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Batteries: .............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES
• Ten LED
• 34 Lumens
• Hanging function
*Please note that indicated approximate burn time depends on the
quality of the batteries used and ambient temperature
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650159
14 x 9.5 cm
Use: 4 x AA batteries
App. 12 hours*
6

Deluxe Lanterns
With top-performing LEDs, the stylish DeLuxe lanterns deliver light just where it is needed. Whether hand-held, free-standing or hanging, the collection offers versatile lighting solutions
for all family campers. Style and function merge to provide good-looking lanterns that provide the dining table touch operation glamour.

Auriga Deluxe

Acrux Deluxe
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Batteries: .............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Batteries: .............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

650160
15 x 6 cm
Use: 3 x AA batteries
App. 10 hours*
6

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES

• Ten LED
• 30 Lumens
• Hanging function

Azuma Deluxe
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Batteries: .............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

650161
18 x 6 cm
Use: 3 x AA batteries
App. 6 hours*
6

FEATURES

• Ten + Ten LED
• 40 Lumens
• Hanging function

*Please note that indicated approximate burn time depends on the
quality of the batteries used and ambient temperature

650194
20 x 10 cm
Use: 3 x AA batteries
App. 25 hours*
6

17 LED
34 Lumens
Touch on/off
Brightness control
USB cord operating

Aquila Deluxe
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Batteries: .............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

650195
26 x 11.5 cm
Use: 3 x AA batteries
App. 30 hours*
6

24 LED
144 Lumens
Touch on/off
Brightness control
USB cord operating

Torches and lamps
No need to worry about batteries with the lanterns recharged by solar (Soley) or wind-up (Vento) power to fuel the efficient LEDs that offer such reliable light. Both lanterns can be used
freestanding, hanging or in the hand and have a stylish silver finish with tough, black rubberised sections. Offering flexible power options, the lanterns give youngsters insights into power
generation. Headlamps Vela and Taurus continue for 2014 and are companied by new Zodiac, Virgo and Virgo Compact.

Virgo Compact

Virgo
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Weight: ................
Batteries: ..............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Weigth: .................
Batteries: ..............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

650272
15.5 x 3.5 cm (LxW)
176 gram (incl. batteries)
Use: 2 x AA batteries
App. 16 hours*
12

650274
9 x 3.5 cm (LxW)
114 gram (incl. battery)
Use: 1 x AA battery
App. 8 hours*
12

FEATURES

FEATURES

•
•
•
•

• Eight white LED
• Sturdy construction
• Batteries included

Eight white LED
Sturdy construction
Batteries included
Compact

Zodiac
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Weight: .................
Batteries: ..............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

Vela 1W
Art. No.: ...............
Batteries: ..............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

Taurus LED
650054
Use: 3 x AAA batteries
App. 7 hours*
6

FEATURES

• One LED
• 70 Lumens
• Three light functions:
high, low and flashng

*Please note that indicated approximate burn time depends on the
quality of the batteries used and ambient temperature
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Art. No.: ...............
Batteries: ..............
Burn Time: ............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

• Four LED
• 20 Lumens

650053
Use: 2 x CR2032 batteries
App. 12 hours*
6

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

650273
26.5 x 5 x 4.5 cm (LxWxH)
282 gram (incl. batteries)
Use: 4 x AA batteries
App. 20 hours*
6

4.5 W LED
Multiple mounting methods
Magnets on back side for mounting
Attached hook for hanging
Self-standing or lying
Can be used as torch
Glow-in-the-dark on/off switch button

Accessories
Fluffy household towels can be difficult to dry on site even with our handy Drying Rack. Lightweight and folding up small into their own carrybag, our practical Terry or Micro towels are
highly absorbent and really quick drying. Ideal for campsite use by all the family as well as being handy for the beach and picnics. Both styles are made from polyester microfibre fabric
with the Terry options having a terry-cotton style finish.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Includes practical carrybag
Small pack size
Ultra light
Quick drying

FEATURES

• Includes practical carrybag
• Small pack size
• Cotton-style finish

Micro Pack Towel S

Terry Pack Towel S

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

650028
100% polyester microfibre
40 x 80 cm
App. 60 gram
16 x 5 x 5 cm
10

650031
100% polyester microfibre
60 x 100 cm
App. 190 gram
22 x 9 x 9 cm
10

Micro Pack Towel M

Terry Pack Towel M

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

650029
100% polyester microfibre
60 x 90 cm
App. 100 gram
17 x 7 x 7 cm
10

650032
100% polyester microfibre
60 x 130 cm
App. 240 gram
22 x 10 x 10 cm
10

Micro Pack Towel L

Terry Pack Towel L

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Art. No.: ...............
Fabric: ..................
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

650030
100% polyester microfibre
60 x 120 cm
App. 130 gram
18 x 8 x 8 cm
10

650033
100% polyester microfibre
80 x 150 cm
App. 370 gram
25 x 10 x 10 cm
10

Drying Rack
Art. No.: ...............
Open size: .............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

FEATURES

531010
110 x 110 x 142 cm
App. 2 kg
80 x 25 x 15 cm
Aluminium
1

• Opens and folds in seconds
• Lightweight
• Small pack size

Accessories
All campers know how much effort must be made to keep the inside of a tent clean, well-maintained and free of biting insects. At Outwell, we take the details of family camping life as
seriously as the big picture so our accessories address the demands that such details make on good housekeeping whether with our electronic bug swatter, doormat, retro lantern or
versatile multi-tool that can tackle so many practical tasks with their handy designs.

Mosquito Hitting Swatter
Art. No.: ...............
Size:.....................
Weight: ................
Batteries: ..............
Pieces per carton:...

Squeeze Multi Tool
Art. No.: ...............
Weight: ................
Pack size: ..............
Material: ...............
Pieces per carton:...

590390
21 x 49 cm
App. 200 gram
Use: 2 x AA batteries
10

FEATURES
•
•
•
•

590402
App. 240 gram
10.6 x 4.2 x 2 cm
Stainless steel
10

Bug zapper
Mild electrical wire charge zaps bugs
Easy to use on/off switch
Please note that this is not a toy

FEATURES

• Stainless steel
• Pincers wiht needle nose pliers,
regular pliers and wire stripper
• 5.5 cm knife
• 5.5 cm saw
• Large flat screwdriver
• Small flat screwdriver
• Philips screwdriver
• Bottle opener
• Small knife
• Wood/metal file

Hurricane Lantern
Art. No.: ............... 560621
Pieces per carton:... 12

Outwell Doormat
Art. No.: ............... 531020
Size:..................... 60 x 40 cm
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• Durable
• Quick drying
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FEATURES

• Retro-style metal lantern
• 28 cm high
• Light intensity adjusts from warm
glow to bright
• Sheltered flame stays lit in wind
and rain
• Wire guard protects the glass
globe
• Uses paraffin fuel

Tent Maintenance
Most things we cherish need regular care and maintenance so Outwell has developed a full range of tent supplies that will tackle common problems and the regular attention that all tents
and camping equipment need during and after family use in all weathers. Aerosol sprays for cleaning, proofing, and disinfecting plus a handy fire extinguisher, seam sealer and repair kit
are useful on site or back at home.

Clean Guard

Water Guard

Art. No.: ............... 650003
Pieces per carton:... 12

Art. No.: ............... 530100
Pieces per carton:... 12

FEATURES

FEATURES

• Removes dirt, mud and other
stains without water
• Easy to spray on and wipe off

• Improves and repairs water
repellent properties of tent fabrics
• Can be used on all kinds of
textiles including suede, leather
and felt

Field Repair Guard
Art. No.: ............... 650001
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• Multi-purpose repair set
• Repairs flysheets, groundsheets,
self-inflating mats and other gear

Disinfectant Guard
Fire Guard
Art. No.: ............... 650004
Pieces per carton:... 12

FEATURES

• Handy fire extinguisher
• Help prevent small fires from
spreading
• Spray can be used directly on the
fire
• Keep within easy reach when
cooking outside

Art. No.: ............... 650002
Pieces per carton:... 12

FEATURES

• Eliminates odours
• Neutralises bacteria

Seam Guard
Art. No.: ............... 650000
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• Waterproofs seams on cotton
canvas, nylon and other fabrics
• Washable, flexible and colourless

Tent Accessories
These items play a key role in pitching without frustration. Whatever the campsite soil, a few swift blows will hammer in pegs securely at just the right angle to stay firmly embedded after
guylines have been tightened. As ever, we like to offer choice to family campers. In this case, it comes in the form of materials and weights with the Wood mallets including a useful peg
pulling hook. All are comfortable to hold and well-balanced in the hand.

Blow Hammer 1.0 lb
Camping Mallet 12 oz

Art. No.: ............... 650016
Pieces per carton:... 10

Art. No.: ............... 650012
Pieces per carton:... 10

Wood Camping Mallet 16 oz
Art. No.: ............... 650015
Pieces per carton:... 10

Camping Mallet 16 oz

Wood Camping Mallet 12 oz

Art. No.: ............... 650013
Pieces per carton:... 10

Art. No.: ............... 650014
Pieces per carton:... 10
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Tent Accessories
Even the most careful campers have accidents. Happily, in the event of damage, a replacement can easily be found for any of our Duratec poles with the Duratec ‘Do-it-yourself’ options.
Plus, the Upright Pole Set offers an easy, full replacement kit. Our full peg range offers solutions for secure pitching on the wide variety of ground and weather conditions all campers
encounter. Bulk purchase 100-piece packs enables selling pegs individually.

Upright Pole Set
Guyline Peg Plastic
Art. No.: ............... 650007 (6 pcs.)
650011 (100 pcs.)*
Size:..................... 23 cm
Pieces per carton:... 650007: 10
650011: 1

Art. No.: ............... 530735 (130 cm)
530740 (200 cm)
Pieces per carton:... 10

Tarzan Rock
Art. No.: ............... 530290
Size:..................... 23 cm
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES

• Replacement for any steel pole
• With pegs and guylines to pitch

*Bulk quantity

Anchor Peg Steel
Art. No.: ............... 650006 (4 pcs.)
650010 (100 pcs.)*
Size:..................... 25 cm
Pieces per carton:... 650006: 10
650010: 1

Halfround U-peg
Art. No.: ............... 530240 (18 cm)
530250 (24 cm)
530260 (30 cm)
Pieces per carton:... 10

Spike Peg Steel
Art. No.: ............... 650005 (10 pcs.)
650009 (100 pcs.)*
Size:..................... 23 cm
Pieces per carton:... 650005: 10
650009: 1
*Bulk quantity

Duratec "Do it yourself kit"
Art. No.: ............... 650017
650018
650019
650020
Pieces per carton:... 12

*Bulk quantity

Skewer with Hook
Art. No.: ............... 530200 (18 cm)
530210 (24 cm)
Pieces per carton:... 10

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

(8.5 mm)
(9.5 mm)
(11.0 mm)
(12.7 mm)

Replacement for any duratec pole
11 sections of 58 cm pole
Shock cord
Pole endings for Locks and Ring & Pin system
May need cutting to size

Tent Accessories
Our tents are designed and made to last but accidental damage and field repairs can be tackled quickly and easily. A Peg Extractor tool saves campers’ tempers by allowing pegs to be
pulled easily. Our Tent Tool Kit pulls together several items that help campers keep on top of pitching and cleaning. Luminous Guylines, Rubber Rings, Elastic String loops and Bentrunners are all useful items to pack in tent maintenance kits.

Tent Tool Kit
Art. No.: ............... 530459
Pieces per carton:... 10

Bent-runner 10 pcs.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Art. No.: ............... 530450
Pieces per carton:... 10

Rubber mallet
4 x tent stakes steel 25 cm
Peg extractor
Hand brush
Dustpan

Rubber Ring 10 pcs.
Art. No.: ............... 530510
Size:..................... 80 x 5 x 90 mm
Pieces per carton:... 10
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Peg Extractor

Luminous Guyline

Elastic String 10 pcs.

Art. No.: ............... 530300
Pieces per carton:... 10

Art. No.: ............... 530380 (4 x 3 m)
530390 (4 x 4 m)
Pieces per carton:... 10

Art. No.: ............... 530490
Pieces per carton:... 10
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